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US Coast Guard
_.r eport s ·on -· crew
By Maggie McKowen
A US Coast Guard report
released last week ••parallels" a
UNH report on the Aprif 10
crew accident, according to·
Michael O'Neil, director of
UN H recreational sports:·
' The US Coast Guard report,
released Monday on Tuesday,
Nov. 29, criticized -the crew
coaches' monitoring of weather .
conditions and the overall
organization -of the event.
The report read, ··The ·
coxswains did not know the
intended route, the lead coach

- .
Sliding to class after New Hampshire's first snowstorm this year are~Chip Triglione and John
·
.
.
·
Myers. (Jim Millard photo)

did not maintain adequate
control of his shells and the
members failed to follow the
general safety guidelines of the
US Rowing Association."
O'Neil said US Coast Guard
findings are similar to those
reported by the President's
Review Panel on April 28. The
panel, composed ot UN H fire .
department and public safety
officials, among others, was
appointed by former UNH
President Ev~lyn Handler to
· CREW, page 6

Acade ~ic buildin gs
to get new phone s ·
expected to cost sev.eral million
By Michelle Evans
The University will accept a dollars. However, ·•there will be
bid to install' a new telephone no upfront cost," Fisk said.
system in academic buildings •·we will be lease-purchasing
. this, and the monthly charge
and services on Dec 19.
One of several bids will be will be less than the present
accepted at a joint meeting of system."
· .. Whether the costs of
t~e Fina nee and !3udget
the sy stem will be
purchasing
Propert)C-ommittec and the
· Committee of the U niversi..ty handled_by monthly payments,
or_the length of tim~ alloted for
• Systerp Board of Trustees.
The bidders are Anaconda the payments will not be known
E riccs o n, A tt is, In teC om , . until a vendor is chosen, and a
.-N.orthern Telecom,,. .ROLM , contract established.
'"T he new. services will be
and Telecom Plus.
-~ .4'Wc've been workjng for a installed throughout next Sear,
year to get a better phone according to Fisk. Dorm
system.. . : technically better then rooms are nnt included in the
.the one we have now, and at plan.
Reca bling of academic
, kss cost," said Lennard Fisk,
interim vice president for buildings will / take place over
financial affairs and admin- the summer. The present
istration.
The new services are PHONES, page 11

Chann el 11 may get new · center

the New Hampshire Public want to get out of the MU B. It
was never designed for human
Television station . .
•• A site has not yet been occupancy. Ifs windowles~,
chosen," said Davis Griffith · small, stuffy, and _ over·
Channel- 11 assistant general crowded."
··students are. an important
manager, ~•but we hppe to build
on University-owned land that consideration ," :G riffit h· sa id .
is accessible·· to students. - We •we've had a rotituall y
bc.neficial relationship employing · them keeps our
p·ayroll down while giving them
· the opportunity to work in TV
operations. Many schools have
rinky-dink facilities and
-- students don't -_get hands-on
;
1·he fire department would . CHANNEL II, page 24
By Kenneth L Fish
The Durham-tiJ NH fire
move from one end of College ,
department may rnovc to a new Road's service building to the
location if NH Superior Court other where there is more room
allows Durham to hold a if town residents approve the ·
change.
special tnwn meeting.
"We haven't got neatenough
Town selectmen voted last
night 3-1 to petition Superior room" for the ·fire fighting
Court to set a date for the town equipment said Richard
y Barbara Ohrstrom
meeting whlch will probably be
page '5
Although the . people in the
STATION,
in January.
story are real ,-all starred names
have been changed.
*Susan Edwards is . J<J. She
lives in Stoke Hall, is a
sophomore and an English
major.
Her .first year at UN H,
Edwards dated * Dan Black.
·Black graduated, and although
the two still date, she. only sees
him every two weeks. This year,
she goes to parties moreparties · ,,,v herf · there is some
sexual pressure.
It is a Thursday night in
January. Afriend and Edtt·ards ·
leave Stoke, and walk to a local
party: tclwards is H;:earing Bean
boots, dungarees, a cotton
shirt, and an old fi,r coat her
mother gave her~ . There are
over 200 people ar rhe party,
and Edwards mingles .fi·eely.
She knows people- there- ·
eople Black introduced her to,
Jeople that live in her dorm.
She lo:•;es her friend in the
crowd, and bumps into *John
Sears, who lives in her dorm.
He tells her he· will walk her
later-, and she nods. She
home
The staff of the Durham-UNH Fire · oepartinent may be
it isn't s~fe to walk home
knows
moving to another .location. (Scott Young phµto)
at night. She cloesn 't
alone
. "\.
.

By Mike RHey
At the November meeting of
the University System of New
. Hampshire Boarq of Trustees,
Channel 11 General Manager
Arrhur Singer unveiled a three~ye_a r .. plan to build a new
broadcast center and offices for

·Fire· station may
change locatio U

1

~te rape~ a ·c ase histOry

\,

know him well, bat the two Edi1- ards lies awake,frozfn; sh
' have exchange'd greetings in the is petrified. Ajier some tim
halls of Stoke; and she o.fien passes, she get-sup and goes tk,
sees him ·around l;ampus.
At 1:30 a.m., the two leave ASSAULT, page 10
the party . · Sears is wearing a
maroon skijacket and a scarf to
-INSIDE- _
ward against the cold. He is a
big man-6 '2" and solidly
built. Edwards did not drink
much because ~he ha_d to get up
early for class the · following
day. She· thinks he may be _
drunk, but she isn't sure. The ·
snow ·cruni:hes underfoot, and
the two don't talk mue'h -in the
silent cold.
Once inside Stoke, they get
on the elevator. He gets oflwith
her on her .floor and she
· wonders what he wants as thev
walk to her d_oor. She unlocks it
and fumbles for the light. ·
Seacoast Ballet performs at
. Pushing her inside the room
Gourmet Dinner. See story,
it.
locks
and
door
the
he closes
19.
page
She is confused and afraid. The ·
(
He
vvords.
ex('hange
not
do
two
5
page
.-........
.........
Calendar
grabs her and rapes her. She
27
26,
page
.....
~
....
Classified
because
ve/1
or
doesn't resist,
Comics .......... ~ ........ page 24
she is afraid he may break her
................. page 16 ·
Editorial
,
SIJ.e
anything.
s
say
jaw (l she
Features .......... pages 19-23
.feels pain, a great deal of
Notices ..........._.... ~ .... page 6
physical pain.
Sports ..................... page 32
A_fier Sears is through, •he
fall s asleep immediately.
1
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It's a bum[Jy road for studentsYiit wheelchairs
I

.

.

_By Ed Ballam
I'm a fake.

door opens and I race through. The leg
supports bounce off the _ rub~er
molding. The door closes ~nd Im
inside with time to spare. ·
,
"The elevator ,is real nice for us,"
. Dia_na says. "We're a lot .. moreindependent now."
.: -~ · _ _ .
. Before, Handicapped students used
the freight elevator that had to . be
operated by someone else. "Anytime

coffee.and, as he leaves, says he_'is glad
I'm doing this: ._
_
"I find that ~tudents are very good
about me," Diana says. "Teachers are
another thing. I ha.ve to go to the
hospitaCfor a test next week and one of
my teachers had the gall to ask me to
change my plans. Some teachers don't
want handicaps in their class so they
clam up. I try to break the ice so I can
prove I'm just the same as everyone
'else," Diana commerits.
·
It's time for Diana to leave. I've
decided to strike out on my _own. I
want to · experience--" the sal)lc
frustrations Diana and [)'Jamel talked
about:·

D'Jamel says · he was the first
wheelchair student. on campus -31/;
- years ago.
"In the time I've been here,'' he
explains, ·Tve seen the accessibility go
from O .-to 45 . percent . They (th_e
ad.m inistrators) . used , to d_iscourage
handicapped from -taking classes. here .
By law, if any handicapped sttide-nfs
sign~ :ur l~or a class they must make it

There a-re 12 students at UNH who
are not fakes, who d,e pend on their
wheekhair for mobility. -1 can get out
of th-is chair anytime and walk, but I
won't. I've made a deatwith m'yself.not
to standuntil I find out what it's like to
be wheelchair-bound on campus.
I try to imagine what people are
thinking as I wheel out of Hood House
i n m v· b O r-r OW e d w-he e IC h a i r.
Awkw~rdly, I start up - the ramp
toward the .MU B, weaving from side
l.
to side as people dodge , me ..
- .Ope-rating a wheel chair is like
- ~.
---,
'
rowing a boat. To turn I must. brake
.
. .
Going down the ramp Qn my way.to
dne wheel while pushing the-'"opposite
one ..
,_.., ~ the _library -is much more enjoyable
~
~
-0.
than going up. It's like riding a
_ The ramp is very steep. Already my ·
arms are tired and ,I haven't spent five ~
, ,_ ·_✓~~
·
=►•-- · · -=soapbox_derbycardownh\11.
minutes in the chair. I have walked this
_
- -~~~ _
.
At the bottom of the ramp 1'm filled
·--: ·
·_, ·
;,ramp hundreds of times, but reaching
·
·
with · a sense of satisfaction and the
the summit, the MU B . doors, is an
•
thrill of speed.
·
~achievement today. , ·
A._-_,·
Climbing· hills bv Hamil.ton Smith
I'm not used to women ·holding the
,,,,7-•
proves to be iinpo:sible . .It is just too
door for me. I accept__their help,
·
steep for a wheelchair. D'Jainel is
., realizing I can no lor_1ger do this thing
~
right, U N H d O e S nee de SO fTl C
___
landscaping to make the campus more
I've taken for granted.
·T he UN H Handicapped Services
accessible for the handicapped .·
office arranged for me to meet with
U n<laughted, I go the long way via
Diana Morin, a handicapped student
· the sidewalk near Main St.
.
here on campus. I'm twenty min_utes
· 1 have
watch out for the many
late but Diana is sitting patiently in her
· cracks in the pavement. Even the
wheelchair talking with - Kevin
. smallest crack (ther,c are thousands),
-Robinson, another wheelchair
· ·- stops the wheels. I never notieea them
student, as I wheel through the MU B '
· before.
.
.
_ ,.
doors-.
My hands are gettin·g tired and I'm ..
Diana is glad I'm experiencing what
perspiring even though it's cold out
it's like in a wheelchair. I feel guilty I _
here. Finally, · I'm at the' 'new library ·
can leave this chair ·behind me, but
ramp . It's steep, ·but no·t i_rffp'o~si~le.
accessible."
The library is suprisingly accessible
Diana has never walked.
we wanted to move, we had to get
"H'o_w -does ·it feel?" she asks me.
_D'Jamcl and Diana both want to
· sme II s
once through the anti -theftdevice. The _
some b o d y, " s h @,sa1·d . Bes1·ct es 1t
rug is h;ud ,to push on but not,as hard
This wheelchair is clumsy -~nd ugly. . ,iD ;there. Th.er use _it to mov.e ~he . 'take Biol'ogy 401 but they can't. The
class, held in Murldand, . is · not '- 1as brokeri pav_ement. '
· I don't like it, but I tell Diana it feels
_' ..< .
garbage out and l certainly don't want
accessible to them. The class coufd 'he
strange.
··
:
·
, to l?~ associated with1 the transport of
I can maneuver between ·the book
"Let's go .down to the next level;" · ' garbagJ. ,,· . _ _ ~
moved, but the mstructor won't do 'it. · ·' shelves without knocking any bcioks
·
- ·· · .
"We don't know why he won't move
Diana_says.lagree:lwa.nthertoshow
. off.
.Diana -~aid she has seen · -UNH
it," D'Jamcl says. ·
The tables in the library are too low
me what life is like thredeet below eye
become more accessible to the
"If you make him move, he'll take i.t
· for _my wheelchair to fit un·d er. - :
level.
handicapped in two semesters .
out on us and. we can't hide. We're a
I envy her -motorized chair as she
Thompson Hall is easily accessible
As Diana a_nd I chat, she calls out to
Iit'tle obvious in these things," Diana zips over to the elevator, which is too
with one door ramp and an elcvafor.
a wheelchair student as he wheels by.
says pointing to herchair.
small for both of us,. She eKplains how
Hamilton , Smith, however, is
"D'Jamel, come he.re." .
·
"Th.ey (the administration) like to
. virtually inaccessible : I struggle up the
to u_se it and goes first.
He · pushes his chair toward our
As I sit there waiting for it to return,
table.
· ta}<e me out to dinner and talk, talk
steep ramp, the worst encountered so
abQut what needs to be done," I hear Kevin call out to- me. "You've
far. The front wheels lift offthc groundAs P'Jamel and I shake ha-rids, 1 feel
D'Jamel sa~rs, "but that's all it is, just
got 15 seconds after the door opens to
'A_'.'.it-h every push . At the top, there is a
_his strong grip. His hands must get a
get inside before it closes," he says.
talk."
. Jot of exercise from pushing his
.WHEELS, page 29
I mpossi,b le, _I think to myself. The _ wheelchair.
He announces he ·wants to get some
'
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NEWS IN BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL-
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us jets atta.c k

topic, -~Women in Post-Wa _r Germany:
The Legacy of Fascism" will be
ptesented by He !en Fe herva ry,
associate professor ofGermanatOhi0 ·
State University. Professor George
Romoser; department of Political
Science, University of - New . · Hampshire, will be involved -in the
scmi-nar as a commentator.

Ma-rine . symposium ·_,
Saturd~;v .

For the first time ,since the American
pres.e nce in Lebanon, US jet fighters
J
struck bombed Syrian pos·itions in
_ Lebanon -sunday. The air · strike
fhe Marine ·Studies· Program (;f the
,, resulted in the loss of two Navy jets
New Hampshire C-ortege · and
and· the capture of two · Navy pilots,
U nive;:sity Council (NH CUC) will
one. of whom reportedly di~d from ·
present its third annli-al Marine
injuries suffered in a crash. Another - Studi.es Symposium ·on Saturday,
pilot was rescued after parachuting to
Dec . )O: Tbs yea,r's symposium will be
safety. Twelve hours after the air
held at UNH, in the Berkshire Room
strike, US Marine positions at the
c)f the.: New Erigl~i_nd Center. The· dayBeirut airport were ·fired on by Druze
long program, entitle"d "Looking at
militiamen and eighC Marines were
A peace vigil will be heid Saturday,
Marine Studies", is open t'Q the public ·
killed .•·'.!.,_ "':" . - · '
. Dec. I 0, from 12 to 2 p. m . at the main
without charge and will feature several
·-7'~ 7','.-'!!._
.
gate of the Pease. Air Force Base in
UN H faculty members. Rc,gistration
Newmarket.
. f(?r the N HCUC symposiumwill begin
at 8:30. a .m . Saturday. · N() cidvance
registration is necessary.
·

Peac~ vigil at Pease

':I',

IIAL ;,
0

'

-- •

brief spe'ech will be followed by a
question and answer sessicin . 1-Iol,lings, ·
making h"is · tenth ~ visit to New
Hampshire, will spend all day
Thursday and Friday morning 1n the
State. He will be back in New
Hampsnire Ot;c. 15 through 19.

Infant center
-relocatesThis week the Durham Infant
Center is -moving to Scarhmell Grange
on Main _Street in Durham from its
location at Forest Park . The expanded
facilities will allow the center to accept
more children for full and part-time
care .

Reagan responds

Pr-esident Ronald Reagan, i'n
response to the us air strike against
0

~t~rl: :;,s~t~~n~~~:1:~~a'~L~n°Pi~I~~~~ _:

s ,.

.

eminar series .
tin

Hollings visits
. UNH

WEATHER
me National We,!ther Service

attacks" against' routine and unarmed
COll
UeS
predicts a chance of occasiona_l rain in
US rec on n a i ssa nee flights on
Democratic Presidential candidate
the south, With highs in the JOs to low
Saturday. Reagan said : - "We don't; -.
On Dec. 9 the third seminar in.the
and South Carolina Senator Ernest
40s for Tuesda)' . Gradual clearing is
seek hostilitiesthere. lfourforcesare:
New Hampshire - ln_ternational
Hollings wi'tl make his first visit to
expected for Wednesday with
attacked, we will respond. We_'re going Seminar serie.si w.i,IJ 1cpJw9ne .~!L4 p._m., . UJ~l H, __on Th1_irsday: I?ec. 8. He will
temp~~a_t_u_r~~ _ip_ t~f: h_ig_!,_JQ~ ,.to_ low
. - to dcfm·d- o □ r per~mnnel th~lt IS there :'1 . -in ' , the · F lfi c)ff ~ A lt1mn i C ent cf - Th_e_ - - -s-pcak Tn-Ham1lt-01r~m1th room tn :-A-- . -40s.
.-
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Co~op
seeks-~
director

Study
·-a dVice
offered

By Sue Gagnon
By Maureen O'Neil
and Bruce Perry
Four "candidates remain 1n
This is the second and last
the search for a new director of
part
-in a series on study
t h e U N H C ·o o p e r a t i ·v e
techniques. The Area . I Hall
Extensi-on Service. Directors offer the following ·
The candidates will- be
advice to help students handle
interviewed on Dec. 12, 14, 16,
some pre-finals and other test
and 19. Each wj\1 present a 20
anxiety. ,
minute seminar on '"-Problems
Finals week.for many college·
and Opportunities for
. students marks their voyage
Extension today and in the into the "'Twilight Zone" where
future", in the Windsor'"a1l nighters" and cramming
-Charles Room "' of the New
. beco111e a way of •·making: it
England Center, at 3:30 p.m.
through". Fears of flunking out
each day.
.
or
not
meeting .pare!]t or
Earlier in the day the
·
teacher
expectations
prevail.
candidates will meet· with
Pro_R_er study techniques
department chairmen and
coupled with quality sleep ·a nd
()can Stephco Klcinschustcr, -Displaying t~o of
wreaths which they and other members of th·e Durham Community Church
di-et • ma)' insure a succ~ssful
College of Life Sciences and
helped to make are Mrs herbert Flather am!_Mrs Nobel K Peterson. This is a 70-year-old tradition
study . period. Following vare
\ Agriculture: Raymond _atthechurch.(Jim Millard photo)
· ·
-some suggestions to maximize
Erickson, vice president ·for _
your stu~ying efforts. _
Academic · ,t\ffairs: and the
Cooperative Extension Service
I feel like I'm stabbing in the
'
.
:
Director Search Committee.
dark ... _
The candidate selected to
Take Control: Make a list of all
replace Dan Weddle·. 'interim
the things you have to do.
director of Cooperative By Robin Peters
supported the proposal after and _ "a very good d_eal"- Break your workload down
into , manageable chunks.
Extension . Service will be
Student Senators voted to consulting with officials from
financially.
re s p o n s i h I e .ro r p r <) g ra m a 11 ow ,·s _:LY N ( S t u d e n t - Channel 11. who said the
Prioritize! Schedule your time
administration:
·
realistically. Don'\ skip classes
Te_levision Newtwork) - to use switcher was ·•very necessary; SENATE, .page 8
near an exam - you may miss
Former director Maynard , $4680 . 15 of their surplus funds
Heckel retired from the from last year to purchase a
a review session. Use that hour
in between classes to review
po~ition in August after twelve . new piece of televlsi-on studio
notes. lnterrupt study time
years.
equipment.
with ,planned study breaks.
· The service· is a cooperative
The proposal passed
Begin studying early. with an
between . the State, the US u n a n i m o us I v , w i,t h f i v e
hour or two a day and slowly
Department of Agriculture, abstcn·tions at -Sunday night's
build up as the e·xam
and - land grant universities to meeting_.
provide ed ucati<)nal services,
By
Chri~
Heisen~erg
,
!h\i-r
road
is
the
_
mo
_
s
t
·
·approach~s
.
The . new item, a switcher,
i.e . the 4- H youth program:
While UN H students played · tmJ!>ortant, . b~t. w~ have our I've got ,o much to study... and
· ··reduce.~_post productiQn time, ·
Nicholas Engalichev, providtS--ia means for switching in the s~asop 's first major • , ·?r~er of pnonttes . ..
so little time...J don't know
chairman , of the ." scarcn · from camera to camera, and ' snowstorm. crews were bUS}'
Snow removal usual_ly c.osts_, where to begin.. .
comm,ittee to re-place Heckel would ·provide students with an clearink campus roads arid . fl th o~sand doll~rs
rnch
Preview: Survey your sy_U-abus,
said they will recommend a undcrsta-nding of the full scope wai'kways of snow.
according to Dozie.~. .
.
reading material, and notes.
candidate to vice presidendor · of profess i ·on a I vi d co
Crews _ worked non-stop
The t?!als for this storm are
Identify the most important
Academic Affairs -Raymond production." according to the from 2 p.m. Sunday, until
not yet m. ,
.
.
topics emphasized.., and areas
Erickson in .lanw,rv seven this morning .
_The crews. efforts to remove
still not . understood. Previewproposal.
1
Eng_alichev · sayJ he · wot~~~
•
·"We had the storm under snow were 11!1Pe?ed by UNH
General Manager Dennis
ing saves time_, especially with
like to ~cc_the future director · McCarthy said cutting post control since - it started." said st ~.de,nts pla):mg 10 the s~r~ets. non-fiction reading, by helping
serve for at least five years.
Hank Dozier, director of
Its amazm~ how obltv10us · you organize and focus in on
production time would leave
"'We've had too many top more camera time availabJe~for
Buildings and Grounds. ··we they a~; to t~~ir ow!l pe~sc_mal
the main topics. You should be
administrators stay a short students with new show ideas . started salting and sand_ing safety,
Dozier said. 1 hey
able to preview all the assigned
time in the past,;, Engalichcv
"'We're frnp-ing~we c'a n open - since the storm started at two." --r:_efuse · t?: get out - of the
reading in an a_verage course in
said. ·
·
"We were alerted to this sno';plow s way~ _and they
about an hour.
·
up some new ideas for sho~s."
The candidates arc:
storm last Thursday night by don t_seem to realtze t~at these
he said . STVN also plans to
To preview text material.
• Dr .. G ord'o n L. Dowel I, provide weekly rather than bithe · weather s e rV ices ~re btg trucks w~.o cant stop as
read the entire , first two
regional director of the weekly news shows.
Corporation, -so we were ready fast as car:~ can.
_
paragraphs ·of a chapter- or
Cooperative Extension Sec.vice
for it," Dozier said. .
Otherwise , there w~re te_w
"This ( the switcher) would
section. _Then read only the first
· <)f the U nivcrsity of Illinois:
Dozier said his office had probl~ms. though · Dozier sa,~
e·nable us to do . live anchor
sentence of each successive
•Dr. Peter J . Horne, extension rather than · taped and edited 1 several phone calls from people I 2 Sl~aents would ~e ~.pset this · paragr~ph. Then _ re;id the
.
'
who wanted roads cleared . mo_rnmg when they discovered
(shows)," he said.
CO-OP, page 8
·sT~DY, page 30
Senator Brian Shea ' '"Everyone always believes that their cars were towed.

the

·•

-STVN to buy · new equipment
UNH c9vered by
first -s llow sto-r m
0

'

,.,_

rer

1

/UNH e=°gineers set:
sights on robot
By Kris Snow
According to Miller, ·a nonIt will be a long time before \ isual robot '"depends on an
Star Wars type .robots arc a object l,)eing al the right spot,"
reaJity, but the research of three o·n an assembly line or in
UN H electrical engineers may another indu~tr1al setring. A
help bring industrial .robots one visual robot could handle a
step doser.
,
variety of obj ect positions. he
Thom~lS M illc'r, Gordon said.
- Kraft , · arid Fi.Ison Glanz hope
l_ndustrial robots - arc
to increase rob<)t capabilities _ pres_ently used for spray·
by attaching a video camera to painting in the ·automobile
a robot loaned to UN H _by indust-ry, welding, a-nd for
moving objects on _a nd off
Davidson Rubber Company.
"A camera conncqcd to a ~1sse.mbly lines, Miller said.
- - computei· and the computer to · Davidson Rubber presently
drivers · ( which control the has an experimental . robot
nrbot) would let a robot do a which · paints bumpers of cars,
sim.plc p(oject," 'Ci lanz s..iid.
Glanz said. A 'v isual robot
"F~H example. the rohot could trim the material "w.hich
could locate a point on a piece s~ueezcs 0lJt from tl1ec molds" ·
or CLJUipment to be drilled. The when •making those bumpers.
computer would analy1e the he said.
Demonstrating' their ·robot in Kingsbury Hall are Professors Gordo~ Kraft, Filson""--GJany and·
ima!!e and control t'hc robot."
~080!,
15
he _s:1 id.·
,
•
·
}_h~~~~ Mill~r. t~s~,~~~ Youn~-,~~~to), ,_,, _,
,,
J · •• , , , . _
1
1
1
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'Senate disctisseS concepts

A LASTING GIFT
FOR
BOYFRIENDS
AND
FATHERS

By Robin Peters

He~rt shaped frame, sprig of mistletoe, and you!
Custom studio portrait, framed, & ready to go in
one visit! $10.00

PHOTO VIDE.O PRODUCTIONS
Portrait studio location:
147 Main St. - Rte 108
Newmarket. 868-540 7

7 Commerdal Alley
· Portsmouth NH 03801 ' .
·. 436-0703

Quantities Limited

... Where Else.

Visage
Professional Skin Care
Hours Mon. - Sat. Day & Evenings By Appt. Only ·
7 Commercial Alley Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
436 -0703

Student Senators ·discussed comrnunity."
with an opportunity to gain .
concepts for student organiza- ·. This year, :SCOPE sponsor:- practical and educational
tions_at their .weekl'y meeting ed tbe B-52's concert, which - experience with small format
Sunday.
was just 300 tickets short of a television."
,
.. A concept ' defines what an sellout, and Jon Butcher Axis:
General Manager Dennis .
organization is all about," ,s aid Billy Idol, SCOPEi's third
McCarthy said the 35 to 40
Roy Lenardson, student body project · this semester. · will · members· of STVN are a.II
vice president. "Bas-ically, it's perfi)rm Friday night.
· trained to · operate ca.meras.
an outline of what an
SCOPEhasaneightmember One of his goals this year is to
organization should be doing;·~ - executive board · and up· tQ IOO move from a biweekly to a -.
~
,
.
.
·people working for them : weekly news show. - ·
MUSO s· (~em~mal Union during concert productions.
STVN works with other.
Student Organizat10n) concept
.
.
· . .
·
states its purpose is to .. provide ·
Radio station- WUN H 1s student organizations. In the
for the organization and .. primarily a service organiza - · past they have provided video
administration of cultural,
tion providing)he most up-to:- services · for M USO, taped
educational, and social · date _ ·1ntormat1on and news lectures by the UNH Writers
activiti'es such as popular and c·o ncerning . our community,'; Series. and co-sponsored .. A
entertainin_g films, arts, - according to its concept.
Night With WUNH" bv
lectures. phocography and dark
"'T' hc· ·,,nrnin · . thing wc ·' vc pi-ovid-ing a rnck video.
·
room instruction,_ diversified
improved . upon is general
ST V N a.Is o presents
MU B programming with a pub attitude. both internally and Rock world daily at 4 p.m. in
atmosphere,andva.riousevcnts _· externally.'' sa _id Greg the Seae-oast lounge and the ~
and services upon request for
Kretchmar, general manager.
student soap opera And
the University community."
The station employ~ 75 Through It All.
.percent students and 25 pe_rcent
·rhc Student Press' main
The 20 m~mber organization · non-students. We welcome -function is to ·•provide a
differs from SCOPE (Student anyone," Kretchmar said.
. medium for UNH students to
-Committee On " Popular . While _13 perce~t of students_ gain experience in journalism,
Entertainment) in that it brings
surveyed at the beginning of · crea_tive writing, adVertis.ing,
less expensive. _less popular last year listened toWUNH,83 . photog·raphy and graphic
bands to the MU 8 . It differs percent sai9 they listened to the desi.g n," accord·ing to its
from STVN (Student Televi- station at the end of last year . . concept. ,
- sion'. Network) by bringing a · Kretchmar said.·
·
The Commuter· Advocate, a
v a r i e t'y • of c u It u r a:I .a n d
The Granite concept states it . , . studGnt press ptiblirntion,
cduc~tional films to students. "shall provide the U nive,rsity changed from a weekly to a biwhere STVN focuses on
community with a yearbook weekly publication.
popl!lar entertain.ment films.
that gives the student body ihe
'Tm happy with the cha~ge,"
SCOPE's concept stated its o·pportunity- to express. the said Cris Kayser. director of the
purpose is to .. provide the best feelings, memories and events pr~ss. T~e. Advocate staff said
possible entertainment as well of the University year through · the change enabled them to
as ethnic. cultural. and literary. artistic and creative prodj.lce a ma.gaztne-·style
paper .!Pore effectively.
traditional mt1sic, with the · illustration."
~focus on enhancing the social
8-ccordin_g . to .ST~N's
Allconceptsweret~bkdand
and .educational experiences of concept. tpe1r purpose 1s to will be vo_ted on b}; Senators at
members of the University . .. provide interested -students . n~xt wee,_k's meeting. ' "-' -

~
/

FINAN~CIAL AID ·ArPLICATIO-N S
Now· Av AILABLE
for 1984-85
.atth~

Financial Aid -Office
_207 Tho-m pson Hall
(M-F 8:00-4:30)

1/

9 : '\·

/; CAN'T -~ A R ~
CHRISTMAS ~
WITHOUT YOU

g

1

'

· Applicants need:
-1) a 1-984-85 UNH Appiication Form (green)
and
2ta 1984-85 Financi_a l,Aid F"orm (FAF)

, \

l

PRIORITY DEADLINES
Undergraduates:
.

I

Graduates:

·Febi:-uarr 15, 1984
May I; 1984

I

_AT THE DURHAM 'RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE
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Come ·to ·s·-·t'oke

. ( continued from 'page 1)"
Proulx, chairman of the
Durham-UN H Fire Commission. A ladder truck and water
tanker are "shoe,..horned into
the ROTC buildin.g" behind the
fire -s tafion.
The present fire station
"doesn't even meet · life safety
codes," Proulx said. "It's an
abomination."
UN H also needs s_pace for.its
$15 million science_ center
which will displace sculpturn
facilities in Paul Creative Arts
Center.
The sculpture worksho'ps
may move into the· space
currently used by the fire
department if that moves to its
. new location, said David
Andrews, chairman of the Art
department.
These moves would require
renovation of both ends ofthe
service building.
. The. cost · of renovaJion is
_ estimated · at $290,000 wh-ich
will be shared by the town and
University, Proulx said.

,

·

i-I'all 's
..,..-

Tll
ESDA Y,. December
6
.
~

5.th Annual
:W.r eath Lightin,g Ceremony
.

.
.

~----------------.
.
.
---.
.
.
.
.
---1
.
~
.
CALEIIDAR

.

\

,

-

- Dec.ll at 8:00pm
in front of Stoke
The NOTABLES
& refreshments
afterwards ·
·,1

I

DURHAM RID CROSS HI.OOD DRIVE: ·-can't "lk:1r'
Chri;-;tmas ,Without Y(>u."(iranill:StateRoom. Memorial Union, 10 ·
a .m,-J p.m.
.
.
Cl.ASS RIN(i S/\LFS: Memorial 'Union, IO'a .m .-J p.m.
/\POI.LO /\STROl\:/\llJ I.FCI URL Briga d ier General Charles
Duke. ll .S, /\ir Force. sen .ed as a lunar mo<.lule pilot a hoard /\polltl
16. \\h1ch ~·as the lirst sciL·ntilic exped ition to inspect, suney , anti
sample matCl'ials in the Desc:1rtes region, John~on Theater. Pairl
/\rts. 4 p.m
·
B/\S~FTB/\LI.: ML·n \S. Rhode Is land, Lundholm (iym. held
H ousc. 7)0 p.m.
R FCIT/\L: Larry l.ang. tromhone. Bratton RL·Cita l Hall Paul /\rts.
X p.m.
I

.

WEDNESDAY, December 7

national .· Collene

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVF: Ciranite State Room.
Memorial Union, 10 a ,nJ,-J p.m .
WOM FN'~ STU DI ES S'FM INAR: "Ni:\'. lJ N.H /\IJirn1ati,e Actiorr
Plan," Nancy Dea Fie, H illsb6rough-Sullivan Room. Memorial
Union.12 noon - I p,m.
·
.
'HOCKFY: Womrn vs. Boston University . Snively /\rL·na,- 7 p.m.

Director,

A ·co111:pact gu,_ide to more than 1500
accredited 4-year U.S. colleges _&
universities. Published for over 20
years._
Lists · scholarships, entrance . tests,
major fields ofstudy, tuition& room
& board costs, size of Student body,
etc.
Send $3 .50 to:

THllRSDA Y, December 8
CHRISTMAS CRAFTS I-AIR: Ciranite State Roorn. Me1~10rial
Union. 10 ·a.m.-6 p,m.
MlJSO FILM: "The Atomic Cat'c." Strafford Room. Memorial
Union. 7 & 9:J0
$1 admission .
.
·(iY MN /\STICS: Women vs, N_o1'theastern . . 1-i_c ld House. 7 p.m :
SYMPHONIC BAND /\ND WIND CHAMBER GROUPS
CON(TRT: Ni.cholas Orovich and Stanl.ey Het"tingcr. directors.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, X p.m .
,
I .FCTU RE: "Remembering the r le mental Plrners of Wori1en."
Mary Dal~, Professor of Theology. Boston ('()liege , Room IO I,
P<1rsons, X· p.m.

p.m.

. FRIDAY~ December 9

CH RISTM/\S

CRJ\1-TS .!-/\IR: Granite State Room, M'emorial lJ n ion , I 0 a . m. -6 p. m.
N l-W HJ\M PSH IRE INTERNATIONJ\I. SEM INJ\R: "'Women in
Post - War (i<.:rmany: The LL'gacy of 1-acism," Hckn 1-ehenary.
Asso.ciate Profcsspr of German, Ohio Sta le lJ niversity. 1925 Roor'n.
Alumni Center, 4-6 p,m.
HOCKEY: -Men vs. Dartmouth, Snivuly Are,na, 7:J0 p.m. ·

Deear Enterprises
PO Box4453
'-':- Manchester, N .H. 03108 ·

FINALS!

TRANSFER ORIENTATION
,. STAFF .NEEDED
*

-

·NEED AOlilET .PLACE TO STUDY?
WHAT'S AVAILABLE:
- limited space for individual study
- three conference rooms for group ~tudy

* * * ·* * * * ~-• '• * * * * ·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ·* * -* * * •.
t·

Applicatiorts-. and details
ava ila·ble at the

WHERE:
- Elliott Alumni Center _
(located next to Snively Arena)

Commuter/Transfer Center
Rm. 136, MUB
862~3612

r

·

WHEN:
- December 12, 13, and 14

TIME:
- 6:00 p.m. 'to 12 midnight

EXTRAS:

*' * * * * * * * * * * *, * * * * * * * * * * *
.i

* ·* * **· ******* ''Il

- proctored to .ensure quiet
- study-break lounge and _Jree coffee
- free parking

1, .

I

App1y1 2/518~· thfU 1/27/841:
CALL THE ALUMNI CENTER
·.: AT 862-2040 TO RESERVE
CON·
- F ERENCE .ROOMS AND -T O
GET MORE INFO·R MATION.
~

.

QUESTIONS?

I

Conta_ct Denis~ Richards or Jimmy Bel_las
at the Com·m uter /Transfer ' Center .
"-:,. - or:.:cal'I 86-.2 ~3612. ' . .
,_,
L~~JiW'a,.;"-'f'.,i,:''1-'°~~"'iit"'~"'J;~~sil"~'IIOJ.l~.J';..,~~;;.'!1<~~'1!1,.·~

...

· ~ ~ . _ ~ ~ ~ ~ , .-11,,t.;:.s

Sponsored by
UNH STUDENT AMBASSADORS
_
. in conjunction with
.

__ ,_.

.

-)

.

,'•!..

_T_,·._,H·_·_E_u_N_
- _H
__A_t_u_M
__N_1--..·~__s_
=

-iiiiiil
--~---?iiii
. ?--··/·~--Illiii'~
- .•.-

J.
.

I

,"!oiiiil
""'liiiii
-'~iliiiii
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NOTICES·

.

ACADEMIC
DIJON .l UN IOR .YEAR ABROAD PIWGR/\M:
Srwnsorcd by French Department. To all students
\\ho ~ouJd like to apply f'or .ihc Dijon. France
.I unior Y car Ah road program lor 1984-85: You
must let Prol't:ssor Cooper krW\\ ii you intend to
appl) h: lkccmb1.:1 15. IXadl1nc for appliC:·at1011 is
.lanuar '.> I. 1984 .
CARF F R·
R FS lJ ME CR ITIQlJ F: Sponsored b~ Career
Planning and Placement. Opportunil: lorstuucnts
to n.:ceive kcdback on linal drart resumes on a
lirst-come ; lirst-served has is. Wcdnesda, .
lkcembcr 7~ Room 203. Huddleston. l:J0 to 4:.iO
p.in.
11\ T F RV I [W E R COM M F-N TS R E V I F W:
Sponsored b y Career Planning and Placement.
St udcnls may learn ol how the) arc coming ani)ss
during their on-campus intcrvie\\s on a lirslcomL· l'irst-snn:d basis T hursda','. lku:mbn X.
Room 203. Huddleston. l:J0 _tu 4:JO p.111.
U.l'BS Al\D ORGANIZATIONS
Pfll CIII ·1 HLTA MFFTIN(i: -O rganitationar
mel'ling to dc\elop goals. purposes. and idL·as for
next semester. All members please attend.

_·1 u,: ,, d l 1~.

I><-·~·~·1nh"· 1·

6.

Hilhhun•ui::-li

PllUlll .

· Memorial lJ nion. 5:J0 p. m.
,
l i l\ H ·1 AB.I.£·: I I-!\ N IS Cl.l B M t-1 : 11 1\ (iS:
Beginner-. throi.1gh n:perienccd plajcrs \\clco1i1L·.
·1 ucsd,i\. Decemhcr6 an<.LWcdncsda'. . lkccmher
7. (iam-cs Room Memorial llnion. x·to 10 p.m .
l' lffNCH CHRISJ MAS CAI·!·: Sponsored h'.
·l·rn1d1 Cluh. lnl'<>rnwl Frrnch Club Cl1ris1111a·s
part:.. Buehl· de I\ ocl! Come !or hl'f1ch .
con\n-.a-tion -. - /nusic and lun . . Wednl·-.da,.
lkcL·mher 7. Room 10 I. rv1 urkland . J to 4 p.111.
SIMlJIATIO I\ S Clll · SS FXIIIBI 110-1\ :
SponsO'red t:,:, ChL·~s Club .. lk,ant Hopkins \\ill
.tal-.c 011 all co1111:r-. simul1a11L·oi1s-!,: . 1-inal
prepa r·atipns !or Pan-/\ms \\ ill he d-i\l'll\sed.
\,Vl·dn9da y. lkcemher 7. Room. 53. Hamilton
Smith. 7 p.m. 5(k admission.SK I (.'l.lJB Ml·MlffR.SHIP /\1\I> ·1 RII' Sl(i!\
l I PS :. All student-. arc encouraged to join and sign
up !or ne ~-t senfrstn trips hl'l.orc it\ too. lalL' .
·1hur-.dav. Dccembn X. bako11, tahlc. Ml·morial
t · 11ion. fl a.m. to I p. m.
PRO I FSTA N ' I s ·1 u DI · NT (i Al II U{ 11'\(i
MFFI 11'\(i; Thursda, . l kcemher X. h>rulll
R !lOlll. I it?ra r• ·. 7 _m'.

( continued from -page I)

'

investigate the accident.
T he accident occurred on
Great Bay in Newingto·n during
a crew club fund raising row-aII EA I.TH SER\'l (TS
thon. Six of eight · crew sculb
BACK SCIIOOI.: Sponso1nl h, I kalth Sl·n icL''- .
were swamped, dumping crew
·-, llL'sda \. I )L'l'l'lllhl'I' (l. Conk're.lll'l' Room 11 {)()d
. members into icy waters. UN H
!louse . .1 .to 4 p.111.
·
'
freshman Qlenn David Hayes, ·
S l i PP O IU ( i RO I P H) R A I> l ' I I SO l\ S A 1\ I >
_ 19, drowned while; attempting
l>Al :(illLI RS 01 · AI.COIIOI.ICS Spon-.(.>l'l'd
to swim to safety.
b:, _ll_calth I duL·atillll Cenln . Progran1 help , .
T he US Coast Guard report
part1c1pants lo 1·eco:~11itl· ;111d undn-.tand thL·
read, " .:.the -US Rowing
impact oi: alcoh"lism on l,1n1ilic-. and lricnd-..
L,plorl·s lhl· l;imil:, di-.casL· co,ncl·pt ;1s it rL·bll's (o
Association (says). one of ·the
-.on-. and daughters. 1-t ida\. DL·l'L' lllhn 9.
most important ru·les in
l indn\\Ot>d !louse. Rust' mar'. i.a1Jl· . 9:30 to 10:.10
crewing is never to leave your ·
p.nl.
.
.
scull. Hayes' death was a direct
<a:is EUAL
result of inadherence to this
l>I .AIJI.1 1\ F I OR 1.0.(KI R RF:\ I \\' AI.S Al\1>
rule." ·
KL\' RJ : J.' l l l'.'/)S: l\1cn1<,r·i"/ t · ,.; ., ,. lu~· k--· 1· n : 11(L..-:l he report was also .critical
lllU\I rcnc\\ lod,crs !or SL'lll \ L'll'I II or turn i11 tliL·ii
of the following:
1-.n lur a rd uml h, I kcL·111hn I (J. !\ o rel und-. \\ ill
· • a lack of- records of which
he is-.ued altn this dall' a 11d i(;d,L·r-. \\ ill hl· m,1de ·
crew members were rowing on
a,ailahk tu Ill' \\ rcnt·n-.. 1<00111 32.2. S t udent
the day ohhe accident
Alt i, it i.L'\. ~'12-1524.
• unsatisfactory safety · and
. ITKAl\KAR /\ l!I\ I V LRS/\1
11 ACllll\(i:
lntrndul'lor.~ talk on -karma and n.:-incarnation. ,
first aid training for ~oaches
I ucsda\. l)~-ccmhn (1. Room 20~. I larnilto11
• a low proportion of
Smith. ):JO p . m .
.
coaches' launches to crew
I RI I\CII 1·11 .M: "l.c Destin htnulcu ., tk lksireL·
member launches for the rowClar~ ,"Spoi1sun:d h y l·rcnch lt'alia11 l>cpartmuit.
a-thon
·
A 1-rL' lll'h lilm \\ ith fn!!.lish sub-titks. ·1hnl· ,, ill he
According
to
O'Neil, the US
;1 hrid intrndudun L:ture. iflcludin!.!. hack!.!.roUtHI
Coast Guard agreed with the 1·6
i1ilurmatio1i alH:)lll the rilm. _\\·cdn:•sda,.
recommcndati_p ns suggested to
lk·c l·mhn 7. Room 110. Murkla11d. 2 and 7 r,.111.
- t h e U n i v e r s i ty b y t h c
SI ;:dmis-.iu1L
·
THCO . STUD ENT / J--'ACUI.TY Ci FT TOGE·1 IIIR: Sponsored h, Communications
Assoc_i;1tion. 111l,ornwl prc-\m,1s. -prc-linals part).
Wul11c-.da,. DecL·mhn7. Phillip Hak Room. Paul
Arts Cvntn. (1 to 9 p.m .
Ml SO 111.M SI RIIS --·1 he- Atomic Cale.'·
·11iursda\. I>cn·mhcr X. Strallord Room .
Mcmori,;I I nion . 7 and 9:~0 p . 111. SI :1dmi-.-.ion.

Pa~ _for 'College?
ALPS Makes the

President's Review Panel.
"Basicall-y there was no other ·
material (in the US Coast
Guard report)," O'Neil said.
He , added, "(UNH) has
i
I em e n t e d t h Os e I 6
recommendations. "
The Universjty spent
$50,000, since April,
specifically to reorganize the
UN U crew club, in accord with
the recommendations.
Af'ter firing one crew coach, ,
UN H hired Chris Allsopp, who
coached the Pan American
game's rowing teams this
summer, as its full time coach.
Each crew . member now
must also pass a water safety
program which . includes
swimming test. Members are
also . taught the ba..,;ic facts
about hypothermia. ·
Larger launch ~boats and
motors have also been ordered.
O'Ne'il added that UN H now
has -a . two-way communication
system between crew boats and
a: d·ispatch center.
Despite the April accide.nt.
O'Neil said, this year, .the crew ·
club- has seen an "increase m
participation.,,

mp

a

The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi~
w~ekly throug~out the academic year. Our offices <)re located in Room 15 l
ol _!_he Memorial Union Building. UNH, Durham, N. H. 03824. Business
011 ice h~u'.s: Monday - Frida~ 10 AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscriptic;n:
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Climb Easier. -

ALP&-Altemative Loans for Parents
and Students-is a new program
thatmakes ~ollege financing easier. .
Developed by the New Hampshire Higher
Education Assistance Foundation, ALPS
lets you borrow up to $10,000 per year
for educational expenses and take up to
12 years to repay.
·
As a non profit organization; we can
offer ALPS loans at rates far lower
than .the cost of conventional ·
consumer loans or tuition
·
payment pl~.
· ~ - ~~
To make thmg.s even (, ._~
easier, you can apply
for your ALPS loan
entirely by mail. ALPS
finances education for
_ New Hampshire resi=
dents attending instate or out-of-state
schools, and out-0fstate residents attending New Hampshire
schools.

-------~CREW----- -

t

() l i ';\ 1·s 1'1- ()H_ . MI
I I i\ (;: l i :\I.I\·
L1ndngi,1du;1tl· I a\\ .lournal. I hur,da,. Dn·L·mh'n
X. ( iralton Room. l\h-11i1,ri,il l ' nio11. f 30 p.1.ll : I II I· 11\ I I R !\ A II O ;\ A 1.. ·i\ I .I. I Al\ CI
I l il\l)R ,\ISI R: l'l·n-.. \\t!lllK·-. ;ind otl1n !.!.l'L',tl
Chri~t111a-. prcscnh ;1\;1il.ihk al lo\\ prices. lklr
thL· 111tnnatwnal · comm11nit\ at li!\ 11. l· rid, 1,.
DlTL' lllhn 9. outside cakll'ri~1. Menwria I { ' nioi 1.
10 a . 111. to.3 p.m.
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-

-
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For couples participating in a
survey study. Any couple
i(
eligi~le. For details call:
. it
2-2146 or 2~2147, ask .
_ iC
_ for Vicki.
i(

~

~

-~

-~ .

MOVIE TICKETS

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥'
l~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~-~~
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o~·
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.

.
.

.

~,·
ALPS can '. - · make your climb

easier. Call
for our free
brochure. 1-80()-235-ALPS

in New Hampshire;
. 1-800-525-ALPS
out of state. Ask for Cathy.

!
l

YOUNG'S RESTAURANT
,....__:-----------. .

it

offering the following .specials
from 12/7/83 thru 12/ 13 / 83

l

l
l BREAKFAST SPECIAL .

.complete and
mail this coupon. ·

<

(

Omlet with tomato,
(· c_h e es e ,· . and _. fresh I y s a U-t e, d
l · mushroo-m s, onions ·and peppers.
~ Served w ,ith toast and···c offee .... $2.69
.

.

;ir;mll'l' ;igl'll(\ sinn· I ~14;·

~,' \ ...-;wa-~

i
l
j
l
l
ii

I LUNCHEON;SPECIAL
!
l
t
Il Served vvith cup of Homemade Il
Tuna Melt with tomato and cheese.
Soup .... $2.35

t
l DINNER SPECIAL

·l'w I bmpshirl·'s studl·nt l1 ,;111

<

·(

! Vegetarian
t

l

l1

l
t

Ham arid Cheddar cheese casserole, j
topped off in the broiler_with Parmesan t
j Cheese with bread crumbs with salad
l & roll. ... $2.25
/
l
~r""-A~ ~

j

~

.......... ~ ~ . - . . . . . . ......... r""'9 ......... ~ ............... . - . . . . ~ ........ ~ ......... ~
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Let it snow,
Let it snow,
Let it snow ...

I,
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PAGE EIGHT .

-SENATE-

OPEN AUDITIONS

·<continued from page 3)

- for Garri~on Players_Dinner Theater
production of the comedy

·Although he supported the
proposal, chairperson Dennis
Bellucci cautioned Se'nators
against granting -too much
money to an organization
outside of their proposed
·
hud.gets.
._ "STYN should be made
aw~re that we'll expect more
(with the addition of the
switcher)," he said.

/

NO SEXt PLEASE . WE'RE BRITISH.
Four women and six men needed plus production crew.
Dover City Ha-II ~ud. Thursday and ~riday
Dec. 8,9 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
l,,

. for more information call 742-7514 evenings.

--CO-OP---i
( continued from page 3)
agent-Associate

Extension

Educator·, Univen;ity of l\!laine

Mini-Tune up

4

special $9.95

_

Regularly $20.00
11111111
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -......
,-.---

Open ~on.-Fri. from noon to 5 p.m.
Saturday 9-12

in Portland:
•Dr. Hoilis D . Hall, extension
.., economist, Farm Management
at South Dakota State
U niversitv:
•Dr. Robert E. Honnold,
associate director, Cooperative
Extension Service, U niversitv
of Vermont-Extension
\ Professor.

PART TIME WORK
We are accepting applications for our Part Time Weekend
. Shift. The Hours are from 12 midnight Friday to 12 noon
Saturday, and from 12 noo·n Sunday t9 12 midnight
Sunday. Work 24 hours and be paid fo~28. ~arn between
$5.67 and $7-.13- per hour.· These jobs do not - inciude
benefits. Only people seeking part time employm_eJJt will be
; · cons\<;lered.-We.will not considera.p plications frail current full ·t.ime employees looking for a second job.
File your applications_in the Personner Office a,t:
DAVIDSON RUBBER COMPANY,JNC~
INDUSTRIAL PARK, DOVER, NH
between 9:00 a.rh. and 4:00 p.m ..
'v

,

we are an eaual oooortun11v emo1ouer.
,

,

,

Convenient and
-nearby for all your funwep.r needs! .
For group or teams
as weli as individuals.

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK ,___
Ski ,Parka Sala
Our 3 Most Popular Parkas At Special Prices

THE NORTHWllD

@Nin:~

THE CHINOOK
By North Face

By Nort~ Face

Reg. $119.50

_Reg. $135.00 · Sale l 15.00

Sale 99.50-

Mens & Womens

THE SARATOOA
By Sierra Designs

Reg. $127.00 Sale 109.95
Mens only .

-

~
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~------------i-----------ASSAULT----~--------continued from page
<

I)

thehathroomanddi.\·co,,ersshe h\r example, -if~ one of the
throu!{h !{Ossip. He is shocked important, it is · t.:'qually screamed? Resisted? What did
is hleedinf{. _She cleans herse(f women in the group expcrcsscs and doc.,·n '1 S/Ji.'ak . There is important that women do not- she do wrong') IS SHE ·ro
and the hleeding stops.
guilt, the other \,1omcn can . co11/z1sio11 at first, and as she - get the message there is a ra pc Bl.AME_') These questions
~ She stl'ps •ii110 the hall, and point out that she is not
keeJJs talkini. he hecomcs . they should ge able to get out would plague her .f<J1- a Ion!{
realizes there is no 1ilace to f{o . responsible. In doing so, the a11gr_1:. lie -helil;,,e.,· 11·hat she of. "You're never responsible .time ..
It is too cold tu f{O outside. She wonicn . arc._ reinforcing that . tells him, .hclie,·es she is upset, for this chine," she said : ·
She· realizes Sears must ha,·e
cfoesn 't want to H;ake a Fiend they a re not respons.ible for and 11·a111s tu do whate,·er he
saicf
someting tu some of' the ·
****
hecause she doesn't 11·ant · what happened to them as well.
10 help her.
. ·
.
l:clwards sleeps fi~fit!fr c{lier othe..r men in the dorm. Heads
anyone to know what . "It is -easy for a group to help
7hrough the cour.,e <~/ time~ Sears lei1ves and rises earfi, tu turn v,,.hen she walks into the
hapiJened. Back in her room ''<HI because \'OU become aware · l:(hrnrcl., f{/'{/dualfr wlks to !{O to cla.,·s('S. She shoH'ers, ·and dining hall. She keeps running
she la/s oi1 the hed !{in!{er/r and ~)f \ our . own self- blaming,,; more Fiends in her dorm . The goes throu!{h the mot.ions olthe into him on campus, in the
stays awake a_s he sleeps. Scars wdlrc sa\·s. .
'
women are sz,pporti\'l'-:- dar. she doesn't H'ant to ,·h ink dorm, and feels- acutetidoesn't stir until_ dawn. She
Feelings. of guilt arc often the
tuck in!{ her in al nigh!. more ah.out the incident. ·
uncom/'ortahh; wheh she Se{;_\'
fakes slumher and he lea,•e.\· the hardest blocks for a woman to
m1·arc o/ her dar to den ,, Later that ni!{hl, sl;e is him ....S'he rushes hr him: an<l
·
-room.
overcome, · she sa i'd. Once· she
/'l'elin!{:,•,. The inen ar·e ta/kin!{ with a fi·iend11·hen she avoids his ere.,·.
"People arc hesitant to truly feels she · 1s not ·.,·upporti,'e as_ i,,eft; hut ' hears thc .hrn,,y doors at the
Dabs and her. mothc_r
report acquaintance rape or responsible, that there was
tdwards senses The nu'n are end of 1he hall si-<.Jng open. sug[.;est pres.,·in!{ :cl:wrges.
even a~<.;k for · help," sa:/s · nothing she could have clone to . havinK · a harder time tclwarc/.\' reco!{niz£;s one o/the Edwards - meets with Bill
Roxanna Wolfe. Wolfe, who deserve being raped, a woman
understanding her difficulty male voice ~·he , hca,·s-·ir is Kidder, associate.-- dean of'
-has a Master's ·Degree in can deal with he,' other l'cc,lings
with the inc'ident. Soine of the Sears:, asking wher<; she is. She students, hut decides n<JI ,~,
Psychology, w__orks _ ror more effectively . .
men are rrremfs wah ,Sear.\· wo. Tells her.r,·rend 10_,yhut ahct rock press char!{c:\·. She lackect
Counselling and Testing at
And date ·rape is _h argc·r to
and she· senses torn !om/ties the door imf}1ediate/r, and e,,idence although she had !{Om'
v.·ithin them.
·
· hecumes upset. Her · friend to Hood House io check /<Jr
-UN H. She claims women often deal with because tl:ic woman is
do no(want their peers to finq_ faced with seeing the ma11 again . ·' - Edwards feels her eff'orts jn locks the door, hut Edwards ph)·sical injuries - and :,he
out what happened because an--9 again. When the assailant
talking to' her .friencl\: helped will not tell her what'.\- wr'ong. possihilit_r <~{/Jre!{nanc_r. Much
-thc'y feel embarrassed and is a strqnger, she will.only have · stop -the !{ossip around the
Three nights lciter, tch-t·ards to her relit}; .,h<.'.find.,· she is not
responsible in some way.
to face him in a protected
dorm.
·
talks l.u *Joan Smith, a woman pregnant. Huwe,,er, because ·Wolfe was hired by SHARP p1Vironmcnh a . co(irtroo.m.
For college women who arc she kno~'.\' through Black. three day~· passed he.f<Jre she_
(Sexual Harrassment and R::ipc "'In a campus . ·situation, she
in a · relationship, Wolfe said, · Though !he two are not closr went to flood House, the
Prevention) this October to run may know she's going to sec
acquaintance rape can cause £awards tells Smith what inedical iepurt cannot he use<i
·
the Rape Support Group with him_ in class or be in constant · pr(:, b I ems within their __ ,happen~'d on Thursday night. as" e,,idence. ·
Emil}' Mooce, another fcarifheislivingi~thedorni ."
relat -ionship coriccrn _ing Smith, ,in turn, suggests telling
****
counsellor with a . Master\ in
- Wofc says social attitudes
intimacy. FOi' a single woman, the _Ila/I Director,* Jean Da,·{,·. Ee/wards enters cow1sclli,1!{
psychology. ,
surroundi_ng date rape _arc
it can leave her with a fear and
/:.,awards· inother calls that ·. at the counsel/ink and Te.ylin!{
( Although Ro>ia nna Wolfe is inci·iminating towards· won1eri . .,. mistrust of all men. "Women evening, she · iells her what Center to ·help deal with the
.- one of the therapists f6r -the · If a woman is at party, drinks
who have been raped have trust happen"l'd, and asks her to drive psycholo[.;ical a.fiermath ON her
Rape Support 9roup, none of some beers, and goes up to a
prnblcms."
·
·
· to U NH that night. A.fier her Jiff'. For a long time, she won'!
the examples used in this story · 'man\ room, there is a feeling
-Alt hough each case is mot her arrives at Stoke,
to parti'es at all: She wwfr::es
reflects the individuals in• the that she somehow asked for it
different_ the repercussions qrn Edwards, Smi(h, Da, is, over and <J\'er e,'er_r mo,'e ·she
group . Absolute confi9cntiali - or - that , she is "low · moral
last foryca~s. Womerimaywait Smith's ho1friend, and made ihat night. Am .l : to
ty for members in the group is character. "~'ThaJ should be her
for months before they te_ll hhi·cirds' -1i'10th£'r talk far into hla;me? Am I somehhw
maintained) .
right" Wolfe said . .
anyone they were raped, the night. ·
·
respon.sihlc? Counsdling
Wolfe stresses the confidenBlack visits Echvards a few
particufarly in elate .rape.
Edwards is ha\'in!{ trouhle helped her realize she was not,
tiality of the group because it is i.'eeks afier the ·incideni. She _ Women don't want thci r peers_ clarf/_'l'itig cmd understanding _ helped dj.\pel her feeling,<·<~!
essential in building trust with decides· to tef / , him what
to think they were responsible her .feehnv. Was she dressed guilt.
"-·
1
womc'ri. She says group happened (Jecausc h£J ·w rmts to
for the rape, she said. ,- ·
JJro,,ocative/r?
· Did s.h e sar the
ASSAULT, p_a ge 11
therapy ' cari · help a woman · know, ·and becm,se she fears he
· Wolfe sa\ although self help wron!{ thing'.~ Shoulcl she ·have
realize self-blaming is ludic,o-us. · \,\•ill -he~J- ahout the inctclent
and prev~ntF01i ·t echniques a1:e

rnn

go
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1
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the book 'n~card loft
upstairs at tqipn & campus
,Books - 20% off
paperbacks - hardcovers
blank - children's ·

1903 .. ·.·.

Fisher-Pr.ice Toys
Jigsaw Puzzles Posters
Boxed ·Cards
·stickers
-Stocking _Gifts
Stuffed Animals

_ _ _ _ _(l)ristmas

Crafts
ratr

Party Goods
· Gift Boxes
·cookie Containers
S-ottle Bags
Ribbon Bows
Etc.

/

Granite State Room
Memorial Union, UNH

10 AM-6 PM
Dec. 8 & 9

M Main Street. Du rha rn. 868-9661
\
-Visa
Mastercha rgc - Amcx .
J-,:ee Girt Wrapping

Gift Wrapping Available
,
~
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· And introdu·cing the "Rude Room"
-when only ? tacky gift will do-
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-----PHONES---- - - - - - - - --A SSAULT-----<continued from p~ge I)

s,stem will be used unt ii the.
new system i's ready. to avoid
d()Uhlc costs.
:r.he fate of the liNH
Bookstore will also he decided
i1t the Ike 19 joint meeting. The
committees i ill decide whether
to accept the h.id of a specific
outside vendor. or stay with the

· (continued from page 10)

_tawards slill dates Black, some men can he !rusted.
hw hecause he is not li\;ing · She wonders ahout Sears.
close hy, the issue of intimacy Marhe Sears though! his
does not hecome a problem. By heha,•ior was socially expected.
the time he moves hack into the She isn '1 .w re (l he realized he
'
·
area. she is feeling more violated her.
- She knows she has changed.
resolved, and 1he relationship
Being careful is no longer
does not su.lfer.
/::,awards is now a senior. She something.she thinks ahout- it
lives o.fT campus. She does not is instinctive. She understands
view the incident as an that at the time of the ,·aJJe, she
indication that all men are hqd, didn't care ahow her basic
or that all men have lo he human rights-:-she only cared
feare<:i. She allributes the about her survival. She believes
incident as a social problem she did nolhing to warrant the
that is more complex than that. as.\;ault; that there is no
She thinks the support her male behavior to warrant sueh an
friends gave - her direct!r as.m alt. She thinks she learned
/olloi,ving the assault helped her more about people, ahoutmen

curre nt ope ration.
These decisions were
sched ulcd for a meeting after
students had idt for \'acation
he l:ause., "We had an outside
consultant for the phone
s"stcm. This is the day when the
c~rnsulta nt could co.me ." Fisk
said .

Offering quality used
clothing for bargain
prices at...

_

SI.. George's .C.hurch Thrill Shop
Open Thursdays, 10-5
· Main Street, Durham

·,o undorstand a-;,d holiPlJP that

and

U'l.)n?Pn

Now. shP can live

with the assault~ and not think
ahou{ it everyday. ·
Whom to Call; Sources of Help
for Recent. o_r Past Assaults
The UNH Emergency
number is answered 24 hours a
day and can reach a Rape Crisis
Co u n.s e Io r, the He a Ith
Services, or the Police, 8621212 .
UN H Health Services, 24 hours a day', 862-1987.
UN H Counseling - and
Testing, 8 a.m .-4 p.m., 8622,090.
Dean of Students Office, 8
a.m .-4:30 p.m., 862-2050.
Your halLdirector or resident
u:;:;i:;tant.

·P ier ·I
Imports

Come Ch~ck -Q Ut

nick's
New Dining Room Menu

·135 Mirona Road, PottsmOuth

_w~th New Daily Specials! ..

(across/rom Artisans _Outlet)-

Pier 1
Imports

Is:
Baskets

Blinds
Wicker
,Furniture
·Brass
Glassware
Placemats
Wall

"Join us for lunch
or dinner, soon!"
"We're not just a night spot!"

Decor

Be BEAR~A.W ARE...

Decorative
- Ceramics
·Toys&
- Novelties

Wear

Beariere Undies!
PIER·I IMPORTS
135 Mirona Road

They come in their own
Soft-as-Suede pouch!

Portsmo·uth-

Briefs sizes 5,6,7$4.95 each

-431-2117

· tome

Exclusively mail order fron:i ...

Bonus

· Bear et 'ai, inc.
595 Central Ave.
Dover, N .H. 03824
749-J744
'

Holiday Hours Su~day 1-5 p-.m. Mon. - Fri. ✓10-8 p.m.
S~t.· 10-5 p.m.

NH
....._ tllla cenl8cate _... your purchueat s,our local Pier. 1 lmporta.,

DIKOUlltaotapfl~.W.to•II-.C•t:iamn..-t_,-any..._tax.
- C......,.wld·. . . _ . ~ ...... ornatrict. . "1.law.
~ one coupon per customer. Offer ~xpires December 25,1983

PORTSMOlfnl. N.H.

I

\

I
"JI. •
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~ --------..........- - - - --G E,R MAN-•FAf:-T GR,.....- -.......- - . . . - . . - - - - ~
· _ _(contin~ed f roril page l7) ·. ·This task; .in turn , means that of center," but not "radically" that state, and would illustrate
the SPD will respond to the ' left of c;enter. The first step ·in a classic principle of coafition
patternsdictatedbythewaythe that direction-- - - is already
behavior in democratic
.political system operates underway as t he Social
systems·: the political ··outs"
barring a fundamental Democrat'ic leader in the state - seek torcbuildthcirstrcngth _by
alteration of that system· (and of Hesse moves to ·a coalition · allyi!:lg themselves with
no such alteration is· in sig.ht). It with the ••Greens"- to form a - mi·nority groups. Of course,
will seei\ to ••_co-opt" Greens - gove ; nment, despite his own - there is no certainty how 'long
arid _so~e other protest voters, position in the c·entcr or·-on the
such a , process w,ill last: at
but at the same time seek to rjght of his party. This might be
present, most observers foresee
present itself as _ capable of a way out of the stalemate
a very long period of minority
governingwiQI~rrajor]_t(•left b~~wenthet~c~.~ajor·partiesih. statusfortheSPDoranySPDr.:::=:1~~'l'T."':O:-:-~~~~P""!"!"~~l'!"'!"!'-=;:,-:;:;::::::::;:;-;;:;;::::::;;:::;-;::::;:::=:;:::::;-i
led coal'ition at the , national
level., The Christian Democratic-Free , Democratic _government / commands _ a solid
majority.
,
___
- There would be much more
to say in a th_orough analysis, of
-course. Might not the '"anti-

imagine-by focusing upon some
some magic formula or simple
more or less sensational
description which _will
protests or dubious historical_ ••explain''whatis"goingo_n"in
parallels.
other countries arid in world
The decisive problems for
particularly worrisome because
the present West German
these arc the groups also
gove rmc n t and for any ' strongest in "protest potential."
alternative majority will most
To the resolution of tensions
likely lie in the areas of and prol5Icms in technological
economic prosperity and the
adaptation, in tc rna ti o na 1
_ effective management of trade, and the international
economic change. These are , econo'mic order -t he E4st
problems to be confronted by -Germans.can contribute much,
many countries. The U nitcd
if the political will to cooperate
- States, for example, has a
is upheld. both among Western
higher unemployment !'ate countries· and on a broader
than does West Germany, but canvas. For it is this will, ~nd
density of population is' much
the skill in executing p<11icics in
-less and translation of the affairs generally -,- and - wifl
grievances of the unemployed
relieve us of the perpetual tasks

e s t ab Ii s h _m c n t ' ' force s

·For a Fine
Breakfast Buffet
All you can eat

Sat. & Sun.: c.9:00-1 :00

Saturday $J .9_
5
Su~day $4.50
"lower Squire Downtown Dover

-

- ·749-3636

•--=-- ""--4~_...,--......,_;,:·

-

. ..

·

· · ·"'·

into - political

action

more

o f clos e studv and inform e d

:•capture" the SPD~ i .e. turn it difficult. Un~ mployment judgement in.the conduct -of
in the_ir direction, thereby among young segments. of the _ diplomcicy, in the' checking of
- lead·i ng to _a _ "'pro-west" vs. ·population in West Gt;rmany is
power, and in fhe reduction of
··anti-east" polarization in the _ the- _fa cc of in e vita bl e ten-sions. · It is _ not merely
: politics of the Federal differences in_ perspective, ••information" about foreign
' Republic, -_ with a resulting which h~ve sustained the cultures or. knowledge -of
instability? Support for such a _ relative stability in Europe and foreign languages which are
. scenario _might be found in _ North America since the decisive- -in the study of world
evidence that young genera-- Second World War.
affai-rs - · -though thes·e tions of West Germans arc less
Contrary to d·oomsday fears certainly ' lay the necessary
and less identifying with the and quick reactions to passing ~ groundw~rk for anal ysi_s -- ~ut
status quo of the Western events, the evidence is not -some effort t-o d1stmgmsh
alliance and are less and less convincing that these clements significant ••facts" from less
being socialized to the mores of of will and skill have yet been significan' t ones, - and : to
the political systerµ L tha't is~ lost. They are threatened, overcome the , provincial
they identify less and less with however, by what has already concerns · which dis tort
established· authorities and been referred to as -an "inward - objectivity.
instifotions, including the , turn'ing,'' or exclusive selfpolitical parties. Yet even _these concer'n - aria self-preoccup'as tat em en ts are broad tion in various countries. The George K. Rofnoser is a
-generalizations and subject to · problem is (!0t exclusively a political science professor at
many qualifications. At any German problem, though .it is UN H. This article has also been
.
rate, were it - to come, any also present in Germany - - that published in the Newsletter of
· , .:~
process of change in the basic is the main point to note here. the New Hampshire Council
parameters of West German
It takes various forms but World Affairs.·
~ -~- _politics woyld be much more _ central to all is probaoly one
·- comolex than
one mighr key element: _ the,- sdirch for

on

c::::J •·· _
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That's right! Get the Lead Out! sharpe,:, your pencil - _-_
we're gonna let you WRITE YOUR -- OWN
COUPON!

Finish off your-sen,ester with the-- funky so ·
qf ...
<

Ho'w many times·have ,you noticed a great discount
-on
sandwich -you don't like - well, her~'s your
chance to write your own deal!

a-

Buy
ANY
sandw~ch*

THE Now-SOUND
EXPRESS

at
-REGULAR.
PRICE,
.

- Get the
_-SECOND ONE PREE!

Main Street 1.
. Durham; N.It. On,ly

*Except lobster

-------aiiila...ww-• C9UPON .,...,._:_____ ....-w

• Jluy- ANY sandwich at regular pri~e and get the second. one _,

-~

'

,

·FREE{
Offer good [)ec~ 2-11 with coupon nly. :
At the Durham location ONLY-!
+-

- *,Except Lobste~

',

-~

-

-

._, __

.

J'!f.
.i
~
'
·- . -. """"==-,.

Thursday Night in The MU B Pub
Doors open at 8:ooUNH ID/ Proof_of Age Required .
. Admission is only 50tt !
.This is our last event in _the
MUB Pub $0 make sure you're there!: ·-

-

-

~

.

Sp_o_nsoredb~v MUSO .
, >'>c,'iii~J...,._~;.,.,:,.., " ·• "'"-ii,;;-~,!lli,,,,>...,,.i;.,-*~"'-'1-.L;;,._.;1o;,,.A1c½.~~,~~~-'!!'-'j!~~.:i-

_,,,'l,
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.
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main st., Durham, NH

/,

868-2450

- -~ ·

,
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The University of Ne·w Ham·p hsire
·-Department of Music
and
-,.,.
· The Seacost Big Band

icuRISTMAs ·GIFT IDEAsi
~

~

~

~

*E~graved · Gl~ssware Selection

I

.

. "-'.·

Playful Unicorn -~
Special pricing fororganizations ordering quantity

~

~
~

· *UN_H .

~

Old _M an of

.

~he Mtn.

I

·

Medals

~ -

"New Hampshire Decals

Designedby Rick S.1.aw -

·

~
~ .

Shaw Brothers ·

·

.

.

- Rick and Ron Shaw -

Dick Johnson, clarinet -·

1·

ALSO

~

~ *New _Hampshire Naturally ~ co,lec_tors Item

~-· ._

With

I

· , ·

~ *Christmas :Letter Stock

~

ARTI-E·SHA. -BAND

•

.

*,Special Edition

THE NEW 17-PIECE

~

Key Chaifi-s and · penda _n'ts by New England a.rt ·medals

§

-PREMIERE PERFORMANCE

~

,

~

present

Shaw Brothers

-

~
.• -

-, ,- THE SEACOAST BIG BAND_

•
·~

-------------------------~

~

~
~

'

.

'.. _

§~

~

.

Bu,,
20 and get 5 extra
J
Your choice _of paper

~ -

i

_ ~ 5¢ cop_y
-~ ... and less!!!
~~

.~ ·~
,-{ ~ . .,,,~
~ 100 ,·copy -special
·~
.

.·

Johnson Theater, ·PCA~

•~
•

-

DURHAM, NH ,,

I

Why pay more??-~ .
Any size or color
,~
_T hesis - - Reports -_ Man_u scripts;j .

~--~
'.I ·

~

DA VE SEIL,:R, Director
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Offer Good Only With This Coupon Expires 12/ 31/83 ·
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Fi-i., ·Dec. 9th, 1983; 7:45 ,PM
TICKETS ......:.- $6.00
Chec_ks to: Seacoast Big B~nd, 98 Court SL, Port"sinouth
· Other Ticket Outlets
.Sessions Musi~, 83 Congress St., Portsmouth··431-&244
· Love Music, 330 Central Ave., Dover, 74,-1826 ~
Ted Herbert's, 934 -E lm-St., Manchester, 623:0453
UNH MUJJ Ticket Office, UNH, Durham, 862-2290

f,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.rr.rr.tm1:,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,r.,>i,r.,r.,r.,r.~ .-------~, - - - - - . . -,-

-~ ,(_b- - - - - - - - - . - - ~ -

-muso, stud.ants tor Per1orm1na ArtS · .
and PFO oresent...
·:,~J·
~-

.

-·

mummENSCHANZ
,

.

~

-

I nternatiooally ~acclaimed . S:wis~ M-ime Gr011p - M urri.menschanz takes you on a journey
through a fantasy world peopled .by both ingenious ID<?n and ~hifusical-1,11onsters more
amazing than has ever been evolved_in your imagination. -

__·Wednesday, January 25th, 1984 ·
~8:00 p.m. Johnson Theatre
_
UNH "Students· - $6.00 General ·--$8.00
--~----...;,-~General tickets available .starting December 6th .
All tickets reserved ~eating.

/
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Twas the night before Chrtstmas,:..w hen all through the house
. Not a creature· was stirring, not even Jl mouse;
The stockings were hung by the chimney w ith care,
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there;

-·

~ CHRISTMAS CRAFf FAIR g _
D
~ &
· Barrington Mall
~
~

Rt. 125 ( near Jct. Rt. 9) Barrington, N.H.,
~ 6 pm
December 11 ( Sun.) 10 am - 5 pm
~
~
·
sponsored by
~-

<1

g _D ecemb~r 9 & 10-(Fri. & Sat.) 9 ani

t>

~
t>

Strafford Coui:ity Craftsmen
.

.

' .
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c:j ·
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- ··Hats. totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
Businesses, clubs, organizations
-'-::' Many styles available
order too ~mall ,

No

Long sleeve T-shirts
with -sleeve printing
Peter C. Greider

603-0 43-1 -83 l 8 ·
"•"~

3131 Lafa ette Rb1id ·
• .,,_

The children we; e ~estled _all snug in their beds,
While visions of sugar-plums danced in their heads;
. , ,~And ~amma in her 'ker~hief, and I in ~y c~p,
Had Just .settled our brains for a long winters nap; J ··,·t ;0.~
\Vhen o_ut on the lawn there arose such a clatter, .· f '1
I sprang from the bed to see what was the mat(erj 1 '
·"·
Away: to the window I flew like a flash,
sash.
the
up
threw
and
shutters
the
Tore open
The moon on the breast of the new-fallen snow,
Gave the lustre of mid-day to 'o bjects below, \Vheri, what t9 my wondering eyes should appear,::
But a miniature sl~igh, and eight tiny ·rein-deer,
·
With a little old driver, so liveJy and quick,
I knew in a moment it musti be St. Nick.
..
More rapid -than eagles his coursers they came;
And he whistled, and shouted, and called them by name;
"Now, Dasher! now, Dancer! now Prancer and Vixen!
On, Comet! on, Cupid! on, Donder and Blitzen!
To the _top of the porch! to the top of the wall! .
Now ·dash away! dash away! dash away all!"
· As dry leaves that before the wild /hurricane fly,
When they I1?,eet with an obstacle, mount to the sky;
So up to the house.:top the coursers they flew,
With the sleigh full of Toys, and St. Nicholas too.
And then in a twinkling, I hear on the roof,
. The prancing, ap.d pawing 6f each little hoof,
~, As I drew in my head, and was turning around,
bound.
a
with
/~ Down the chimney St. Nicholas came
f He was dressed all in fur,Jrom his head to his foot,
And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and soot;
A bundle of Toys he had flung on his back,
~ And he looked like a pedlar just opening his pack, .
- • - His eyes-how they twinkled! his dimples how merry!
- , His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a cherry!
~;. H i's droll little moutkw as· drawn up like a bow,. '
-=_:, And _th e beard of his <Zhin was a~ ;white as the snow;
.
~ · The stump of a pipe he hdd tight in his teeth,
And the smoke it encircled his head like a wreath;
He had a broad face and a little round belly,
· That shook when he laughed li~~ 8:. bowlfull of jelly.
He was chubby and plump, a right jolly old elf:
And I laughed when I saw him, in spite of myself,
A w ink of his eye and a twist of his head,
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread;
He spoke n'ot a word, but went straight to his work, .
And fill'd all the stockirtgs; then turned with a jerk,
And laying his finger aside of his nose, .
.
And giving a nod, up the chimney he rose; .
He sprang to his -sleigh, to hi~ team gave a whfstle,
And away thi y all flew like the down of a thistle. :But I heard him _exclaim, ere he drove out of sight,
"IIAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL. AND TO ALL A GOOD NIGII"f"
C

1-J6'v6'iJ b'Q b fJ AV t:,Vb 'ilbVl:l'ill:l•\lt}Q/j 'v J 'v tQ~'J6VbfJ6'i7.1'iJ/J. V6v7~ \
~

. ~Qrt!',mout~,NH . 038,G :· '.·

Durham Point Boarding Kennels
Dame Rd . Durham ·

For Dogs & Cats
. {603) 659-3288
Featuring sumptious accomodations-soft beds

excellent cuisine-daily cookie break ,spacious runs in a rural setting
seperate cattery with a private window for each cat '
soft music and attendants who provide caring supervisioninnoculations required for your pets · protection .

Let us care for your pet in a safe,
sanitary and serene environment. Dogs $5.00/day

The International Alliancewill be having a fund raiser on Dec. 9th
from I 0am-3 pm. Outside the Cafeteria / M ub Pub .

We . will be selling watches, pens, gift sets;
at incredibly low prices! .-· _
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VISIT .FRO~ SANTA· CIAUS.

Glanz cal'I~ the robot project . results oJ th~ ~esear~h "t_hen
a ''co.operati-ve .Yen·ture" · they can get information ·t rom
~
between UN H and Davidson us".
In addition to the visual
Rubber.
"Wewantedtogetm oreinto aspect of roboti_cs , the
robotics and to apply our researchers aTe studying robot
knowledge in other fields," he ~ontrol systems. Improvements
said . "Davidson Rubber had an m thesy systems would allow
available robot and they s1;1id greater ~obot acc_uracy ~ithout
propor_t1onately increasing -the
thev would- loan it to us."
The compan)~ also contr.ib- robot's size, Glanz said.
"It would b~ii:tg the? sam~
uted$15,000to"gc_ttheproject
going". The money will buy adva~tages as d1g1_tal watches,'
eyuipmc nt for the robot and _ ~e said'. --~y trading st_r~ctur:e
pay salaries to the researchers, for electncal capability 1t
wou1d reduce cost an-d
Glanz said.
"It ~ill allow us to put more pr~d_uctio!1 would_ in_crease."
ho~rs into the project,'' he said. - . l here 1s,,an ~nhm1~ed [.ut~re
1 he robot, worth about for robots, Miller said. With
$75,000, will remain at UN H fancier computer controls there
until at least june, Glanz said . · are many things robots could
If Davidson Rubber likes the do."
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Editorial .·
Cost considerations
With the November 18th memorandum that
requires all UN H departments to use
institutional Copying services instead of
private, off-campus service, the
Administration has begun to show a clea~ and
decisive concern over cost control.
The Interim Administration, by the use of
the requi•rement, will allow the Hewitt Hall's
R?pid Copy Service to recoup from an $80 ~000
deficit ·that was incurred last year.
It is apparent that the interim
administratio.n is concerned with "'cost
effectiveness" within UNH. Besides the
Administrat,ion's efforts to close the copying
m:arket from private enterprise, the
Administration has also recently inifiated bids
, for the possible leasing out . Df the UN H
Bookstore and has also been involved in the
long-lasting debate in regard to the fate of
UNH's unprofitable Kari-Van System.
These efforts show that the Administration
has realized, or is beginning to realize, that the
effe~tive operation ofany Institution must take

into consi'deration cost control and
effectiveness if it is to remain a viable force.
Besides the basic economic fact that a
successful institution must control its
operating costs, ·the interim administration has
further •i ncentive for cost control. As a public
institution, 1 UN H relies on · state funding,
instead of pro~fits, iri order to continue its
operation and Governor John Sununu has
made it clear that he would be glad to give the

inta_ngible qualities of an educational
institution.
bne of these intangible qualities is the
ultimate control of certain University
capacities by the University. For exam pie, due
to economic necessity , UN H is considering the
leasing of the UN l-1 Bookstore to the private
sect.or. If economic necessit,y dictates that the
UN H Booksto,re should be · leased, a
fundamental question anses. Should the

udditionul

U ni ve r si ty,d ue to a profit,allow the l}ookstore ,

U 11ivcr:sity dc::;pcrately

needed

funds, . within the limits of state revenue , if it
could prove that it is operating efficiently.
Hence, the Administration has ' even more
incentive to · effectiv,~ly control the costs
associated with the running of this University.
Even though these . factors concerning cost
control seem to point clearly toward a path of
operating efficiency, there - is a particular
problem with this line of thought. .
If cost control was to become the prime ( or
at least a major) factor in operating decisions,
the Administration . may. forfeit ceqain

which is traditionally associated with . th-c
quality of a University, to become controlled
( or at least run) by private . industry? It is
basically a question of whether money should ·
overwhelmingly _affect a decision which
concerns the conrinued operation of a public
educational institution;
It is a questi-on, as shown by _the Bookstore,
the Priniting Services and the Kari-Yan , that
the Interim Administration must consider.

Brian J. - C'outurier ..

Letters;
country was once surrounded on
three sides by hostile countries
Euromissiles and . Nuclear War
b
with a vast .ocean on the fourth
. ruin your day? If so, this Saturday,
side. l_t expanded , crushing all
will be your chance .to express that
before it with _coercinn, · broken .
-fear, begin working against
· promise,s, and bloodstained
-mutually assured death and help
To the Editor:
propaganda. Mass deportation
send the message to Europe that
As a matter of practice, I do not
and genocide took place. Those
you do not want the missiles either.
respond to newspape'r articles
countries tried desperately to fight
·
To the Editor:
This Saturday, December 10. there
relating to police-orientated issues . .
back. But the "e:i<.pansionistic"
Well, its happening : The will be a ,- Peace Vigil Against the
I do not feel that the media is an
country gave no mercy. It- kept _ American Cruise and Pershing 11
Eilromissiles at the front gates of
appropriate place to debate such
attacking and subjugating on one
nuclear missiles are being sent to Pease Air Force Base. It will begin
issues.
hand, while preaching with the
West
·
and
;
Italy
England,
at 12:00 noon and run until 2:00
Because of the unfounded
other. Twenty-four years after the
Germany, along with Soviet p.m. Those coming in cars.should
st~tements made in an -article
"final · battle", another expanthreats to place more SS-20 park at the two malls,. away from
recently, and · because of my
sionistic country a·ttacked
nuclear missiks in Warsaw Pact the mainstream of shopping traffic
concern of the possible impact on
Belgium. The "expansionistic"
countries. However, there is some and walk over. Those who come on
police commµntiy relations which
country called . those actions
hope in this gloomy message. The the Kari-Van should g~t off at the
I value deep!)', I must break this
perpetrated in Belgium "inmissiles are not functional yet and mall and walk over, too.
_
silence.
human".
several Scandinavian Countries
I encourage everyone to come.
r take strong exception to some
"Inhuman" was this "expanhave not voted in favor of basing Remember that your v_oi,cc counts
of the alleged remarks of Attorney
sionistic" country. There was
them in their countries and, in fact and to stay, silent or apathetic is a
Sullivan of the law firm of Mulvey,
slavery for the first 75 years of this
a-re leaning against having them. It true waste .
Noucas and Sullivan. which
"expansionistic" country's
is these ,slight rays of hope that still
appeared in an artide in The New
· existence. The once ensla-ved race
give hope for the future of the
Hampshire, dated Tuesday , ,
still suffers discrimination. Land
planet.
Novembe-r 22, 1983, entitiled
M ichacl Has '. ,
ownership was denied to
Does the thought of the -"Police Routi.nes Are Explained",
immigrants from the east. This
written by Rob Hintz.
· "exp a, n s ion is tic" country
This article alleges that the
_attempted to hide_its shame. Many
Durham Police "want to make
overseas were not fooled . .But
arres.ts and cause trouble for
many in the "expansionistic"
people"just for something to.do. It
country knew not. of the grave
goes on to suggest that the police
misdeeds that were done by this
MA(i(ilF M~KOWI':\. hlitor-in-Chid
wil-1 take advantage of people by
"expansionistic" country. Even
scaring them into giving
,l ,\'-1 1100\TR, !\lanal!illl! falitur
I'.\ I I Y ,\l>:\!\IS. Mana!!in!! hlitor
now more people know of the
..II I ii IIY\ ,\lTR , :\,-,,·, 1\1i1ur
BFI II (il · l{l\1:\:\0. :\,·1~, l'di111r
information. It further suggests (
incident at Katyn Forest than of
Spond'ditur
_
11111'1{
ROI
IC\Y
.JOII:\ OlTI.I Fl 11'. h·atur,·, hlilor
that we like to sec arrests "stick'.'
the incident at Sand Creek.
and will Toutinely use any means
tai-tvr'.\· nvte: The statements
Sand Creek was a Cheyenne
JII\I Mil I ,\l{I)_ l'hoto hlitor
legal' and illegal to sec that it does;
made hr theattvrner from the{a'vv Indian encampment in Colorado.
.11 ·1> l'\'A:\S. H11,i11,·" Managn
The article finally dismisses a lot firm ~l M~lvey, - Nvucas and The Cheyenne were assured their
C:\I Ill Rl'-FS:\l ' '-1)1 RS, :\d1,;ni,111J! 1\-lanaJ!.:r
of police arrests as being trivial Sullivan dv not necessarifir
safety if they -stayed there: They
matters that could have been represent the views <4. The . Nev.· :\,IIK~ Kaplan
Cami \'iscid1.
Ke,in Mor><'
Adnrtising Associa,ies
did, except for some warriors that
avoided by use of common sense.
Hampshire editorial st<{//: These were out on ·a buffalo hunt which
Samh l.aCoutur,Slaff Reporters
Sue l\.1oullon
Mark l>c,(irm,e.illier, .
I feel this article has done a statements 11·ere alsu made to the th'e military authorities had
Stc'\c:L111i;c,in
Clu:i, lki,e,nhcri;
l.aurc,l Pollaro
Paul MMri,
I inda l.i,rnnl!er
llan I andrii;an
Anne Rohen
Asst. Business Manager
disservice to the Univcrstiy public an(! other memhers <~/' the authorized. On November 28,
Si,e MeClung
St,'\c' Mc<iihan
l:li,a Ru"ell
.Bill Pilcher
1 1
1
community and is an unfounded press.
2
_'i'.l;~:•ir~ ;.,; ;;;~,~~'
~ 1~~::~~;:i~en . ~e';,';;, \~ ;,t;'~11 ., 11
~;i,~~,U~~•i~:.,~1~:~~ '"
1964, 620 United States Army and
and unjust indictment of my
.kan Moorhead
William Hech·r
!ltie"< Briefs Editor
. Circulation Assislanl .
militia troops swept down upon
1
1
1
department and police in general,
~1:~~- 1.·c ·
·
~~:li•~a~~l1t;rculation AsSist: ~-~~~; ~·~~;,~ ;~~~her
the en Ca m p me n-t, Vi rt U a 11 y
_If we, the police. were to prosecute
Samh l'cuuri
Marn·I llnulallUL'I
_-Rnti ' llo"i
(ircu f· kmminu
ma S Sa Cring and h Orr i b I y
!\·h n. I' .,;nn
Jennifer Hump'
I.ah Technicia n
Cop~ H,•aders p e rs on s o n u n s i1'b st a n t i a t e d
l{,'.h,n ,~,·\,'!;
~1ichclk Ch,11nrai,m·
.lnhn Litster
Karb llorrk1
mutilating the Cheyenne. This and
1
allegations, such ) IS these._. the
,1
ti:::i!"t::,
,
'
,
;t~~'
:
'
f~.
~~t::~f1;.~ers
~:;~."
!
'
,
;"\".'
.
\:'
,
'
.
~'
humanity make
against
acts
other
1~_"''¥re,c
courts would · not tolerate . such
I lk ,i' l' rauelll
.la\llL' lka,i
tvLtrn·I lloulanucr
Mart,· Srd.cll
me question the meaning of
behavior.
LK>_.•,',l,k,,·"1~,0.,,,-,",',111,,1·.-r,
A,idrca l>c, Jardin,
Cha111ai Bra"e;
.la\'llL' Sorrell
"libert,1 and J·ustice for all".
.
,
Pall\ lhl\k
S1,·1c l>ad,
Editorial ,\ssislant
J
When we contacted Attorney To the Editor:M ike· Rik,
Bill 'i>urli'nu
Rohen li., hc1
' Cin,h ,\dam,
The histories o[ both super
that
Sullivan, he indicated
The Soviet Union has been
~\'1~'~'11~~i',"' raro
~\;~;:'.;'\ ~i',i'.:',:
~,'.'1:~;'\~~:.'i
. :;:';;'~~~ ~:~;;;;;~'
powers ardull of malicious acts
although the article represented his accused of- being an "expansion- against humans. Double stanqard
lb r11ld ) n une
K,-n h,h
R nh\11 I ordcn
l!ri;1n Cour\lc'I
Terhnical Supeni,or,
(ir,·u l· k mm111e
\\'a ;ll,' !\1.tk,-chn ic
·\pnl l· 111d11,·1
statements as vcrbatum quotes, istic" country_ Their actions prove · double-talk is found in both
Rohn 1 _P t.:ilT '( i\\ : 11dnhn (i ;i~1d1H.:1
l 'l'll'r \1.illur.in
;::C~raphics \lana~e r
they were not. This being th~ case, this. Would not you want to "expansion.i stic" countries, If
( a rn l '\ aua, .
K,11 ,·11 11 ;11T1,
f\·µ~, () ' \,·ii
:\ Ill\ R11h111
1
I feel that the editorial staff of The expand if you were surrounded on
~ ;,~:~:·Jl ,, 1\ ,11 ,
:·~::~ \i"!'1~:::;; ,
;\',';,':"~/,~::~~t~~:i~.h;~;,;~~~i,tarih
history repeats itself, then we as a
New Hampshire has dropped the three sides by eleven countries with people must accept our pqst and
11
~~·,','J ~·c;i~:~"~~~;,date, :;:;~,'.~. i'i'::,.,, t, ·
, ~;,';;'.'/'.:,';';'~1i'""''
1~;~;~c1i">}'.:i'i'c
ball and failed to meet · their a vast ocean on the fourth side.
I mi
Ra,· ,\1111 llt>~I
.
l','1111\ lla,la1.n
't, 11ll ,l,rh11'<>1l : ,
.. ' /
work for a better f ut4re ...
·. 'o bligation of a·ccuratc "r_eport ing of
, ,_.,..,.",llllli'1'!"""t"'""!'...s
·11c_·11..,·
~
1·
_
_
_
,;_,11
1
11\ .1-" -h1·11 11111
K-,•
,,· _,\1_;,_111_1"-'r'- - •·--. , .- . - - •S• ·,..
1;1,.\1.i,1;.,.
l,.,;
.,·,·- \airr
1,;..,'.",.
History telfs us that annther
,:\ni:iJ~t\\ tfp(tJ}ijl , , V , .,_..,

Police

the news. On the other hand.if
Attorney Sullivan's statements
gave credence to the author's
comments, then I feel Attorney
Sullivan has failed to meet his
obligation as an officer of the
_.,
courts.
· To suggest that the police derive
. enjoyment from making arrests
and would .resort to any means
includi~g rountine use of illegal
methods to make arrests "stick" is
a gross error and ludicrous to say
the least. I feel police hold a
position of public trust and we
frown upon such practices by any
po)icc officer. The record of the
Durham Police Department in the
criminal justice system speaks for
itself- maybe someone should have
checked.
Lastly, and most importantly, I
would hope that the November
. 22nd article has not fostered ·an
atmosphere ..of "them against
us". My staff has worked hard to
ensure a · citizen's rights arc
-guara·ntccd- we would have it no
other way. If the response made
known to mv staff and I are
indicative of public reaction- I'm
conlident that we enjoy their
support.
Paul Gowen
Durham Chief of Police

~Peac,?.-'V igil

The NewHampshire
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University Forum
,.__

The German factor in world affairs
By Professor Gr~orge Rom.oser

•

,

J. • • •

As the Pershing and cruise missiles
head to NATO locations in Europe,
fulfilling a long-standing plan to
re~pond to the Soviet placement of _its
SS-20 missiles aimed at Western
Europe, attention has been focused on
developments in West Germany,
particularly on pro-tests by the "peace
movement" in, t hat country. Some
observers even fear that, whatever else
one ma_v think about that movement
or protest against missile placement,
West or East - is a
Germany fragile, potentially explosi ve, political
and social "scenai·io." _
Europ.e remains divided almost four
decades after the Second World War,
and that division has frozen - the two
Germanies into Eastern and Wes-tern
power blocs. How much longer, think
some, can such an "artificial" division
last? . A.re the-re not signs even in the
"progressive" West German, peace
movement, or among the antiestablishment, pro-environmental,
"small is beautiful" Green . Party
(which recently entered the Federal
Parliament after securing 5.6 percent,
of the vote in the March 6 election this
year) of revived German· nationalism., ·
in the form of a desire to move towards
reunification., away from "the West''?
A,n.othery~rsioh of suspiciousne.ss is
that the Germans could "somehow" be
the trigger for a nuclear explosion,
with . the Soviet Union maneuvering
'i t s .,., .. G e r a n s ( t h e G e.·r m a ,n

..

m

engender evident susp1cwusness
. toward today's social and political
,developments in Germany. It's a mood
not absent in Germany itself: much of
the "Green" movement and the
"peace" movement · is based on
psychological efforts "to come to ·
terms with the past."
Such efforts, , no less tha.n foreign , .
observations, may and probably
should remain important, but they do
not p·roduce an accurate picture of
today's _ political realities. West
Germany is-today modern pragmatic
"Western" society with a diversity of
interest group~ and political
movements and a - demonstrated
re.cord for combining political stability
wi t h tolerance for protest and dissent.
Its problems arc largely the problems
of all advance technological societies.
A second preoccupation , of some

factor ih international affairs in
the Federal Parliament. ·The potential
Europe and create as well a certain
for serious clashes at demonstrations
uneasiness among others . They also
against missiles exist, though as of thi s
mean that.:. post-war West Germany,
writing the "hot autumn" expected for ·· "
given the burden of the_ Nazi past, has
West Germany by some has turned out
· been ;xtraordinarilv cautious in
got be relatively tepid. It must be _
exerting "power" in E·uropc or on the
-realized that even ( or perhaps.,
world scene.
especially) "idealistic" movements are ~.
West ~Germany's geographical.
subject to internal dissension., which
position and population destiny
handicaps concerted act~on.
predispose its governments to a special
Moreover, most ·studies estimate the
concern for relationships with Eastern
·· Protest Potential .. m the society as
Europe, inclµdi ng the Soviet Union.
not higher than 13-15 percent in
Moreover., West Germany fears and
elections., 1 other factors - remaining
en_d angering of the country's post-war
more or less stable. Finally, to focu s
stab i Lit y and reputation by
exclusiveJy on p-rotest actions or
involvement in situations far from its
protest potential in West Germany - boundaries (e.g. Grenada or even the
especially when of a sensational kind
Middle East and Persian Gulf).
- is to overlook the factors working
Interest in continuing unprecedented
for stability and the status quo. In
post-war prosperity dictates extensive - West Germany these ca:n range from
trade and technological ties with
the strength of the desire of large ·
segments of the population for social
and political security . and ''quiet," to
the effectiveness of the government in
presenting, itself as the voice .of
majority consensus.
The So.cial Democratic party
(SPD). as one of the two leadinl!
· parties in the country, . is now at the
'"cuttmg edge" , ot much of the
oppositional behavior - in Wes't
Germany ,as shown by the recent vote
in its p,;1rty convention against the
stationing of new US ·m issiles on the
' territory · of the ~Federal Republic.
,H aving lost its leadership role and
sustained a convincing defeat in the
. fo;-cign obser~crs of West Grcman~,-'!. · Eastern Europe - - exemplified by the
election of March 1983, the
·national
however, is that of"history": a special
"'pipelioc deal" with the Soviet Union a
inevitably - a gathering
is
party
Eastern
with
infatuation
German
few yea rs ago.
of oppositi_on to
forces
for
p.oint
,
·
·
· s·omet1mes
E urope 1s
a JI egc d , an d. 1s
Such special perspectives, however,
policies carried
governmental
present
thought to be an ongoing ··h1storical
hardly mean that West Germay is an
coalition of
majority
the·
by
out
pattern" which should now cast doubt
is
"unreliable" Eastern partner or
and Free
Democrats
Christian
on the Federal Republic's"reliability."
somehow historically or economically
FOP)
and
CSU
/
(CDU
Democrats.
Unfortunately., _ such views on the
scpar~te·path
a
trend
to
"determined"
acts as
SPD
the
more
the
However,
"threat" of German neutralism or on
in the future. _ Such interpretations
a gathering-point for .oppo~ition of an
eventual German allignmcnt in some
all
in
clement
key
the
tend to overlook
"anti-establishment~" kind ( rather than
form with Russia are too often
politcal events: that combination of
opposition of interest groups
just
promulgated . by those with little firstinformed judgement. management
out of power by the last
shoved
hand or contemporary knowledge of
skill, . and prudent caution which
the longer it is likely to
election),
Germany or of world affairs in
zags
and
zigs
The
results.
a-bout
brings
remain out of.power., for there is no ·"'
general. Deductions about German • and ups -and downs of American
sign that . extreme · versions of
societ_y and politics are made on the
foreign policy in the past twenty years
"opposition" can c.9mmand anything
basis of vague (and often in part · are more alarming than the relative
remotely resembling a majority.
incorrect) historial ge·neralizaitons.
calm and stability of East German
task for the Social
Thus,the
The fact is that numerous s·tudies and
·
foreign pol-icy.
Democrats is to combine a clear
observations show West Germany to
Still. recent events., including above
oppositional role with a< image of
be a country in which both elites and
all the apparent strcl'lgth of "antipotential governing effectiveness, for.
the population in --- gerneral have
. establishment" and protest forces in
studies and observations show that
all
thoroughly "Westernized" conception
West Germany, have raised questions
it is in some combination of these
and ways of life .
about the long-term trends within the
elements thaL the ground for
All of the above is not to say that
country. Here too; however, we must ·
governmental majorities lies in West
Germany\ geographical position,
be cautious not to overestimate such
Germany.
economic interests, demographic
developments. As mentioned above.,
structure, and historic.al heritage arc
This. task, in turn, means that the
the West German political system has
without effect. German governments., "" been able · to combine a ' remarkable
SPD will respond to the patterns
like govcrnmc·nts of other countries,
dictated by the way the political
stability with · "outlets" for protest.
are predisposed to certain concerns of
barring a
Whatever-one mav think of the merits
system ope,:ates their own, forming to our experience,
fundamental alteration of that system
or demerits of p;rticular protest or
and internal political conditions arc
(and no such alteration is in sight) . .It
particular governmental dc:cision, it is .
different in_cvery country. Being able
will seek to "co-opt" Greens and some
the stabi,l ity of Sl)ch a pattern which:is
to Jive with such- differences without
other protest voters, but at the same
instructive. · In the very sarric year in
losing a sense of balanced judgement
time seek to present itself as capable of
which protests arc reaching a height, a
and concern for overall common
governing with a majority "left of
national election produces . a clear .
interests is a definition for both
center," but not "radically" left of -,,;-.
majority government, and an event
informed public opinion and for
rl
center. The first step in that direction is
which fully conforms to the dem~rnds
statesmanship. Above all, is it
already underway as the Social
of theories of democracy takes place
necessary to understand a country's
the "oppostion,., takes over the
Democratic leader in the state of Hesse ~ ,
fundamental politics" wcll enough to
moves to a coalition with the"Greens"
govcrnmen1. and the government goes
· place particular events in perspective.
to form a government, despite his own
into oppositio!1,. without chaos.
For at least .the last JOO years, the
position in the center or on the right of
without revolution.
Germa'ns have been the most
his party. Thi·s might be a way out of
The protest movement in Germany
numerous poeplc in · Western and
the stalemate betwen the two major.
is real and has diverse parts. While the
Central Europe ., and prob.abl y also the
parties in that state, and would
. "peace movement" is broader in
best-adapted to modern industrialillustrate a classic principle of
composition than the "Green"
technological society. by reason of
coalition bchav'ior in democratic
movement, the latter.given its
education. social and economic
systems: the political "outs" seek to
emergence in the form of a political
,
structure, and energy. These rcltlitics
party is an institutionalized expression
_, ~,
l2_
pag~
~,.
FACTO
GERMAN
, , i,,n.pl it.fl.p.l y,rl;)ak ~ t he Ge r mans a central
ol i11p1 ote.g ,app,1 has reprss.eptati ves in

a

wish to ~escape or- simplify the
intricacies of the situation, whether
throµgh an arms bu_ildup alone- or
longing for peace alo.n e- threaten:s to
oi,_e rwhelm chances for realistic conflict

A

Democratic Republic) and the Unit'cd ·
States "its" Germans (the German
Federal· Republic)? The recent TV
mcdl·a extravaganza.- the film "The.
Day After," utilized such -a plot, as far
as one could determine.
Stich ·4uestions are not in all cases
merely ill-informed speculation or
· sensationalism. The division of
Europe, and the confrontation of the
superpowers (which- fm. 1ucntly seem•
to be_ lurching ' drunkenly through
history, dragging humanity with them)
are real. Germany is exposed - - and
the .Germans have a complicated·
recent histor:(and heritage. M orcover,
we live in a world of apparently
increasing forgetfulness and
irrationality · about the effective
management of conflict. Self-conern
in the end a wish to escape or
simpJify-the intricacies ofthe ·situation,
whether through an arms. buildup
alc)'nc or longing · for peace alone -threatens to overwhelm chances , for
realistic conflict management. In such
· circumstances, d isa rra v in world ·
affairs is indeed possible·. and drastic
changes not excluded ~
As far as the role of the Germans is
concerned. however. some
reassurance seems in order. We should
especially West
view Germany
Germany, which is the subject of thc~e
brief remarks - as the evidence shows
it to be to~-ay, not as it was 50 or 100
years ag.o . There arc harriers to such
understanding, just as thc:re arc
objective conditions of West .
Gcrmany'_s geographical and
economic position which have to be
accepted as realities.
The chief of the barriers to
understanding of today\ realities is
the trcn1cndous burden and i-rnpact of
the period of Hitler\ rule between
19JJ and 1945. It wi ll be many. man y
l'. Cncrations -- and · undcrstandahl v so
~ before man y persons arc ah!~ to
think of Germany and the (icrma·ns
without ass<:ciating_c crnntry a_nd p~·~)pc
with the c1~1mcs _of tl!~1t _ p~riod,. , ,! ~1p_, ,
lf c If) :S li,v_v ~ ,,, , _. . v.
ps y<;11?-1o.g.Jc,;ll " :~ct, oft

en, ,
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Nutcracker Suite
•
lS ll Delight
By Consuelo Congreve
The waiters in starched white •
shirt · fronts · ·served hors
d'oeuvres wifh acrobatic skil-1.
The pin·k and white table linens
compJ~mented ~ the silver -and
white '_ china and the lacy
centerpieces . The cello, flute,
arid pian_o trio performed softly
thrnughout the tl ve ni ng. The

dancers swept -the audience into
bursts of applause. This scene
did not occur .in New York or
Boston~ but in the transformed
Granite State Room of the

MUB .

The Seacoast Ballet
Company performed six
selections from the Nutcracker
Suite by Tchaicovsky while
coffee was served before· the
dessert. Choreographed by
Larr\; Robertson, the dancers
were beautiful to watch.
Robertson himself danced the
Russian da nce with infeclious
exuberance. His dizzy spins
captivated the audience.
The Grand Pas De Deux was
danced by 14 year old Tanya
,Shost and Scott Marble. UN H
student and the Entertainment
Manager for the dinner. These
two danced with classical grace
and skill.

The Nu-tcracker Suite was a
delight. The latest of the HotelScho.ol students' Gourmet
Dinners,- it was held on Friday'"')
The dinner wa·s wort'h every
and Saturday December 2 and penny of'the $14.9? admi_ssion
. 3 in the Granite State Room price. The decoration~ picked
which radi,{tea . with -holiday
_up the Christmas spmt and
cheer. The tickets were sold out Nutcracker Suite themes. Two
__ long befor·e the · dinner was ice sculptures, a rocking horse
held .
and a cupid, graced the hors
The ~vening, including a five d 'oeuvres \able.
Tanya Shost and Scott Marble danc~ in ihe Nut~racker S1:1ite. The ballet was part of the Hotel
course d'inner and dancing by
Administration Gourmet dinner in the . Granite State room of the MUD Friday and Saturday
·
nights. (Jim Millard photo)
the Seacoast Ballet Company,
A huge tree in · the· corner
was b~~cl "'on a theater theme. · ~urrounded by a fireplace and
The tickets looked like theater comfy couch and chair looked
tickets, and · the menu was like a living room. Panels
printed in - a ·playbill -format. around .the tree looked like
The cour~es were listed as Acts Victor'ian wallp,J.per with
'
and Scenes:
family portraits h~nging on it.
Five •co i.m;cs _ made· up the · Curliques of white lights hung
'"dinnerbill". They were Sugar . from the light fixtures.
Plum Soup, an interesting mix
Most of the diners were _ By Eric M. Heath
of cranberries. plums and a
The interference of Buxheimer Orgelbuch ~
slice of kiwi -fruit Asparagus ~n above college age. They seem.ea
The Hampshire Consort's professio .n a Iism i-n perfor- performed by Wicks and the
Croute: Icicle Pink Cham- well able to afford prices at tire performance Thursday night in
connotes ease in ensemble.
pagne' Sorht;t, which _refr~shed cash bar, which were notcheap. the University - Art Galleries mance often'
Bririging·the first half of the
p e r fo 'rm a n c·e . A I t ho u g_h .
the palate for . the next scene: The gourmet dinners are not · was cordial and free spirited.
Hampshire
the
of,
members
to a close was a set of
concert
Roasted Cornish Game Hen for the culturally sqµeamish . Seated amid two floor lamps,
and their guests bring music - from the court of
with a Candid Sauce, Nutted _ The age old question of which four music stands, a chamber Consort
to their Maximilian I, -featuring works _
Wild Rice and Glazed Acorn fork to use crops up with each organ and a two-manual -a high level of skill
work, that work is1 hardly easy. by Senf! and Hofhaymer, and
Squash. The Evergreen Endive _ course.
harpsichord, Profe~sors-S t-ib ler
Stibler, a noted expert on the dominated by that of Heinrich
Salad that followed would have
·
and John Wicks, and their design and use of early brass Isaac. ·
The dinners are good for guests, Nicholas Orovich,
_been better if ripe tomatoes had
intermission, the
instruments,
Following
wind
and
uplifting spirits, however. The Sandra Shackleton and Janet
been served with it.
alternately . adjusted his end of which was signalled not
The crowning touch was ' service personnel treat the Harmon. -performed music
embouchure from the trumpet- by dimming · lights but by two
Buche de Noel. which -was- a whim of each diner and · the from the German Ren like glass mouthpieces of two chords played by the Consort
melt in vour- mouth wonder of w·ine stewards know what they naissance and Baroque with the
Cornetti .-- to the from pack stage, there was a set
different
chocolate. pepper~int, and · are doing.
same professionalism and . slotted opening of the doµble of pieces from the 17th century
Get vour tickets eady for the
creamy filling. It was served
infectiou·s mNsical joy that reeded Krummhorn, and to the featuring- works by Reiche ,
with fun - to e'at meringue nexi dinner, th~y arc too good marks all- of their concerts. ~
traditional mouthpieces of Scheidt and Froberger
- ' . ·to .rr:iiss·.
mushrooms. _
Baroque · ·Recorders, from sandwiched between Sonatas
selection to selection over the by Daniel Spee_i.
course of five sets of music.
. Coriciuding the program was
The evening _was no less
music by Michael Praetorius,
h
·
·
it especially for
s~me'.
o,
W
Cks
i_
W
'
for
rigorous
dividing his attentions between - Christmas and much of it
the - organ . and harpsichord, associated . with- the season .
played accompah.,i ment, inducted werethefamiliar"Ein
,, ( A M · ht ,
- B.
continuo and, notably,-a set of f'
idg -r- )
urOg Gd)
four German Organ - Tabla- : F:eS t e
- · ortress 1s ur o . an
1n
t ures.,
f
h
"
D l •. J b"l
.
0
1
: _, t _e tune 0
u
Finally, Orovich, Shackle- •• u ci
~ 0 . 0 ~' C h_r I s t ra n - M e n
. to n and .H a rm o 11·, w _h o
concentrated .their efforts on Re1orce ·
1

Hampshire Consort mixes
joy with professionalism ·

of

a I!

S a C k b Utt S

The Hampshire CQnsort. ~• th.e Art ~al!eries Thu~,iy riigh( · (Jim Millafd'photoJ , . . , .
-

hO U g h

p r'e

se·n t e d

be fo re . . t he

Orovich joined in several times :· backdrop -of the Art Galleries'
on Recorder .and ;· Soprano .. current'-exhibit and in ·that
Cornam_u se - -.p e~_lt-wi~h those -intimate spa~e ( iritim-a te,
temperamental 1_nstruments · although the sighf lines qf the
level ·s eating are more than ·.
_ .
/
admirably.
· . The program open,-ed -, with a minimally bothersome) the · _ "'
set _of Glogauer lieder,- all concert .- ~was well conceived,
· represe~tin~ cer-tai-n . a,nimals: c; be,a utifu.lly~. performed and
the fox,s tail, the c-ran;e s· beak, ., warmly received. And th~ fact
the cats paw, and framed on that both the· supply of pnnted
each en~ _ by _"'J?er · :fa~en programs _a nd the suppG1 _of
Schwanz : the Peacocks tail. , seats were exhausted may,
Nex·t _ wen'. the four - hopefully, indicate that we of
Tabla t ures , one . each . b Y the University community ~re - .
llebourgh _a nd Paurna~n, a . becoming aware. -~hat we -have
something of rarqalue,inthi~ .
()Ch ii I mer
·. third ~ from,

L
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r-r-She Loves Me" mzisical/come<J,y /romance opens
By Harold Young
Johnny Ca-rson raises the
envelope to his turbaned
forehead and psychically gives .
the clues, "PERFUME,
VANILLA ICE CREAM, and
MANNEQUIN LOVER"'-.-"
He tears the _end of the
envelope open, blows once into .
it~ pull~,"out a slip of paper. and
reads the answer aloud,
·"Brooke Shields on a date at '
Prin~eton." Boo. Hiss .
Okay, these three clements
weren't in "The Tonight Show"
but they did combine in . a
_ wonderfully wacky way in
Theatre by the . Sea's opening
performance of She Lvves Me
on Saturday.
Based on tl1e book by Joe

Masteroff and directed by
Derek . Wolshonak, She Lvves
Me is funny and enjoyable. The
setting for the holiday
m usica I/ corned y / roma nee is
Budapest, Hungary in 1930.
George Nowack (Michael
McCormick) . and Amalia
Balash ( Roxann Parker), the
two central characters, are
clerks at Maraczck's Parfumerie who write love letters
to each other. . The comcdv
arises since their letters go. to
post office box. An1alia
wonders whether her lover is
really bald and George _
quest;ons his confidant Mr.
Sipos ( Ben . Serant_on) on
revealing himself.
Before George and Amalia
have their romantic denouement at Christmas time they
engage in humorous repartee,

a

George Nowack (Michael McCormick) is shock~d when he discovers that his pen pal lover is
_Amalia Balash (Roxann Parker) in Theater By T_he S~a's "She Loves Me".

Customers of the zany Cafe
lmperiale perform strange ac_ts
in its "rom~intic atmosphere."
These events all move along
atafastpacc,aidedbythelight
anq frothy piano of Scott
Thompson. A total of 27
rpusical numbers are performed and sung in delightful
and exuberant fashion during
the . play _. One number
particularly pleasing was "A
Romantic Adventure." The
scene is the Cafe lmperiale; a
restaurant which appeals to a
romantic 'clientelc.
Terrence Markovitch as the
headwa 'itcr · at the cafc is
hilarious as he attempts to
restore order and serenity to_ ·
llie

cl1aolic,

dimly

lit

envi-ronment.
While Markovitch runs
hither and thither, George and
}\malia argue, another couple
performs-a seductive striptease
dance, a_nd a regular dances
wildly . with her manne4uin '
lover, "Mr. Lisp."
.
One · of the final songs,
1
"Twcive Da vs to Christ mas,"
capture-9 the' hustle and bustle
of last minute shoppers being
serviced by frustrated ~tnd
exas..pcrated clerks.
During the song pf1ckages
are wrapped, cash registers
rung, and customers 4uickly
ushered . around the Parfumerie, capturing the madness
of Christmas shopping_ which
everyone encounters sd6 ncr or
later.
The beautiful Ms. Parker,
LOVE, page 23

Build, strip and yell with .these new · releases ·
R,~,·onb; courlt'S..Y of Jodi's Party ,uid Bt'l't'rage c,~111,,r
enlisting, Steve Steven ~¼i guitar
coffee pcrculator, the 'recorder
· is angry and wild, and" Idol_\
of a .snake charmer. or a
vocals arc at their finest. even if
_ .· ,. \ · : -,, ;o"t
snori_ng pi,!!.
thev aren't disccrnablc.
"More Than a Party" is a
Idol's band is the same one
song that warns us to look at
he toured with last time, not the
problems around us rather
one he recorded with,
than taking someone's word
excluding Stevens, ~who co_!hat everything\ alright. It's
wrotecightsongs.Thcaddit_ion
chimes arc like the music on
of kevboards softens the guitar
mcrr"V-1.!o-rounds. At the end,
at t a,c k' just c no ugh _(o
the tc~1po increases as · the
distinguish it from the punk
merry-go-round spins out of
sound of Generation X, Idol's
, control and i.rnlooking races
fi·rst band. Here he deals wi,th
pass iii a_ blur until it breaks.
danceable rh~'thms and more Depeche Mode
Adam Ant
_,
_
·
material:
us
o
melodiStrip
The nwrbid "Pipeline\ ', with
.
Time-Again
Construction
E .
.. Daytime Drttma" 1s a Sire .it's slow booming drum offset
·
•
C'
lb
A ,
pied
spooky, slower dance tune
A am · nt s new a um ~,tnp
Although Depcc-bc Mode's by cheery steel drums. is the
about · a . guy who fantasizes latest, Constructivn Time only other song where the
presents him trying to establish
. about a .soap opera star. The Again, may yank }'C)U out _of ·, music an.d message fi-t together.
a _new identity musically and
music is intrigui11g but ldoFs your scat and onto the dance A song about feeding evcr5,one
visually. Gone is.-his make-up
, lyrics wdn't win him any prizes iloor. the lyrics may ·put you uses pots anc:J pans sou!1ds . from his pirate/ Indian days.
for poetry. He stills writes behind a desk writing a letter to
Gone also is his band from that
""Everything Counts", a sureabout raunchy sex, creating
period, The Ants. All that ,
your Congressman . -Musically, fire dance cli.1b hit. has a playful ,
strange . fantasies.
remains is guitarist Marco
1
this is a gloss _y packag e, loaded
carnival (Jrgan . The Soft CellSometimes Rehel _yell is ~
Pirroni. Ant plays bass on
synth-pop dance rhythms, ish ""Love, in ltsclf"could go on
.with
• paradox of roaring _guitar
every cut while Richard
versus keyboard melodics·. vocal harmonics, loftv cndlcsslv with ·its acoustic
Bu1-g°css plays drums.
and unique efforts. 'g uitar, horn hooks and focus '
""Eyes Without a Face" is a percussion
Adam's once original sound
L>,, rica l lJ''. Ocpcchc M (_)de
· slow, synth -pop . tune with - seems to _Qa\c picked up where _ on the music .
of African rhythms and heavy
Bananarama-likc background .Joy Division left oil, taking on
metal/ surf guitar has been ,
Song writer's Martin Gore
voca-ls and an easy dance beat, all the world's problqns and - Alan Wilder get overreplaced by over produced_ · Billy Idol
but a mid -song break features i n.c l u d i n g , n u c I ea r w a r , _a mbitious, especially on ""Told
string and brass arrrangcmcnts Rebel Yell
·· guitar power chords and rough starvation, corporate greed, You So".
·
and lame funk tl.· mpos. Ant's Chrysalis ,
It's as if Billy Idol has been vocals as if Idol had to prove he and the environment.
bass and voc.:als arc mixed up
- ""And do those feet in
--high, but Pirroni's once waiting in the starting blocks didn't wimp out. "Crank Call" ·
This album · co'mcs in two modern _times/ Walk upon the
p~omincnt gui~ar · is barely for a while and that's why he · has the same dance beat as ·
came out with more fire than "White Wedding" but . nears distinct parts. the musicand the flowers / and walk upon their
noticeable.
Sometimes Ant's studio ever on Rehel Yell. This nine- hcaVS-' metal. Th~ last cut, "The m1:ssagc, which is probably a brothers; While· the heads arc
overdubbing has -p,·oduced songer's two sides arc labelled Dead Ne.xt Doof", is rather good thing because nrnsic as busy lying,,low / trying to keep
·favorable results, . such as th·c "'J" arid "4", suggesting a sleepy and has - a keyboard gloomy as the lyrics might put covcr. ..oh.
(lnc to sleep. lnskad. the h~111d
mariachi horns in "Spanish ' continuation of last :/ear_'s full backdrop.
Maybe they aren't the
Idol is clc\cr at taking a · uses synthesizers to produce spokesm~.n for a generation,
Games" and the big band length dcbt)t (the cover -art is
sou rid of last years "Goody similar as well. complete with d a nee bca t and b ui Id i ng bright and bizarre sounds that but Construction Time Again
Two Shoes". For the most part, autograph). While this is ·a enough around it to keep it form images in your mind. is compelling, whether you're
however, it rn~tkes the songs continuat_ion fo_r_:thc·n:ost part. from wearing out. Perhars he S.omc souiHls rcs.cmblc on the ' da f1ccfloor or sitting
ldol _has 1n't~nst11cd ~h1s -~iacho can solve the paradox on sid_es cla1:1gii1g pot s and pans. the _ behind a desk ,rca9ing the
dull ahd_similar sound'ing. ,
WiJiP:" }}} tJ~!91:ti 'e~·h Hlo\iN_~:n1 ly1;\}.;~,-I'.-\ ~1 ;iJh __; ;;., ,cw.. 11 1; . l_~·!J (·' ·
. ,- "'
"5" ,and "_"6~'~ .·, .
. .
Ant's_ lyric_s ~ere n~ver ~he ran~c on this_ LP: '
highpo1~.r oJ~b~;; . tt1Wi-~ !. <h:Ciil!p J _lh: op_c_n mg t1tltY{'.Clft! <' t.'h'• '.; 'd !".'C 1.10H1,.f 1ou'f-:1t'. 1'.r.rfe~,- Clri•ricsc · nlll!\"IC, a trnnblmg \ .
-· JOHN OlJ.El.LElTE
laugh,_tblc at best. He shows no gripping. I he dance heat 1s
sign of improvement here in the
title cut: "If I strip for you \Viii
you -strip for me?~ .. You may
find ),,'our clothes getting in the ·
wav.
Ant's singing has· improved.
He's lost his early quirkiness
and has gained in range and
ph ra sing ability . . These
.i mprovements, however, are .
not strong enough to hold up_
the_ album . His new style has_
no-nc of the freshness and
·excitement . of his early work, _
and this is where the album
• ·1s.
1a.1
LIAM O'M_ALLEY
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/.~<'A ·C hr.i,s .t mas Story"

Fur cOats and
~vinta,ge clothes

Ralphi.e '
·wants his
B.B.; glln :

By Maureen/ O'Neil

interesting item on the shoe
Leopard skin thong sandals, rack.
· na\ly pants, a coral wool mini
The wom.an's section had "
skirt, and tuxedo tails cou'ld all mod psychedelic no·wcred
be found in an attic trunk, but dresses · from · the sixties:· Woo.I
they; also thrive in thrift shops · skirts like the coral · or bright
in Durham and Portsmouth.
green minis brightened the
Also hiding .on the racks - .a_ re rack. Modern styles brought in
groups of sweaters whose only by people off the , street
structure is the hangars they are dominate.
on, and shirts so thin you can
Items are -sold · on consignsee the hangars through them. ment at St. George's, and the
Th_ere is a pair of gaudy chun:h makes 30 percent of the
· polyester pants which no one sale. The 'shop is open
would have let their Thursday from l0:oo:.5:00. · .
grandfather wear, even 20 years
Examples of vintage cloth ing
ago.
at the Top Drawer in
UN H student- Ruth Ann Portsmouth include a black
Bowers _is a thrift shopper:
velvet dress and a black Persian
"'I can find clothes th.ere that lamb cape hanging on the wall.
Antique wooden mirrors,
I can't ffnd anywhere else," said
Bower, .. amf the clothes ·have chairs from the 1930's and
an aura. You know thev were an/tique , hat boxes set the tone
made so · long ~ago. f look of this shop where ther~:. is
especially for shoes. Back then .. everything from tuxedo tails to
they were very stylish with sailor uniforms, but no
bows and pointy toes," she polyester suits. A wide variety
said .
·
of hats covers one walr, while
Bowers agrees that you have - baskets of gloves decorate the
to have a certain attitude while floor.
✓
thrift shopping:
Buying t he clothes cheaply is .
_ "You have to have patience. important to co-owner Sue
You're going to find a lot of Moran. · She buys from
gross clothes," Bowers said.
a U<::tions, attics, . and from
St. George's Church Thrift is· people off the street. . New
located- behind the church on merchandise comes in almost .
. Main ·Street in Durham . St. every day. She will buy
George's ✓ has · some of these damaged items but sells them
finds, but they also have a lot of cheaply.
·
junk .
Moran said that fur coats
The finds . include _a and tuxedos are some of the
herringbone wool overcoat and . most popular items in the shop.
a- black aod white tweed cqat :: but ., t~ey sell ...as fa~t as they
which hung on one rack in the arrive.
•
small orange men's ·clothing,
Top Drawer is located on
room . A pair of old black-and State Street in Portsmouth and
red leather skates was the only _1s open I 0:00-6:00 every day

Bf Consuelo Congreve'
A Red Ryder Red Mo·de·k ll
on the -shot carbine action air
rifle with a compass on ~-the' ·
sfock. · ·
.
· To a -nine year old boy, thi_s ~
the "'Holy Grail of Christmas
gifts", and Jean Shepard's ,A
C.,/1ristn-1as

St✓ory,

un·

_MGM

re:lease, revolves ar·ound one
boy's quest for this giftAir the·
; 1940 . s. -·
-The movie, directed by Bo·b ·
Clark ._ is . a witty and fuIJ ·
comedy based on the book' In God We Trust, Alt OtheriPay
(ash, b_y Jean - Shepard. Jt
concerns . the life a-nd-sfruggfes
of · 'Ralphie, · the B.B . . gun
en
t h us i t, hi s pa r ~ n ts
A bargain hunter's paradise at the Top Drawer in Portsmouth.. ·
( Melinda Dillon and · Darren
(Scott Y9ung photo)
·
"
McGavin) and his whiney little .
except Sunday.
basket of:leather belts.
Heavy ceiling . beams ~
A lightc_p display case fillecJ-" brother Randy · ( Ian ·Pefrelin).
The _ action centers : in: 'their
oriental rugs an9 old hat boxes with. metallic and . beaded
house on Cleveland ·Street:'i'n-a
add an _anfiquc shop evening bags . was another
small
Indiana town . ·
atmosphere to Ma,.d Lydia's surprise, This store . has the .
· Ralphie is hilario4sly -~~nd
Waltr on Market . St'reet. largest selection of _handbags~
co'rtvincingly playecf · by
Overstuffed red chairs and
The most unique bag was the
He_rshey · Syrup's ·:Messy
sofa in the shoe secti~n aad to ~·handbag", a bag in the shape
Marvin, Peter Billingsley. H ~s
this effec't . The shoe selection .. of the hand .
plots and plans for the best wav
seems to be· the largest 6f all the
Owner Julie Vanasse won't
to ask for the B. B. gun and hi°s
stores,
bµy moderri items . She also
fantasies about what · he'll do
· This store's selection of won't buy polyest'er, only
jewelry features _ rhine~tone natµral fabrics. Vanasse · with it are the main themes of
the film.
earrings ?nd costume jewelry, . washes, . dry cleans, and irons
The.. movie is filled with
necklaces.: An _ ai-ntique bureau ' everyt'hing first .
in the back of fhe store is
Like Moran ·at 'the Top· funnv moments that have
covered with hats. This· store
Drawer, Vanasse also gets . occurred ·in everyone's
childhood. RaJphie is up
has the largest selection _of hats . mere hand ise · from people
against the cries of-the ••c1as,sic
Unique to this store was a THRIFT, page 22
Mom 8.8. block, 'You'll shoot
your eye Q._tl,,J~ "' Not only does
h-is mother say this-, but also.his
teacher and a department store
Santa. To Ralphie, these -are
insurmountable odds.
By Rae Ann ~oyt _
Ralphie, while helping his _
father change 'a tire, drops lug
Move over Dorothy L
nuts and says the "f word".
Sayers and Agatha Christie. A,
After this he ·reels he's going to
new mystery writer, Amanda
be killed and · remarks on the
Cross, has joined your ranks,
diffe-rent flavors of soap.he has and her work is deadly.
had to wash his mouth out
Amanda Cross' is the author
· with.
.
.
of six mystery novels featuring
The characters are all seen
amateur detective, Kate
through Ralphie's eyes. -The
Fansler :-- Fansler is a professor
of -English who specializes · in ·
younger, dopey Randy is a real
pain, and · is played with
the Victorian · pe riod and
appropriate catatonia by
solving the scrape~ her friends
· Petrel in. A rriemory most of u·s
get into.~ f'anslcr teaches only
have, being stuffed in
graduate studcnt✓s hccau.sc she
snowsuit- to leave the house, is
finds undergrads not" terribl)i .
se pious about work . She quotes
echoed in . A Christmas Story.
Petrelin stares blankly ahead
Shakespeare and Tennyson
while his mother pushes him
with equal case and loves to go
for a drink at the club.
into his clothes until fie realizes
that his outfit is so bulky ·he _
Cross' styk is upbeat and
witty . . Her charactci:s arc··
can't put his arms down to his
delightfully done whether they Amanda Cross novels. (Jim Millard photo)
sides he starts whining and
·
are stuffy bus_inessmen. radical, and Bauer become murder publisher about an undis- l~ading oppo~ent : ·io- her -moaning.
Ralphie's blustery father is
feminists, draft dodgers or suspects when Harrison is · covered -work . .Fansler's house college's - adult e·ffucation ·
college pr<Jfessors, Cross found m:urdercd 'in Bauer's gue-s ts are all suspects in this program _was murdered at her . played with noisy gusto by
understands the academic · office. Fansler is challenged to case which she must solve in wedding · reception . Fansler McGavin. Ralphie's mom · is
· •scene particularly well 'because save not only her' friend, but . order to recover the stolen returns to her old prep school,
lqng-sufferirig but knows how
in reality she is · Carolyn herself from a charge of lettcrs.J'he letters' hiding place Theban, to teach a seminar on - to handle her kids, In one ·
Antigone when murder pops particularly funn~~ scene she
Heibrlln, a professo.r of English - murder.
in this work is a real surprise.
-a1 · Columbia University. _
Fansler comes from a wellFanslcr·gocstothedcfcnseof up in _The Thehan Mysteries. . gets Randy, a finicky eater, to ·
Heibrun · visited UN H last to-do New Yor~ family. When a murdered friend in Dea Th in a - Was one of ·her students the . eat by j!Sking him to show her
·
· how a pig eats. Randy pushes
spring .
she turned her back on society
Tenured Position. The friend killer'?
his face into his food and
Cross' first novel In the Last · to become not only intellectuaL was murdered after becoming
Cross' dialogue is very - smears his face with mashed
Anah-sis is the weakest ·of the but Ph . D, her family was the first tt;nured female faculty
· s_ix, but it is a refreshing change shoc-kcd . Her delight in member of Harvard's . stuffy entertaining, and each novel is potatoes.
-from many . modern novels. deciphering mysteries bothers
Deparimcr'lt of English. Was it filled with · entertaining
.Some of the shots could have
This mystery revolves around them even more .
· · an inside jqb of a-chauvini'st, an · cnaracters that le.a ve the reader been shortened to make a
the death of Janet ·Harrison.
In The James Joyc'e
accident _ or a scheme to in good humor. Cross' novels tighter movie. J.n one classroom
one of Fanslcr's graduate Murders, Fansler must . discredit women at Harvard? . make great reading in between _ scene the students are ordered
students. · Fansler ' sends _•disc:ovcr who committed
PoeticJusticeisanothertale textbook assignments or for bv-. 'their teacher to, --hand over
Harrison to her friend Emanuel ·murder to steal lette-rs written of faculty murder. This time light vacation readi1,1ga Don't .
Clj-RIST-M ~ 8, ,pigt ·2~: ,;q?:.1, 1 ~
,1nalvst. Both Fansler ~· from ·' J~tmc's ' ··Jo.:,icc fo hi~1 . · ·. ·a_1 n_~Im; _m,·. _\,:1-~t, c1,.i?c,0_v
,. 'H_·.r, h1_ ow -~he miss tbem.:1ili1 -1H11w;r1 <, ·111 !
- Bauer,
~i·n -1an-LH·.to
~'l-I1'};
. :.:fl!\rld 1;r) L ,:.,J.--:UL1 ._,;,,: ,fi!~ )
':n r ! T . M ,
· .
:,i· libi'l <0 1H;l:i , 'J(!T -:!iii qqr•:; ,1, , i'.No01.'y;- ( _v.,.,: .!i.: '\,,_;,;:;~um
L.
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-_THRIFT~ ·
( continued ·from page '2 I)
I.

cleaning out their a(tics.
"You never know what ''OlI~ll
get." Vanasse said . Hei· hig
sellers right now arc · wool
o_vcrcoats and pants~
-

career~-at UNH
By Andrea Parker .
_Louis Armstrong and Duke
Ellington arc two great names ·
·in ~the . historv ·of American
music. They ·are both gone.
Artie Shaw is another name of
the same popular era in
American music. He is not
gone.
In fact, Shaw will be here at
UNH this Fri.d ay to help
celebrate the premiere
performance of the revival of
his band. ·
1

Shaw, who left performing at

of Boston-area n1Us1c1ans,
in.eluding .fohrison's son,
Mark, on the drums.
"There will be musicians
there that weren't even born·
when Artie Shaw quit." said
Dave Seiler, director of th~
UN H Jan Band . . He· calls the band\ revival · "monuh1ental'-'
at this point in tim~. __ Seiler hopes students , will
find. the time and intei-cst to
take part in this exciting
musical event. He pointed out _,

-bean ·Lowry.'_owner of the
Last Chance in Portsmouth
secs these items as big sellers in
his store. Muskrat coats get
so'ld as fast as. they come in.

thut jazz is Anierica 's own art -

th~ height of his popularity, form-, and that it led to rock
chose -well-known Boston music. He talkel excitedly
clarinetist Dick Johnson ,to about· the music.
.
front the revival band. Shaw,
"The music has so much in
whose work is remembered it." Seiler said, '4-harmony ...
Hotel Student -Chantel Brasser serves dessert at the Gourmet
among jazz's greatests, said, melody ... there is more material
Dinper. (Jim Millard photo)
-~Dick Johnson is the best to work with- and you can do
clarinetist around-- _bar _none." snmcthing different with if'
"It's not out of da tc: · it's al musicians, lawyers,
Shaw, 73, finds that today's · each time it's plavcd.
_good, encrget ic, powcrfu 1 engineers, and educators.
audiences bring an . added , Seiler said:ShaZv quit at least
music," s~1id Pietro. He _is cager
sophistocation to the concert ten years before he had to and
to hear Johnson play and said
Tickets for the · Artie Shaw
ball, where the music can take emphasizes that. ".No one ever it's going · to he a learning
on more dimension and depth. played quite like that." He said experience. "Artie Shaw is in Band · concert, at six d.ollars
He will be at Johnson Theater Shaw's arrangements will take
his 70\--that's history being each, arc available at the UN H
Memorial Union Ticket Office
~)·Friday to watch the beginning on a new feeling-and life with / passed ◊-n here."
in Durham, Sessions Music
of his band's revival before it Dick Johnson playing.
·
Store _in Portsmouth; Love
moves on to New York City to
"He'll play Arfie Shaw's
The Seacoast Big Band, . Music Store in Dover, Ted
begin touring.
music like 'Dick Johnson,"
under the direction of Seiler, - He,=bert's Music Mart 111
Johnson, 54, is very excited Seil-e r said:
about the new group.· ·Shaw is
Dave _Pietro, . saxiu'>hone · will - be warming tip for the
Manc-hester, and at the door.
hisidolfromthebigbandera. major and lead tenor Shaw band. This 19-picce band
The audience can expect to saxaphone soloist in the UNH will do a -half- hour . set Advance reservations and
hear some of the- Artie Shaw 3 O'Clock Jazz Band, said it's beginning at 7:45 p.m. The tickets are available at Jerry
greats including "Stardust':, important for students to find · Seacoast Big Band's popularity Tause's, 98 Court Street,
"Back Bay S-hufflc", and out what the roots of American in New England is due to its Portsmouth. / For further
'.'Moonglow''. plus several new music arc. ••1t's an educational progressive af!d traditional jazz information, calL the UNH
chartsthebandhadworkcdup.' experience in American repertoire. Its.membership i.s as . Music .Department, (603) 862- - } __ - - _.,,.
diverse-including p'rofcssion.: 2404 :
· The band is made up mostly· - music," he said.

Summer . is the strongest
season foT Last Chance because
of the tourists. Lowr)-, ca rrics
m(lre antique dresses then, and
sells tf> a lot of dealers from
New York.
Mad Lydia's Walt;, is located
on Ma ·rket Street in
Portsmouth and is onen 12:005:00 Monday-Saturday. The
Last Chance is on . Cl)ngrcss
Street and is open 10:00-5:00 Monday-Saturday;
·
Thrift shops used to be for people who couldn't 'afford
clothes - in regular department
:stores. Now the earth crowd,
punkers, -and college students
shop the stores. They a~c all
looking for unique clothes at
~heap prices ..

1

tr:--=•-;:w=:-...:■;x::y:

MARY DALY,Author of ·Gyn/ecology-The Metaethics of Rad[cal Feminism,

_Beyond God the Father, The Church and the Second Sex.
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A rack of~pink. black, and
white beaded sweaters were one
of the store's unique fcatun;s. ·
Although antique drcs~cs hung
on the wall, this· shop doesn't .,
have the atmosphere of To'p
. Drawer -or Mad Lydia's Waltz.
Last C' h_ancc has a small
display case with some jewelry
but this is not a strong point in
the store. Lowr_{ doesn't carry_
- many accessories. ·.
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--LOVE----

-CHRISTMAS- ·

(continued from page 20)

(continued from page 21)

who resembles the character
Diane on the television comedy
"Cheers," is excellciit in hc·r ·
role as Amalia. Her big, bright
eyes and blonde hair beam as
she sings _ out in confusion
about her loverduring"Yanilla
Ice Cream."
·
George, who gives Amalia
the ice cream as a guilt gift,
develops slowly. but by the end .
of the play is dapper and
confident. ·
Bernard Granville. as Mr
MaraCJek, also gives a strong
performance. In one touching · The New Hampshire Notables sang in the.Strafford Room of the MUB Friday night. (Scott Young
song early in the play, ,he sings photo)
,
- .
- _
"Days.Gone By," a reminiscent
account of the du ys he fin;t

danced with his wifc-:A little later in the· play Mr.
_ Maraczek l attempts suicide in
· front of ~the amazed eyes of
Arpa·d (Michael McGrath), his
c r ra n d b.o y. When .M r.
Maraczek appears in a
wheelchair with his shoulder
bandaged the .audience laughs
at his ineptness . He mistakenly
thought George was having an
affair 'with his wife.
At t-he end of the play Mr.
Marac1ek i11vitcs Arpad out to
dinner and the two exit in a
bond between the hopes of
youth and the experience ofold
age.
The sets in She Loves Me arc simpl~_- qyt effective, with the

co l o 1· pink heavily cmphusizc~.

lJc:t:)i:,, c:1:-i RU S H ticket:-. ~ lticl1 gu

· h Gcorge
l .. he f.ma I scene, wit
and Amalia · kissing whik
snowflakes drop gently on their
heads, reve~ls the joyous,

·
on sa Ie f or $5 .00 , .1,.,0 mmutes
before curtain time for anv
performance. N O reservation~..,
may be made. .

sentimental
of thecast
play.
A large, 18tone
member
give
. a fine overall performa,-icc in
She L o v es · M-e . T i g h t
choreography and fun songs
will definitely leave· the
audience _ in the Christmas ·
spirit.
She Loves Me runs through
New Year's Eve at Theatre by ·
the Sea, . located at 125 Bow
Street in Portsmouth next to
the Warehouse Restaurant.
Reduced ticket prices may be
purchased by full -time· UN H
students on an avai}abili_ty

faketeeth t!Jey are all wearing. ·
The te,a.cher opens her bottom
drawer to put the teeth in it and
we see a plethora of. other
novelties that they have bugged
her with. The shot took about
ten sec_onds; we get the ·message
after only five:
There are a lot of details that
make · this movie authe'ntic
1940's. There are old cars, soap
and cereal boxes, .. Little
,Orphan Annie" on the· radio,
' and the boys have short
haircuts.
·

*********·

A Christmas. Story has a ·
happy ending, and it provides a
The New Hampshire staff
.
funny and nostalgic look on the
welcomes ·the new assistant dilemmas of childhood. It's a
Arts and Feautres Editor
good ·way to brin-g back all of
our childish wonder of
- Christmas .

Rae Anil Hout

*********

o'Y to do yol;{r Christm~ s~9pping ,, . . · ·
..,....,. without paying those high a1scount pnces.

Part-time :employment with excellent earning
potential for January and into February 1984.
Nationwide inventor y se'fvi ce · interviewing
.students t-o take inventories for established
accounts in Central and Southern N .H. and
Northern Mass. Weekend . and weeknight
availability imperative. Some weekday hours
-available. $4.75- per hour to start. Must be 18 or
over, ha·ve phone and tran~portation. Group
interviews in Hillsb-orough Room (MUB) on
Thursday, December 8, 1983_ at 9:30 AM, 2:30
PM and 4:00. PM. lnterviews to last about l ¼

--------------·
-----------If
DIRECT SALES
l

I

j

I ..,

IMMEDIATE

OPENINGS FOR

I

.

. 200 SELF ESTEEM,
. SHARP INDEPENDENT
.PEOPLE!

to

- YOU CAN MAKE $15,000
$20,000
A YEAR IN YOUR SPARE TIME.

t.

Name.brands
It's easy
. .. you trust,
when you shop . \
.Hike Old Colony,
at Sweaterville. \
,,: · razy Horse,
,
You see, Sweater>'\
..·• ' · nnie Doon, Stanville is a factory outlet''',\,,,,.
that offers a wide selectiofr,···· y · lacker, and Century.
And all at prices that are
of top quality sweaters and
clothes for the whole family. actually below "discount."

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
.
(,.-·

ATTENI) PRE~ENTATION
"AT NEW ENG.
·coNF. CTR.
MANSFIELD ROOM
NOV. 29, DEC. 6, )3, 20

Portsmouth, N .H., Maplewood Ave., (603) 436-5521
Larnnia / Lakeport, N.H.. Elm St., (603)524-4660
Wolfelxm1. N.H ., S. Main St., (603) 569-3400
.
North Conwa,·, N.H.. Rt . 16,(603)356-5016
Stowe, \T .. Mounta.in Rd., (West Plaza), (802) 253-8..'128
Hinllham. MA., 222 North St., (617) 7 49-1234
West Dennis.M A .. Rt. 28, (Colonial Candle Plaza), (617) 398-13&!
Kittery. ME .. Maine Outlet Mall, Rt. 1, (207) 439-5250

7:00 P.ffl.
FORT CORP
1

,

I i ....

So if you want to save
a bundle and still shop for
everyone on your list, come
on down to Sweaterville
today.
.
Our below "discount"
prices will assure you of some
very happy holidays.

V

I •
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COffl ICS

-CHAN NEL 1 J..
( continued from page 1)

By JIM DAVIS

GARF IELD

I PREFER 5TORI.ES
WITH A HAPPY
ENDINC:1

H.ERE.'5 THE 5CENARIO: CAT
CROUCHES BY CHE.Ec:>E WAITINC:1
FOR M.OU5E TO EXIT HOLE TO RETRIEVE ~AME. CAT CATC.Hf:.5
' MOU5E. f=Al7E OUT. THE ENl7

Station officials hope to finance the rest of the project
.
through State funds.
A fund raising consultant
will be hired next year and
solicitation of contribution s
will begin in 1985. Coristruction is planned to star_t inJ 9"86.

Bv JOHN NY HART

B.C·.
HANGO~tK10, 1L-L. HAVG. You
OUT OF f11ERe1N A JIFF'(!

WHAT IN n-{E.
WORLD ARE
rt-lose?

broadcas! experience."
According to Griffith,
officials at Channel 11 hope to
raise half the projected $ I .5
million needed for the new
facilities through donations.

"We 're a year or so away
from accurate .details, but we're
· reasonablv confident that we
can rai~e- the required
($750,000) funds," Griffith
said. "'It will -be a capital· drive ·
for sacrificial .gifts."
Channel I I' now has an
annual operating budget of$ I
miJlion raised mostly though
corporate and viewer
contribution s.

TENNIS

SHOe5

SKIER S .
Weekend $JX .
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Give The Gift-Of Music.
If you have any music lovers on your shopping list,
give them somethirig they'll really appreciate.
Come to Tweeter. You'll be able to choose from
New England's best selection of quality home
. stereo, car stereo and video components . From
$18 headphones to Ban·g & Olufsen turntables.
to -complete home video systems. We've got
the best, and we guarantee you won't find
the same products cheaper ata local, authorized dealer within 30 days of purchase - or we'll refund the difference.
tiere's a small sampling: .

High Fidelity Radios
Proton 320 AM/FM dig_ital clock radio with
two alarms, each with different sound perfect for partners'. $95
·
Advent 420S FM stereo radio with two
speakers, turntable input. .$149
'Proton 300 qigital FM table 'radio with Schatz
tuning circuit, two-way bi-amplifiEtd speaker.

$279
\

Maxell Tape
Maxell's top-of-the-line UDXL II C-9O cassette
tapes. Two for $5.98
·

Kenwood KX-31 cassette deck with soft-touth ..
controls, Dolby noise reduction. $149

J:

11

Kenwood~Cassette Deck~~,·· .. ,:·~- -

1111888R$11t~~-/~fl'

- ·: ~
·::.88~ ~

·:·,
:--❖~;:

.Kenwood System Special
Kenwood KA-31 amplifier, 30 watts RMS
.-p er channel, Kenwood KT-31 matching
AM/FM stereo tuner, Kenwood KD-21R
semHiutomatic turntable with cartridge,
_Kenwood three-way floor-standing speakers: More features and performance for the
dollar than any system we've sold. $399

Personal & Portable Stereo
, Bang & C.,lufsen Turntable

Kenwood FM-32 "personal" FM stereo.
Miniature receiver & headphones. $59
Aiwa HR-S02 miniature headphones with

· Bang & Olufsen RX "no-knobs, 0netouch" turntable with 8&0 cartridge.

Aiwa HS-P05 "personal" cassette stereo.

Terrific suspension.

built-in AM/FM stereo radio.

.
Miniature cassette player & headphones. $69

$219

Give The Gift Of Video

$65

Aiwa SCA-2 speakers for. use with per. sonal stereos (any brand). Built-in booster
amplifiers. $80 pr.
Aiwa CS-200 AM/FM stere.o/short wave
·radio with stereo cassette recorder and built-in
microphones. Great value: $99
Kenwo~ CR-50 miniature AM/FM stereo
cassette recorder with two mini extension
speakers. Neat little package. $145
Aiwa CS-250 "big sound" AM/FM stereo/short
wave radio with.cassette recorder and detachable two-way speakers. $149
Aiwa·CS-360 AM/FM stereo/short wave radio
with cassette recprder ~ all in sleek, compact
unit. Big ~ound, light weight. $175

Headphones & Accessories
Allsop head.cJeaning cassette. $14.95
Discwasher Discset. Record cleaner, stylus
cleaner, fluid, wood storage tray.

$24.95

Signet SK-305 electronic stylus cleaner.

The best. $31.95
/
Sony MDR-20T stereo headphones. $18
· Yamaha VH-3 stereo headphones. $40
Signet TK-22 stereo headphones. $8S
Audio Control uoctaven 1O-band electronic
. equa_lizer. · . $149
*Picture m,easured diagonally.

Maxell T-12O or L75O videotape. $9.95
Allsop video head cleaning cassette, beta
or VHS.

$27.95 ,

-e

NEC 734-E beta-style video recorder with
5-hour record time, programmability,
remote control. $399
NEC 1901A 19-inch* color TV monitor with
134-channel electroniG tuning, computer
.
inputs, stereo speakers, remote control. ; $649

Kenwood KV-903 VHS-style video recorder
with four-head record system, 8-hour
record time, programmability, wireless
remote control. $699
.·
Proton 600T/600M 19-inch* color TV monitor
with component tuner. Without a doubt, the
very best television we have ever seen. With .
.,-,r,e,n:,9te contr~!;_, $995 . ,
. ~ .:~ .... ,
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Spring sublet with Fall option. QuietWinterized house on Mendums Lake to
sub-let Sping Semester. Perfect for 2 or 3
students. 9 Miles to campus. No pets.
375 / month. Nice location. Call during
yveekdays:nights 664-2282.
Looking for a female roommate to sahre a
two befeoom apartment. $200 / month
includes everything except electricity.
Own room, 5 minute walk to downtown
Durham, Call Kathy or Beth 868 - 1987.
Roommate Wanted 2 ·Femal~ r:~ates
wanted for Young Drive (#28). Share
- double- room $725 per semester plus
utilities. No summer sublet I If you_je good.
humored, easy·going and fun, you'll fit in
just fine. Call 868-5140 and ask for Robin•.
Female roommate wanted to share 3
...., bedroom apt in Dover. Located on both
Dover A and Dover B K-Van routes and
close to town. Very large _a pt.
$1 50/month plus heat and electric. Give
Carol or Li:Sa a t:dll if i11 tci-c:,te:d. Oc:,t to
reach us at night, 749-9372.
Tired of living in a dorm or commuting
from home?.We're looking for a female
roommate for the spring semester to
s.hare an apartment at Strafford Manor in
Durham. Great location. Nonsmoker
preferred. Contact Donna at 868-1420 for
more details.
2 bedrooms in duplex apt operiing Jan.
1st. Madqury, good location, modern,
laundry, garage. $125 per month each.
·
Call Jon 742-5706.
Rentals: Apartments and Efficier:icies.
Two-three room units.- From _70 weekly.
Security required, kitchenettes, private
bath. Atlantic Motels. Hampton Beach,
NH (603) 926-3292.
2 female roommates to share a 3 bedroom
apartment in Dover. $25 a week, h0t
water included, off street parking, no
lease and no pets. Near Kari-van stop.
Contact Lisa at · 862-1089 , Monday- ,
Friday, 8:00 a.m .-4:30 p.m.
Great room available! January 1. Tudor
Hall. Rent can be negotiated, all utilities
paid, 2 "-'bedroom apartment with
kitchen/living area combination. Call
868-5429 ask for Laurie or Maureen.
2 roommates needed in Newmarket .
$150 / month each person, utilities
included. Spacious house apt, each wou Id
..:.. have ·our bedroom. Close to town and on
K-Van route . Quiet area . Call 659-5959
·
ask for Dana or Drew.
Room for rent-private bath. Some
kitchen privileges. In , home just off
campus in Durham . Available January 1.
$1200 semester. Must be a non-smoker.
Looking for a great place to livec_ As a
matter of f act, we are looking for a third
female ·roommate .to fill our huge 3
bedroom apt. $150/ month plus heat and
electric . Give Lisa or Carol a call if
interested at 749 ~9372 . We are eas iest to
'
reach at night, but keep trying.
Fourth roommate wanted to share large
duplex apartment in Dover. On Karivan
Route. Own room, $125 / month a.nd
utilities. Call Tim at 749-9310.
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MUSO needs a projectionist for Sunday
night film showings second semseter
Those interseted please -come to ~he
MUSO office Rm. 148 in the MUB. Ask for
Chris Nelson.
i Ski intructors needed-Alpine Ridge Ski
Area is hiring instructors for .this season.
We nefald part-time ' help f0r nights and
weekends for pos·itions starting before
and after Christmas vacation. Training of
new instructors will start soon. Contact
- Keith Markley at 293-4304.
Field Experience:· The New Hampshire
Small Business Development Program is
seeking mature, responsible ju-riior and
senior business majors to act as small
business field consultants on a volunteer
basis during Semester II. Contact Cindy
Hayden, Room 110, McCoflnell, 8623556.
Representative · wanted for major
Collegiate Travel Company, Commission
and travel benefits. Phone necessary.
Send application to: Ms Lee . 26.Court St.,
Suite 2312, Brooklyn, NY 11242.
Positions available for open-minded
professional nutritionists who are
fflU:ifl:l!:>ll:ltl i11 fc>t>:,::,ib/c mol<(ng ,¢30,000 to

$35,000 in th~ir spare tin:ie - Call 895.9960.
Part-time employment with excellent
earning potential for January and into
Febniary . 1984. Nationwide inventory
service· interviewing students ' to fake
inventories for established accounts in
Central and Southern NH and Nothem
Mass. Weekend and weeknight
. availability imperaitve. Some weekday
hours available. $4.75 per hour to start.
Must be 18 or over, have phone and
transportation. Group interviews in
Hillsborough Room (MUB) on Thursday,
December 8, 1983 at 9:30 a.m., 2:30p.m .
and 4:00 p .m. Inter.views to last about 1 ¼
hours each.
Accepting applications for full-time and
part-time instructors for the 1983-84
season at .Ca.n'non Mt . Hiring clinic Dec. 3
& 4. Write : Franconia Ski School, Box
35i, Franconia, NH 03580 or call 444·
5523 or 823-8593.
SKI FOR FREE 1;,HIS WINTER! Work af)d
ski in a ski resort from the begicrner to
advanced skier. Let my brochure tell you
how to be a successful ski-bum. Send $1
to; Box 783, Quechee, Vermont 05059.
Part-time Sporting Goods and Cross
Country Ski sales. Call or apply in person
at Putnam , Sports. 102 State St.,
Portsmouth, 431- 7764
OVE.R SEAS JOBS-summer / year round .
Europe, S. Amer., Australia. Asia , All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing . Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-NH .
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Work-s.tudy position for second
s emester - Clerk / Office Assistant in
Career Planning and Piacement Service.
12-15 hours per· week, $3 .35 / hr. Begin
Jan . 23. Call 862.:2010. to schedule and
inter"vieyv.

_

1 brand new pair 195 CM Nishizawa
Equipage, 790E GS racing skis. One of
few pairs in US Excellent Ice holding
properties . $90 .00(reg . $270) Never been
-·
strapped . 742 - 5706, Jon .
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IViUSO needs a projectionist for Sunday.
night film showings second semester .
Those interested, please come to the
MUSO office, Rm·. 148 in "the MUB. Ask
for Chris Nelson .
WOR'K STUDY STUDENTS : The TASK
Center is taking applications for the
position of Tutor / Counse[or to work
Spring semester 8-12 .hours - week . Soph.
or Jr . standing . You will be trained . $3 .35-
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Serviteund Repaln

Ty-ping of term papers, manuscripts,
theses, etc. by profession a typist Will pick
up nnd deliver if necessary. Reasonable
rates. Call 207-439-4141 antyime Ask
for Carol.

Paige P - No you can".t go -to Michigan
WE'ii miss you! You weiniel! Anyway have a wonderful Christmas and new life
at the Big U Love and Kisses_:_ Cin and
Dennis

The UNH Bookstore is paying 50% of list ·
price for text books re -ordered for Spring
Semseter. They must be current editions
and stillin print. Bring 1you books to Hewitt
Hall Monday thru Friday 8:00-5:30

Looking for a great place to live? As a
matter of fact. we are looking for a third
female roommate to fill our huge 3
bedroom apt. $ 150/ month plus heat and
electric. Give Lisa or Carol a call if
interested at 749-9372 . We are easiest to
reach at night,- but keep trying. '

K-:-P.:_Thanks for the GREAT semester .
You were a super big sister and I'm going
to miss you next semester. Be good! I'll be
in touch. Love, you little sis . P.S. thanks
Phi Mu for everything. I'll miss. you all,
too!

NH staffers, just when you thought the
partying was over, (esp you editors) we're
having a farewell Patty Adams / Christmas party to wish a tearful farewell to ouri' __
cutest M .E. as she trots off to tile 819 City
lfyou'reno"tquite
_
._ TYPING on an IBM personal com'puter.
ready to settle down and study for finals,
Experience the woriders of floppy disc
Patty and Carol 's
to
own
your
come. Bring
Jules, Chris, Den, Kath, Paige, Paul, Win
Per page, $1.50; revised page, 75C
this Sunday /ask for directions),
etc, thanks for a great party! I'm glad you
Tables of contents, indexed, footnotesDecember 11th. (The next Mo·nday is only
were all there to celebrate with me! The
no problem . Let me take some of the
a reading day, sodo_n't worry abou-t having
snowball fight, champagne and dancing
hassle out of your dissertaion or term
a hanover)
was fun . Can we do it every weekend!?
·
paper. Call Dorothee (207) 676-9442
· 'Love and Kisses, Cin.
FINALS??? Not again ... oh well. .. l guess
that means the end of another
Summer / Year
OVERSEAS JOBS wasn ' t it GREAT-it
semester-but
Australia-,
America,
S.
round. Europe,
owuld of been for YOU if you had had
Asia. All Fields. $500-$1200 monthly.
friends like Gretchen, with her sore neck
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC, box 52- and M & M's-Brenda, with her GH
• NH, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Hi John!
update and opened door-Barb. with her
New Hampshire Staff Christa ms Party!!!
Jeff,
Phi , Mu activities and generic dateThanx for roadtrIpp.ing to the capew / me . You all better-t;>e there, at Sue Moulton's
Time, with his "hoe" and green thumbin the Coops. Come in the office for
this weekend. The stop at fhe ; rest area
and Jon, with the devious eyes and si:nile,
directions . . Saturday, December 1'0th,
' was quit_!:! uplifting.,You were a great date!
yet honest face-to ALL of YOU .. THANKS
<>round 8 . ;<,h . Alf <:t;;,ff rP.q1.1irP.d tn illtP.nrl
(eVefl UIUU!:Jfl my Uft:i!:>!:> /ta:, :,1·11u1Z1\:fc:, t>n it
ror anotner grem se m es1er--1 to go_or you will be sent through the waxer!!
from falling on the dance floor.
we'll fT'iss you Gretch, but will drink
Remember that one?) Thanx again it was
one ... or two .. .for you-GOOD LUC~
Miriam-How the hell are you? When is the
.
night to remember.-MA.
GUYS ON FINALS and thanks again; Bob
next class???? Yodel-ay-ee-hoe!!! Hope
P from Hudd!!
Santa is good tb you-Happy New Year .
Hi Geor_ge!!
Hey Glenn S.- · Happy 'Birthday! Hope yu
Well, thissemesterhascertainlybeenan _ -Party Party Party Party------New
have a terriffic birthday .-Celebrate your
Hampshire Slaves Are you Ready???n
interestsing and fun one thanks to our
last birthday at the _Big U in style! Love,
new neighbors. We're really looking
Liz-The · best ads person in New
Shari.
forward to our turkey dinner tonight
Hampshire history--Well Exept Cathy '
(thanx Aaron) - and we'll have to have a
Jen V! Hope you had a great time at the
.oh, and of course Paul, and then there's
Christmas party this weekend sometime
PD! We just wanted to wish you all .the
Mark, ....
(with some . eggnog perhaps?!) Get
best with DZ. Love, Kris, Marie.
WHAT would your m0ther say if she heard
psyched for next semester - it will be just
- To the Sisters of Phi M0-l'd like to thank
you say that????
as exciting, I'm sure! And start looking
each and every one of you making my
forward to some roadtrips! Luv y·ou allMaggie: Your So Cute!!!!
years at UNH so memorable! I'm really
A=-5
Julie-Boy are you changing--Puberly????
gonna miss all you guys! Love·, Heather.
Need. a r ide to Syrascuse-will share all
Valerie-- --Vacation over yet??? So h·ow's
Vicky, Noelle, Lisa : Michelle-,-1 couldn't
Dec.
16th
after
anytime
expenses-Date/
your. ad level??
have asked for 4 better little sisters.
Please call 862-3231 (after 7 p.m.)
You 're all really special. I may be
Sue-Boy what a messy apartmentGood
graduating, but you haven·t heard the last
New Hc;impshire Staff Chris tams Party!!!
luck with the new job. Any more
from me! When you least expect
You all better be there, at Sue Moulton's
potential????
me. ,. Love, Heather.
in - the Coops . Come in the office for
Jed-Have a good vacation and keep up the
directions. Saturday, December 10th,
LARRY, ROGER- Just one more personal
good w0rk ,- ---Where·s my check????
around 8-ish. All staff required to c1ttend
- before the encl of the semester. It's been
Mark-How's the Ex?
or you will be-sent th-rough the waxer!!
great ... Get psyched for some brutal barhopping in Rutland. From 2 girls who
Everyone IS going to the Christmas Party,
~HAN GE STUDENTS Time for the end
want you bad!
RIGHT??
of the season Christrtw s party . Look for
details in• yur mailbox . Pr esent eschange
Barb, Jane, & Di:___You guys have been the
Hey Lou!! XOXO
students, new ilccepU:inc es ,ind of course
best room mies ever! Thanks for making
Sullivan Tire Winter tire change over only
old Cuervo drinking c1l{1rnni Welcome!
my last semester s'uch a good one . Love
14$$ In Dover.Tell them Bill sent you.
See you J lli s Friday around 9 pm or so .
Ya! - Heather
BYOB --- be creative . Love Robin and
Caro( does ·this count as. my Christrnns
BARTENDING COURSE - Learn profes•
Sandy
pres ent? I kind of hoµe so . Cos you ·re
s'ional bartending . Prepar,e for a good
CAMP .UNf:l CHRISTMAN BASH Friday 1 getting to be a real pain som etime s O h_
paying part-time or summer job. It's easy
Dec. 9th at 28 Young Drive . Eating, _ well, M er,ry Cllri,slrnas, , New Yem .,incl
and fun . 2 week and 5 week eveni-ng
1984
dr inking, dmicing, pi ctu~es what ever!
courses offered . A special one week daySee you there exchang es!
course will be offered durfng mid-year
Yo D-4th-Thought I'd drop you a line to
break in January You train behind an
say good-buy. Julie-you're \he best
SDSU, Santa Cruz. North Cc1rolina
actual bar . Certificate awardecL Call orroomrr;iate, thanks for putting up with, me
Exchang e Students : We hate lo see you
write for information . Master Bartending
this semester. T&K, S&J-my super
go, it' s been so much fun 11 hc,p(• you I 1ave
School , 84 . Main St ., Newmarket. (on
neighbors-will" you tie around when I
as many fond m emories as w e havt! - ·
Kari-Van route) Tel. 659 -3718.
com.e back? Stacey-my friend and pledge
w e' ll mi ss you . Ple<1s e kue p 1r1 1011ch.
buddy-thanks for all , you 'll be m issed .
Robin and Sandy.
Linda Conway- Happy 21st Birthdayl!
Caz and Web and the rest of the singles
You are the BEST roommate anyone could
MSB: Go dd luck on finals and have a
w1ng'-- have fun and be good. _Love to all,
have. En']oy the new Firebird, B.W . ! I
ever
terrific: Christmas and New Years (try not
I'll miss you guys!' Lo .
can·t wait for you to come to Philly Xto get pull ed over for DWI, OK?) Hope to
Mass break- then wewill·really celebrate
Linda-D--woman, I think you're the
get tog e th er with you and your family at
your Birrhday. Love Clements.
_ BESTEST roommie in the whole world .
· sonw point -- for Chine se food? Could be.
another
yet
through
me
pulling
for
Or maybe some X Cou·ntry sk1inn if you · Thanks
MUSO needs a projectionist for Sunday
semester, I hope rve done the same -for
have the pdtience, AE PF
night film showings sec0nd semester.
you ·cause you're a really special friend.
interested, please come I Q the
Those
S Clifford and T. Murdock are snow
our wild punch parties, my
forget
Don't
MUSO office . Rm 148 in the MUB . Ask for
.
angels in di sguise,
over),
blue barrel (mai it never runneth
"(::hris Nelson.
and your Jim Morrison. Whatever
New Hampshire Staff Christarils Party!!!
Hey TODD $26 .00. We would really
happens next semester, we ' ll keep in
You all better be there, at Sue Moulton's
appreci"ate it Guy. How "bout iU
touch, Good Luck! Love ya, Kerry-Canary .
· in the Coops Come in the office for
P.S. "P'" and "G" were "LooSahs'"
Denny: It's been a great semester, thanks
directions. Saturday, December 1Oq1,
anyways.
for the raquetball lessons-Someday I'll
around 8-ish . All sta ff required to attend
beat you! Happy anniversary ..~tomorrow!
or you will be sent through the waxer!!
Briarino-1 would love to share the higher
Love, Elaine .
levels of reality with -you .
Room for rent. Shared bath, res1dent1al
MUSO needs a projectionist for Sunday
area . Off street parking . Two milf!S from
Pam--Pam-Pam-do . I have your
campus . Available December 15th . - attention?? Thanks for getting me on my · night film showings second sem·ester.
Those interested,- please com~ to tt,e
$160 / month . Call 868-54'7 7 .
"fee"-get psyched for t he '"D-a-1·· .. .we'II
have to practice this Christmas . MUSO office Rm 148 in the MUB -'- ask for ,
Rentals : Apartments and Efficiencies .
·
,
Chris Nelson
break see ya Bob PS Tell PaHee hill
Two-thr<>e room units from 70 weekly .
. Security required . Kitchenettes, private
bath . Atlantic Motels, Hnmpton Beach ,
NH (603) 926-3292 .
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Must sublet-'-2 female roommates
wanted to share a cozy 2 bedroom apt. in
Durham-less than 1. mile to campus.
For sale : Double mattr~ss ,ind box· spring
Very inexpensive, Rent negiotiable, heat
good condition . Call 659 -2565 .after 4 00
is uncluded. Call 868-1913, ask for
or weekends .
Peggy
1981 -Dodge Omni. 2 door Hatchback.
Quiet winteri zed house on Mendum's
27,000 miles, automatic, AM / FM radio
Lake to sublet December. Perfect for 2 or
und cassette player. Excellent condition .
3 students . Nine miles to campus. No pets
-Asking $3,900 or Best Offer . Call 868 $375 / month . Nice location. Call during
1571.
' week 664 - 2280.
Female roommate wanted to share 3 rm . 1972 Ford E-200 Van, VB std : ¾ ton ,
Pioneer FM Cassette stereo, customize'c-J
apt in Durham for Spring Semester. Great
for camping, snow tires , some rust ,
location.:_3 blocks from Main Street and
excell"ent running condition, $1,000 or
campus. Non -smoker prefered. Call
B.O. 868-2952 .
·
c1n ytime. 868-2979 .
Trunslinear Systems Stereo Speakers
One-hc1lf of a large double room with bath
12·· woofers, 1 O" passive rc:idic1 tors, 15available to female student for 1983 -84
watt per channel 1mpedanet!. Flawless!!
seco.nd semester. Ten minute walk from
$150 for the pair Call Pete after 5111742entran'ce.
T-Hall. Furnished with private
7422.
$650 for semester , including utilities.
Telephone 868 -2217 after 4 p.m .
GREAT , CHRISTMAS STOCKING
STUFFER -:- '"ACID , DON "T RAIN ON ME! '"
Tired of living in a dorm or communfing
bump.erstick e r . _$1.00 with- self from home? Wej~ looking for a female
addressed stnmped envelope to: FM.
roommate for the- spring semester to
Novelties, Box 562,. West Lebanon, NH
share an apartment at Strafford Manor in
.
03784 . ·.
Non-smoker
location.
Great
.
Durham
. preferred . Contact Donna at 868-1420 for
Camera equipment for sale; Canon AE-1 ,
more details.
- 55 mm lens. 85-210 zoom with macro
(incluaes case) and Canon speedlite 155A
Need a summer sublet for summer 1984?
Flash. Also selling Kodak, 650 .H slide
Come lease . early,-bealJtiful, well kept
prejector. Selling separately or together .
apt on Main St. 1 minute from cc1mpu~.
Call Claudie at 2-1091 day·s or 859-3051
Very LARGE apt. Female wanted. Free
·
for info
bed, in Durham's most luxurious · apts .
Call Ann, eve . 868-1880 . ·
One hundred albums . Mint condition .
Stones, Beatles, . Doors, J.Geils. Police,
Blondie, B -52'.s and much, much, -more
Help Wanted
Must sell to r.a ise money for KC83. If you
like a variety of_Rock-n-Roll including ELP,
ELO, The Who, ZZ Top , Soft Cell, The
~~~:::---------:--:".'
Specials, Etc. Come see this immaculate
Bartender · and Waitresses N-E.EDED .
collection .and make an offer . C-all Steve c1t
"'A. pply in person, 7-8, Old Farm Pub, 34
868-_7393, leave message
Locust St. Dover, _N.H . 03820. Open 6
p.m. to 1 a.m.
-

/-
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Electronic repair-Expert service on
computer and stereo equipment. Factory
authorized repair center for Epson Dot Mcltrix pringers and s,pecializing in
Northstar . Zenith and TR S • 80
microcomputers. A -8 serial switches

Go to Flo~ida, Bermuda, or the Bahamas for FREE this

For . Rent : DOVER, One bedroom of 3
year. Be a campus representatil-'e. For more information
bedroom apt :- aw1ilable for sublet, brand
new, very clean, two mature roommates.
call Terry at(6ri)449-6_8 60 from 9.~5p.m. - - - - - - - - w
$158 / month ·plus utilities . Wall to vvull
carpeting . Call Jim at 749-1919.
6-/0p.m.
To TT'Y GHETTO roommates lt"s been a ■~-------- or(617)444-7863 from
great first semester!_ Getting ,-the
apartr:nent wc1s the 0est thing we e-y(,r d_id .··
I wish you all good-luck on your fin_als and
. get ready for our last bash before x-mas . ·
Brenda
Mark ·F., where have you been? You have
to stop by and see our christnias tree or
at least stop IJy for a visit. See ya- Apt A5 .
M.ARCY- Happy pre - Birthday : Be
prepared to do shots of PepJi erment
Schnapps. Your·re one year older so you
shouJd l1e c1ble to do twice as many Your
roomn'.i ate
The sisters of Chi Onwga Sorori ty are
sponsoring a '"mile of Penni es· · drive . Tl1 e
niorwy raised will so to ··save the
Children· · to sponsor a needy child . any
donc1tjons l(Vill __ be greatly c1ppr.cciated . A
table will IJe set up on lhe main floor of the
· MUB on Dec . 7 for th f) colh)cti"on of
pennies . You can 'also bring your pennies
to our· 1.10~1se on 11 Straff qrd-Ave., nex t to
the New .EnrJlancl Center anytime
OVERSEAS JOBS -- Summer / Year
round . Europe , S. Ameri ca, Australia,
Asia. Al l f ields . $500 - $1200 monthly .
Sightseeing, Free info Write IJC, Box 52 NH Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 ,
Hey Eil, What's new ai Colby Sawyer . Any "

(

·And she wasn·'t "Cin
·The Nutcracker Suite?

Happy
Birthday
.an-y ho-w, L.B.

r

Love,Sue
-.
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DECEMBER GRADUATES: do you have
' any extra tickets for the Commencement
ceremony that you'd like to sell? I
desperately need two more tickets. If you
can help me out, please call Julie at 8685701.
. Dear Students: I am much / concerned
because your education's are grossly
distorted through serious misunders t a n-d i n g s r e g a r d i n g t h e U F 0
phenome,:ion. Therefore I urye you to
contact Town and Campus- Inc. for the
condensed version of my thesis. Ask for:
"What You Need To Know."
Experience new challenges-Apply to be
on the June Transfer Orientation Staff
Applications available at · the
Commuter / Transfer Center 12/ 5 / 8312/ 27/ 84. For more info, see Jimmy or
Denice, Commuter / Transfer Center .
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Hey gals! Ti_red of lo~kir;ig at the ·same ol'
fee in the mirror everyday7 Well then how
about a new one, and just in time for the
holidays? I will come to your dorm room or
apt. and give you and your friends a new
look-no obllgations whatsoever. Phone
749-6828, ask for Wendy .
26-year-old disabled person looking for
personal care attendant in or around the
Exeter .,-area. Must have . experience
working with the disabled. CII 772-3803.
"DA": To our favo i:.ite "Ho"use Baby"hate to say it but I guess we're gonna have
to let you graduate No more of this "baby
sh-I" around the house~the 'Doctor'
. moves on-to kindergarten?!
SKIERS, or even if you have never skied.
Ever consider taking off a semester to ski?
Let my brochure be your guide to
adventure! Se11d $1 to· Box 783,
Quechee, V~ 05059 .

Democratic presidential candidate GARY
To ~y daughter Muffie-l'm so ·psyched
HART needs your help!! Come to the. you re a new sister1 Congratulations!_
Hillsboro Room of the MUB on Tuesday • Love, your wild mother. PS I love my
night at 7:30 and get involved.
p_a_d_d_le_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Chuck N . Thanks for all the help in Vert
Morph. I didn't pass it this time around, it
sure wasn't your fault. We'll have to party
together from now on because we won't
be seeing each oth er_ in Bio classes
anymore Merr_t. X-mass . Carol
Webster House, SUBLET- available--one
female needed for Semeste·r II. Join .3
other girls in a 2 bedroom apt with large
living room wit!) fireplace. 8,68-2815. Call
soon!!
"
Katie and Sue- You losers, just cause I
blow yo_u off 6 ne time, that's it? Sue, I
thought you went to Hannon 's all the,
time? Wei!, I've been there now several
times arid never seen you . Kat,ie, I'll being
seeing you over break, so you_ don 't get
more than a_,hello .
Jim, Dixon and Andy, Have a good break
and dori't party too hard . Jim, you've got to
cook for me sometime next semester
since you make better stuff than me, (so
does anyone). Dix, I' ll miss you, but have
run in . UC. Write, 11 it's not too much
trouble. And Andy, Smile. Love, Snatch
Westgate, 9 Weste·rn Ave, - Apt. 7, my
home away from home, have a good br-eak
and Doug, thanks f.or paying for all my
~'~~Y~~ciresents Thanks for some good

Is mat ti the most ~mportant thing in Paul's
life? No, of course not, it's his faith in•the
Dallas Cowboys.

Elisa, so you didn 't do your work after you
Sharon the artsy England woman-I'm
left . I can ~t understand why not. It was fun
g·oing to miss you so much next semester
doing
something with my best friend,
when you're in Newburyport. But I won ' t
, finally I will see you at the party Sat. night
miss our art class . I laugh everytime I
I hope. SLM.
think of us in front of Bu ckinghc.!m Palace .·
Liz, the week will soon be over. As you
Now here we are_in Cow Hampshire. I
would say, Keep your chin up. I hope you
c:nn't believe you ' re actually leaving. Just
stay around to see the purple blender.
remember I h<iile incrimin<iting pictures ·
SLM
and even better stori !-!S of you So, you ' ll
have to co"me back and make sure I' m not
Bill I told you it was messy. Thanks .' ! hope
telling anyone Take care Humpy . Love,
there is .
the other artsy England woman
Lisa D. Well we didn't have the most
Heidi and Maura - I heard you wild women
exciting night last Thursday but we finally
are going to my concert next Friday night.
got together. I hope that next Thursday is
I'll look for you back stc1ge ?owe can µarty
more fun. I'm sure that it will be .
_Lo_ve_,_B_il...;.ly_ld_o_L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Definitely Sat. nigMt will be a riot. I hope
Pat Rice-I'll never forget climbing the fire
that you will come over. The Staff of the
New Hampshire are quite crazy . See you
escape of you know where Good luck out
tonight.Sue
in the real world and take cure Love, a
fellow rush counselor .
Bye Everyone. -There's no need to get
sappy and sentimental because 1·11 be just
To the new sisters of Chi Omega6 hours away. So you're all welcome to
~ongratulations ! Hoµe you guys have

1

NH staffers, just when you thought the
partying was over, (esp you editors) we're
Den-nine months, I can't believe it! Have
having a farewell Patty Adams / Christ I told you latJ)ly that you're wonderful?
mas party to wish a tearful farewell -to our . Let's get snowed in more often! I love you,
cutest M .E. as sh'e trots off to the Big City
Cin
. If you're not quite.
UNH STlJDENTS FOR GARY HART
ready to settle down and study for finals,
vi~it mo in ~olt'c Kitohon. But I'll rnio.3 y o u
rP CO\/Or o d from a wdd ~undo y ..,;9ht at
meeting will be held at 7 30 on Tue~day,
come. Bring your own to· Patty and Carol's·
and the late nights. Honest. Patty.
December 6th in the Hillsboro Room of
Beta. _Love, the old Chi Omega sisters.
this Sunday (ask for directions),
the MUB.
December 11th. (The next Monday is only
Holly- Hi! I'm going to miss sleeping next
Don't whimper Maggie .
a reading day, so don't worry abo_ut having
Dear Students: I am much concerned
to you next semester and wearing
Well Carol and Lisa, you've finally driven
a hanover).
beca·use your educations are grossly
turtlenecks to bed . I won ·r be too far fro_
m
me out. I hope my presenc.e lurks around
distorted
through
serious
misunderthe
house
thQugh
.
I'm
sure
I'll
be
over
FREE · SHIRT! Transfer Orientation Staff
(It's the g.host of · typing) and we can
standings regarding the UFO
w_a_t_c_h_in_g::....M..:.__T_V_._ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Needed: Apply at the Commuter / Transfer
rendevous in a month 0r so .
phenomenon. •Therefore I urge you to
Center 12/ 5 / 83-1 /27 / 84.
Julie Grsso -who said you never get
Thi_s is the final "_Bye Todd:''- Not really
contact. To_wn and Campus Inc. for the
Lisa, my little dancer . . Not TOO lost are . personals? Love, Scoop RAH .
Transfer Orientation Staff needed! Appjy
though . Sorry about the letter
condensed version of my thesis. Ask for:
we?
Just
give
me
a
screwdriver
and
a
Gibbs,
.
first
floor,
mens
win.g,
you
know
now a·t the Commuter/ Transfer Center,
"What You Need To Know."
hacksaw and we're in business. What
Ray-Say goodbye to good popcorn 'til
862-3612 see Jimmy or Denice for more
lock? Just add it to the list. Talk to you over
who you are . Have a very warm family ·
next year. I'll miss your singing. I always . ✓
To the fools in 108 get some rest over the
information.
break . Carol
holiday
and
stay
in
touch.
Remember
we
knew I could count on you to save m~ on
vacation and get ready for the 1000 inch
are a cohesive, . attack-combat,
Karen, Many thanks for a job well clone!!
production
nights. Julia
average next semester. ·
M . Naczas, never expected one from Iii '
demolition, operations unit.
The N .H. Gentlemen and N.H. Notables. '
Lost:
Textbook
in Ham-Smith last
Get in the Christmas Spirit! Come see
sis, eh? Well, congratulations on. th e
Beth is leaving, I shall weep long and loud.
Thanks to all. 450 students who signed
Tuesday-"Dance in our time". If found,
graduation and I hope t_hat I might
Stoke Hall's 5th Annual, Campus Wide
petitions to bring MUMMENSCHANZ to
someday
please
return
follow
tci
in
Lisa,
your
749-9372 or bring it
footsteps
and
do
B·ye
bye
Beth, bye bye happiness, Hello
Wreath-lighting ceremony, to be held on
UNH. YOU DID IT! The world's most
that also. You've still got to come for
to the NH office .
loneliness, I think I'm a gonna die . Bye bye
Sunday, December 11 at 8:00 p.m.
prominent mime group will appear at
dinner sometime, promise? Miss you .
my love good bye . Ray
-outside of Stoke. The New Hampshire
Mags-Say goodbye to dirty bathrooms,
UNH on Wednesday, January 25 in the
Notables will provide ~ntertainment.
Love, Carol
Patty is leaving ·too Ray
for I'm leaving you. Hope you get over your
Johnson Theater. Student tickets are on
Refreshments / receptioo afterwards.
attraction
to waterfowl. Sheep are much
And
to
everyone
else I might . have
Oh no, not Patty, please say it· ain't so, l
sale now for only $6.00 at theMUB Ticket
· better. Luv, Juice. ' ·
·
Leslie Gwen-Happy Birthday from me.
neglected a personal to; have a good
can't take much more of this
Office. This is a tremendous sav(ngs and a
Now that you're an adult, I promise I'll
· christmas, break. etc und see you soon
Cordwood for sale! Am movi,ng, and must
What? Julia is leaving too. Oh -death,
rare opportunity to witness the.. exciting
take
you
to the MUB PUB (at least once),
go. $1 00 and wi II deliver to dorms or
, art of mime at its best.
H·olly you moose! Have a good Christmas
where is thy sting? Oh, she's coming buck
as long as your promise to dance with me.
reside-ntial homes in the seacoast area.
and get psyched for New Year's Eve at
next year, thank goodness!
~HAPPY BIRTHDAY BECKY!!! Love, your
I did the cause I love you, not to embarrass
Call 862-1679, ask for Pennyc
Foneuil Hall. Love from the arobics
neighbors.
you. Only 10,000 people know that you're
moose . Yes.I'm still here at the New
The Easy chair lounge wishes you and
Sue, Cyndi, _a nd Annette; hope to see you
Gwen.
·
Hampshire..
Anyone interesteq in the works of Ayn
· yours the warmest far:nily holidays, <ind all
all before Christmas so we can catch up
Rand or current 01,)jectivist periodicals
of God's blessings . P . .Carignan and R.
Get involved in GARY HART.'s campaign,
on
everything. You know who. . _ _,, ·.
Heidi the history major - I haven't seen you
Routhier, owners.
and writers, _ please contact 749 -4483
·come to a meeting on Tu(:lsday, December
around too much this semester . I guess I
· evenings .
Denise! Denise! You've got another"
6th at 7 :30 p.m. in the Hillsboro Room of - won't see you next semester since you'll
Hey' Paul, you're okay. Ray.
one!lt's been great being neighbors. The
, ·SKIERS or even if you have never skied . ,. the MUB . this is you chance to get
be in Washington . You Wt!re right. They
girl next door. (Hi Dan!)
involved in a presidential campaign.
Ever consider taking off a semester to ski?
were fighting about which department to
Ernie, have a conservative Christmas and
Let my brochure be your guide to
To the sisters of Phi Mu Thanks for a
place you in down there. Everyone wants
Ski Instructors needed-Alpine Ridge Ski
a right-wing New Yea,r.
·adventure! -Send $1 to : Box 783,
great time at our raid last Thurs . We .
a cLJitured England woman.
Area is hiring instructo_
rs for this seaso.n.
HEY
MAGGIE,
WE
LOVE
YOU.
THE
NEW
Quechee, VT. 05059.
should
get together more oJten. Sigma
We need pa[t-time help for nights and
Craig W.-did you know you drink too much
HAMPSHIRE STAFF. Phi Epsilon
.
weekends ;for positions starting before
Ellen- If your still read th is paper ---BUD ? ha ha. BC
.
and
after
Christmas
vacation.
Training
of
The Club 109 would like to wisli all of you
Hl!!!!1(I don't want to discuss it!!.!) ls th~
'Rippin Ray'-- You're everything and
Lee ·the BUD woman-someone from the
new instructors .will start soon . Contact
a very Merry Christmas and all the peace
more!
other guy keeping you happy?????
New Hampshire loves you!
Keith Markley ar 293-4304.
and joy that life can bring. 'Warm family
Andi P. Keep smiling and I'm sorrier than
Cin-Cin, I'm sorry This weekend scenario
holidays to you and yqurs '•J. Guillemette,
Aldo- Glad your labs nre almost done.
you could ever believe for not hearing you
was really stupid and Jack of friendly . Bill, my .Mother ignores me, you know
owner.
'
Have you and Bob got. mistletoe in your
this semester . Love. Carol -,.
communications. This Friday and Jots
that. Her and almost everyone else . ·
room you playboys? Love, a Blues Fan .
To THe Staff of ·r,,,. ., ·,•11· llw1111s/,;,.,, The
more. Have a good Christmas, but I know . Chris, thanks for the ghost pe_rsonals and
Mom and Dad N. Well, another long, hard_
party Sat. night will be the balls . I can't
I'll see you before then . We will definately· · • all else . I'll try not to be such a pain. Carol
Kerry M . Does it get_cold in Cambridge in
semester comes to an end . I love you both
wait. I wonder if it" reallywill go on even if
go to the Atrium over break and
the winter? Let's take a weekend and find
very
much and thank you for the support
I,
the
hostess,
"Little
am
Eddie"
not
there.
is
the
It
will
best
be
friend
too
a
girl
could
somewhere in Milford too. You know how
out. How about Paris?
you've - given -me. throughout this
much fun to miss, so I guess I'll never find
have and I'm glad you're 'connections_'
much I love to eat! Love, Carol
To
my
bosses,
Bob
and
Bob,
thanks
for
semester. We're off to another new
out. And for those who are wondering,
have chosen r'ne--I don't know why . It
Kathy-Deb, Hope you can stand.,.another
everything. You guys are the greatest . It
direction, let's hope this one is THE one.
· yes the apartment will be unmessy for the
seems crazy, but that's what friends are
semester of getting anoyed by your
hns been my sincere pleasure working for
Love, Carol
party. See you all there!!!! Get psyched for.
for and someday I'll bring YOU trout and
· favor-ite writer beca·use I'd hate to loose
you. Have a restful and happy break . Jii;n
it. Sue M.
wildflowers and we'll eat pineneedles
Rae Ann, .you assistant Art and Features
you. Even though you and Karla never
G
and ewything! Love ya, Goldilocks:
Ed. Th-anks alot!!!!
·
stop talking for a moment. Have a great
Bye Beth- We've all gotten over ourselves
Bye Patty- have a Todd of a time in New
break and I'll have ','OU over for dinner as · Pciul, the best roommate on the floor, ..... I
and we'll miss you. Oh Tweezers. Best of
York : Mags
.
.
1MB,M,t, Have a Merry Christmas .
soon as you get back. Snatch
luck. - Mags and the eds.
made out alri·ght.
Maybe we'll go skiing. ove Scott and
Patty, We will miss you even though we .. ~Christmas. is a very special time for all of
Skate, this is the last of this semester. I'll_
-Gregg.
Jucie- Good luck on your internship. Just
now have/ a place to stay when we go to
be in' Beverly until next year, at which
us here at the Club. It is a time when we
think, no more late night 622 papers. I'll
New York . Sure, lenve us alone with
time you will have graduated. It's been
sit l:>ack and reflect on the warmth and joy
Kris and Marie, hope you guys have a
miss ya . We'll have _a good couch for you
flacky Bev. It will be wejrd without you,
fun corresponding by personals. Good
that all of you have brought u.s, just by
.
to sleep on next semester when you come great Christmas . Kris, . we'll . have to go
even though it is weird v,vith YOJJ. I will
luck next semester. Droolje
leiting us make you happy. There is
skiing.
No more P-fights at 3t5. Love,
_
to
visit.
Ace
miss hearing the typewriter at -4 in the
reporter
you
.
XOMaggie
nothing in life so precious as one 's · Sue, we_'re sooooo silly together.
morning, and hearing, "Maybe I'll just go
happiness . God Bless.' J. Guillemette,
Hi Mom! I'll be home for -Christmas- and Scott
Mateo, keep studying and someday you
to bed. now and get up really early
owner Club 109
Here's to hot tubs!
dinner on Thursday . Maggie
instead." Good times have not ended just .
CJqJ;}cffilcffli&r1£1
because ybu're going to be in NY . Love
Beth-Tweezers! Get over yourself! It's
MN
I'm
sorry.
commend Gibbs Hall, first floor men's
TIGHTS says hello to teeny. Can't wait to
you always, Carol
been a l1111.ft' ,w11w,-1t-,,: mort•on·r. l!ornl
·
wingfor being such a cohesive, unified
Maggie needs a kick in the butt, oops I
finals are ove.r so we can relax and have
ltH'k
in
th,··,.,."/
world.
I'll
miss
you.
Juice.
group
of
peep.le.They
are
a
tribute
to
·
Maggie -is the most wondmous nnd
mean a kicker.
some fun.
UNH, and there should be more fun
supercollos,li !~dilor in chief I've ever
Chris~here ' s one for you, while I'm at it.
people fike them in the world.HO HO
worked for . But . tlwn. she's the only
Chocolate or vanilla pudding??
HO ' Nick 'Santa' Claus.
editor in 'ci1ief I've ever worked for
Carol will find herself one day. I hope she
-Ray -Ray, If was a pleasure doing all _your •
To all the girls on JD 4th; Good Luck
does,n't find herself in Hannor(s
·
stats for y9u this semester. It w 9 s what I
through the coming two weeks . l'!I try not
Jim-thanks for the photo page.
lived for, just to get • your approval as
to be too cheery, but you really can't
Good luck everyone next semester . Think
Assistant Sp0rts Ed. Can't wait for more,
blame me, right7Just lay off the booze an'
of me next semester, working my fingers
you sexy, sporty type you.
you'll do alright.
hey Kim; Catch any
to the bones, seeking truth and justice - snowballs lately? Katie; Way to use yo_ur
and Ray says the American way. (But he
headl The Avon Lady .
reads the Union Leader and believes it).
Good luck Elise nnd Sylvie on YOllr
internships in Washinriton Ill n1iss you!
Penny for your thoughts

ifth~w i!iUJ1¾6n~

Typing services offer~d
by professioJ;tal s·e cretary
· · 90¢ per pag~

Please call 77-2-4844 between 5:30 and 7:30
·Wednesdays through Sundays
·

•

Hi Sue and Sni t
Is the Club 109 the most important thing
in Jim 's life7 Yes.
Mags-Say goodbye to dirty bathrooms,
for I'm leaving you. Hope you get"over your
attraction to waterfowl. Sheep are much
better. Luv. _Juice.
Tweezers! The semester has come to an
end! To everyone at -,-,,,, , ••If' /1,1111 ,,.,l,ir,•
(yes, Greg, even you). thanks for a great
semester. Julie, knock \heir socks of·f next
semester In Beverly ; to Maggie,
BABY!!!!!; Jim , the Gorch wha_t? By the
way,· your photo pages are the best, and
, this tim e, Jim, I'm not kidding; Ray, keep
on polishing those vocal chords, 1·11 miss
our singing duets (I hope Lisa and-John
·Iike oldies). and don't forget to get those
headlines straight; Johnny 0, 1·11 never
get all those song titles right! Pntty, I'll be
seeing you in New Y.ork. Do you think we'll
ever agree on when a news story is
nctually a m8gazine length article7 Carol.
you h<ive the patience of Job; .and ode to
Greg; when <ill el se fails, use a semicolon . Best of luck Lis<i, John, Scott, and
Sue. Alw<iys rPmemlier Mam<i se , Mama
sa. I'll miss you all. S,ee you in the
corporat e "¥orld! Love , Betl~

-~

CROSSWORD ANSWERS
I
T
A

L

·To the AD STAFF:(Ginny, Elisa,
Lynn, -Lauren, Mary, Kevin, Anne,
Janice, Penny, Katie B., Katie C., •
and formerly Sue) Thanks, ·h ave a
good vacation, ·f.Jnd hope to
•••• see you next semester.... .AMY*
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Just think ---a month without wax-covered
hands, WUNH Sunday bluegrass, justified lines,
ice cream, and border tape in your hair.....
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/ _C ome meet

- -

.

(

.

work studu Pos·itions Available
at the -Commuter/Transfer canter
·
tor semester -II

-Presidential -Candida_te

F,r i tz' Hollings

*Euaninu monitor:~ Work M~nday &
Wednesday eves. 4:-30- 10:30

Thursday Dec .. 8th

. *Stall A-ssistant: 10-15 hrs/ we ek
*Mediation .case coordinator:

- at 7pm in

, 10-15 ' hrs / week _

Hamilton Smith
Room 127

---~-----~~-------------.

· ._contributing Editor tor the .
· •-commuter Advocate to work
,_ in commutar11rans1er center
5 hours/week. semester stipend

Sponsored in
conjunction with
---

I

_01 $20.0.

....

Democratic.. ·student
Organization ·.
.

--------------------------

-

-

/

· For_.applications & job descriptions, stop by the ·
Commuter/ Transfer Center, ·Room , 136, .MUB.

I -

. ,:•,,·
WEAR
•.. · THIS"COUPON" .
· TO BURGER KING®
~··'("·~ ·r:, . .- )

,

-

,

How·to succeed
in' finding the
perfect-present. ·

""

ANDGETA. :·

.

·-FREE WHOPPER:·

--

1

iliiiiiiPJI

I

.'

-

\.

It's simpl_e: visit Spectrum. Whether you're looking
for one-of-a-kind handmade jewelry or a luxurioussilken -angora ~eater, we've got it. Unusual clothing
and accessories are what we're known for.
- And, so you.don't have to neglect succeeding at
business, we've extended our hours. Until December .
23, Spectrum will be open 10 to 10, Monday through Saturday, 12 to_6 on Sunday.

\,. .

~.,

'

..." ·

.

- -GET A FREE WHOPPEJtWHEN - YOU BUYA WHOPPER: Just wear this mask to show that you've switched to Burger King~
like the Macdonald family qn TV. Okay, okay. If you don't
want to actually wear it, you cail just sort of hold R up.
Whop~t'when you buy a Whopper!
We'll still give you a

free

••

.,_

-;~•~·-•,.,.t..L
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SPECTRUM _
.
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Newington M all - · ~
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------- ----W HEEL S------- ----- <continued from page 2) ,

heavy steel door to open and
there is not a soul in sight to
hel·p me with it. As I sit wai-tini
for help, I remember Diana
Sal.d ,·t would be n1·ce to h-ave
certain do'ors open at all times.
An older gentleman opens
the outer door and a cleaning
woman helps me with the inner
wooden doors. I rush through
them, scraping a knuckle.
Bio o d fl O W s f rom the I·n·ur·
J ).
She doesn't notice and · I'm
gl'ad. I don't want anyone
making a fuss, I just want to be
treated like. everyune else.
1 wheel th rough th e halls of
Hamilton Smith's basement
thankful my wheel · chair
docsn 't squeak to attr~ct
attention.
Ever'y. ·one ·1s star1·ng at me ·
Well, let them look. Just
becaus:e I'm ·,n a w·heelcha1·r

my tongue and politely· tha ,n k travel when I'm walking
_U NH offers help to
her.
.
~
around campus, but it's
handicapped st_udents through
Handicapped_Studen t Services
I have no idea how I'm going different in a chair. I must think
f
- h
h ·
h
of ~any curbs,, stairs or hi:lls I
located in Huddleston Hall.
to get rom t e c air to t e
toilet. After a couple of tries may encounter.
i They offer assistance in
,
and a near fall, 1decide to cheat
The chair is stuck on a
scheduling, aGcessibility and
a little and brace myself wirh manhole cover in the middle of
academic aid.
·
one foot. Somehow, 1don't feel Hood House's drivewa·s,. I'm
/
guilty.
going to tip Q.¥er. I've made it
Handicapped Services also
· 1t feels good to wash my all day only to lose the battle to
offer tape recordings of booksand sponsor a peer support
hands, blm:k from the wheels: a manhole cover.
Waiting for the Hand1'-Van·, I
group. For more information
The mirror is so high I can't see
the top of my head. 1 guess it notice ,my shadow on the
call; 862-2607. ·
doesn't matter what you look grou~d: It is a replica 9f th.e
- Transportation for handiI i ke when y O u 're in a handicap symbol on the sign in
capped
students is, provided
wheelchair.
frorit of me. I don't like ..,the
rhrough Handicapped Student
Keven Robinson is still .here, i·mage.
Services in conj_u nction · with
parked in front of the Cat's
My hands are s6re and black.
Closet of the MUR Kevin, on Little blisters are forming . My ' the Kari-Van service. For more
information call the office at
campus for two years, says life whole 'body is sore and stiff. My
862-2328.
in a wheelchair is "'sometimes jacket looks like the insifle of a
hard and sometimes it's easy." mud flap, spattered w· it_h d,.rt
"M b
h
·d
h - · that the tires kicked up.
y into
rot er
sat to mew · en
Th e van
· h ton ·
yo_u get
college
Kevin, it's
comes ng
time.
doesn't mean I don't belong _going to be
lot different. Michelle Cloutier, one of the
·here: !f I were walk_ing, I'd go People aren't -going to help you drivers op~ns the big door on
.~ ·
unnoticed.
.
as much as in high school and I th e side.
L
·
A_s I round the/~f)rner, I haven't found that to be so "he -- The loading ramp descends
r~ahze I can·' t go _a
further. / says. "Peo-ple are.willing to do a slowly to the ground. Michelle .
1 ~ere are three staffs m fro~t of lot for me . as long as I am instructs me to back up on die -_
me_. l_t feel~ strange to be m a polite." _
.
ramp. The hydraulics groan ·
build mg . Ive walk~d through
Kevin can put in a 12 to 14 and up I go, like I am being
type·d electron _
i c:a11.y ' .-~- .
many times_ which I am hour day in his chair.and still be lifted on a fork lift.
suddenly de med access to. _
Selection. of . paper
comfortable. I've onlv been in
Michelle locks the chair into
and envelope.a ·
On the way b~ck to the MU B this chair for four hours and a special brace that goes my note, ~ad falls on the the I'm so stiff arid sore, it's almost through the spokes · of the
25 copies -·25 envelope ■
ramp. Its JUst out ?f my r~ach unbearable.
wheel. With the brakes locked
2? ex'Gra •heats of paper
and I stretch to retrieve 1t. Four
The Handi-Van, a transpor- and the wheels in the brace, it's
SlEi ..DD
_- .
people walk by and not one tation service for the just like a car seat.r;:>ane
the
way ,vo·u wa11t ·it!
offerstopick itup. l've _c ometo handicappedstudent s,pullstip
Two Handi-Vans run
exp~ct ext:a help and when . I and drops off Greg St Amour, throughout the day. The vans
C Open Satur·daya ~tao! J
don t get 1t, _I become_ upset. another of the 12 students who are owned and ope.rated by the
DURHAM COPY
Three ho~rs m the chau: have _use wheelchairs on campus.
Kari-Van service.
'
takentheirtoll. lcouldg1v~up
"I have a pretty good time
"I try tq drop them
Jenkins Court
now and forget the who~e thmg, getting around town,,, Greg (handicapped students) off at _
Durham
~NH 03B24
but, ~II the_ot her ba_nd1c~~pe<;I_ -says. _. "I= Gan get into the - the most convieni½nt place,"
students , on campus cant. l Franklin, the Tin - Palace, a Michelle explains.
· eae-7D31 ·
gra? Jhe J?ad and wheel on.
couple of the stores down there
She .. drives the van up to the- -==r.,c,
1
Ran ·"ary,
I ~ thirsty, there . ar~ no and I can · get inside Burger front door of Hood House and
,_.......______
proprietor
, handicap water fountains m ~he King.
just reverses the preocedure to
MUB. The_ regular fountains
"It's too had they don't have get me out of the Handi-Van. ·
are_ too high. I stretch my one or two games for us to play
1· stand up·. My legs are like
tongu~; not ~ -dr~p.
_ in the games room,,, Greg rubber, tingling as I take the
Buymg _i:rnlk m the lu~ch comments. The games are too first few steps away from the
room_ reminds me of the ?,nve high to play.
chair. I look at the chair with a
up wmdo~ at_ McJ?onald s._
Greg and Kevin only praise new respect for the equipment.
, No puumg It off an\ longer. for the Handi -Van service.
It makes the difference between
I ve_got to use the men s_room.
The next Handi -Van leaves complete.. immobility and
girl hol~s ~he door w_hile I go _ Hunter Hall in .the Quad area at independence. r admire all the
m. Once ms1~e, she still holds l:SS. 1 have 30 minutes to get courageous studepts .who
the door saying; "are you all there _
_
persevere despite their
set?" I feel _like _saxing "y~s.
I n~ver pre-plan my i·oute of obvious disadvantages.
Now cl.ose the door, but I bite
·
·
1

__
:

a

~~~~:::: :::~

RESU MES · •

0

!'-

,I~

COSA
LINDA
Ponchos $29 .95- 59 .95
Sweaters $34.95- 99.95
Buy any two sweat~rs
and get $1Q off
- your to~l -purchase.
38:Danicl Street P011smouth, N.H. 03801 60.3-436-8542
I

Thursday, December 8th
Strafford Room
In the MUB _Shows at 7:00 & 9:30
Admission: $1 :00 _

, THE ATOMIC CAFE
A long overdue antid_ote to greasy fifties -nostalgia, The Atomic
Cafe serves up the dark side of Gold War America in all its
paranoia and c~nfonnism. Artfully, culled from newsreel
_footage and government archives, the film is a ming boggling

compendium of government misinformation aimed at selfing
nuclear war to the Amerian public and of the atomic-themed
pop-cultural artifacts that sprang up like crazy mushrooms in
the shadow ·of the Bomb.
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Help bring
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<continued from page 3)

entire last two paragraphs. Be
sure to skim your syllabus and
- notes, too. Adapt this method
to your own style and study
ma.te rial\ but rem em b e·r
p-r:@viewing is not an effective
substitute for reading.
I guess I understand'it...
Test Yourself: While you're
previewing, make up questions
about key section in notes or
reading. Keep in mind what the
professor has stressed in the
course. Examine the relationships between concepts arid
- sections, Often, simply by
_ changing section headings you
·
can · generate many ~eff ect1ve
f' or ~xamp 1e, a ·
questions.
d
· l d .. B
·
ystan er
sect1011 ent1t e Apathy", migh! be changed
in_to questions such as, .. What is
bvstander apathv'!", .. What are
J
J
bys ta nd er
· causes of
the
apathv?", and _" What are some
e 'xani'.ples of bystander
·
~- apathy?"_ ..

what you're studying ,-withwhat you already know. You
will be able to remember new
material better if you can link it
to something that's already
meaningful to you . Some
· techniques include ... ·
Chunking: an effective way
to s i rn p Ii f y and make
information meaningful. For
example, suppose you wanted
to remember the cplors in the
visabJe spectrum (red, orange,
yellow, 'g reen, blue, indigo, and
violet), you would have to
remember seven "chunks" of.
information in order. But if you
take the first letter of each color
out the name
.,,rou can spell
••Roy _G. Biv" -and reduce the
•·nformat1'on to three "chu·n· ks;'.
Mnemonics:

any

sum m ~ r i es; emphasize
relationships between sections
Group information . into
categories or hierarchies, where
possible .
Information 1)1apping: draw
up · a matrix to organize and
. interrelate material. For
example, if you were trying to
understand the causes of World
· War I, you could make a chart
listing all t_he major countries
involved across the top and,
then list the important issues
and events down the side. Next,
in the boxes in between ypu
could describe the impact e·ach
issue had on each countrv
; to
help ')1 ou understand . these
complex historical developments.

memory

· ...
· t e ago
th a t h e 1ps -/ k new '·t a mmu
.
. t·mg t ec h rnque
ass1s
At·t er ·rea d ·ing · . a
·
· f orma t'10n R ev1ew:
• t
e new m
us assoc1a
with something- familiar. For section, try to recall the
examp.le, to remember a information· contained in it.
formula or equation, we ,m ay Try answering the questions
use letters of the alphabet to you made up for that section
This stuff is so dr!, I ~an't even :.. represent certain numbers. again. If you cannot recall
· Then we can change an abstract enough, reread portions you
keep awake read_mg 1t:·~
Attack!:_Get actively involved f O rm u I a i'n t O a m O re had trouble remembering. The
with the text as y~u read. Try to meaningful word or phrase, so mc,re time you spend studying
answer the quest10ns you have we'll be able to remember it the more you tend to recall.
made up. Take notes or better. Sound-alike associa - Even after the point where
ul!-derline key co_ncep~s. tions can be very effective too , information can be perfectly
_Discuss_ the material with especially while trying to learn recalled, ·(urther st~dy m~kes . ,
others m your class. St~dy a nt;w language. The key is to the. mater~al more 1mperv1ous
together. Stay on the offensive, create your . own links, then, to f orge,t tmg. In other words,
you cant over~tudy. ~owever,
. especially with material · that you wo.n't forget them.
_h ow you orgarnze and integrate
·
you don't find · interesting, ·
rather thari reading passivelv - There's .too much to new information is st-ill more
J
h ·
h
rememb er...
and missing points.
Organize: Information is important than _ow muc time
' F'read it. I understand it. But I recalled better if it is presented you spend st udymg.
in an organized framework that - But J like to study in bed...
just can't get it to ~ink in...
Elaborate: We remember best will make retrieval more _ Context: Recall is better when
the things that are most systematic. There arc many . study contexts ( the physical
, meaningful to us. As you are techniques that can help you .__ location, as well as our mental,
reading, try to elaborate upon organize new information. •,:· emotional, and physical state),
: overlap the · test context.- The ·
new information with your Here are some.. .
greater the difference bctwee!1
.
or
outlines
chapter
Write
integrate
to
Try
own examples.

Attentio n Ski Bums

J

together,·
one friendship
at a time.

Cramming before .a test helps
keep it fresh in my mind...
Spacing: Start studying 'now.
Keep/studying as you go along. Begin with an hour or two a day
about one week before the·
exam, and then increase study
time as the exam approaches. R ecall increases_as study time
.
gets sprea9 . out over time.
I'm gonna stay· up all night ti/ I
h'
get t IS ...
Avoid · Mental Exhaustion:Take short breaks-often when
studying. Before a test have a
rested mind. When you take a
study break and_iust before you
go to sleep at night, don't think
abot1t academics. Re.lax and
unwind, men ta 11 y and
physically. Otherwise, your
break won't refresh you and
you'll find yourself lying awake
at night.
Remember, . for a successful
finals week,' eat properly ,
exercise regularly and maintain
sufficient sleep. Please respect
hall quiet hours so everyone
ma,:1 have a successful week.
Good Luck and EnJ·o.>·' the
Holidays!!!!
Sue Gagnon is the Area I
Hall Director. She holds a
Master's degree from Michigan
.
State Uni\iersity. .
Bruce Perry 1s Area I
Assistant~H,all Direct<:>r·_. He has
a Bachelor degree Jrvm Bates
College. ·

r

If you're between 15 and
19 and want to know about
International Youth
Exchange, send for more
· information.
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE,

Pueblo, Colorado 81009

The President's Council for
~
International Youth Exchange and
The Consortium for International
Citizen Exchange.

helps

prevent ·
birth

-defects
Support

- .

March of Dimes
SHARE. -~. . . ·
THE COST OF

. ~~.?~~!· ·~

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

unH.women's·

·The UNH Ski Club

snortsweeII

Is N_ow Holding Sign-Ups
For Two Of The_ir Biggest
Trips To:· .
-

..,,

the two study contexts, the
greater the probability that one
context will overlap the test . ·
context.' So, mix up where and
when you study to va'ry
contexts. 'Try studying in y0tir .
classroom. There are libraries
i.n Kendall, Parsons, and
Kingsbury, too. ·

S.e ason Debut!
7:00 PM, Wednesday

Hockey vs. Boston-U niversity ~
·._:..i
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7:00 _PM, Thursday

Stpwe Vt

Tri p Date:

G ymnastic s ·vs .
_
Northeas tern

Jan 27-29 Price·$79
( includes 2 lift· tickets, lodging; meals)
1

Jay Peak, Vt.
·

Trip Date:

. - Feb. 24-2fr Price $68
( includes .2 lif1 tickets lodging, meals)

]:00 PM, Saturday

Hockey ·vs.
Providen ce

•-- Sign Up Now Before It's Too Late-----Mon. Dec. 5 J 2-3
Thurs. Dec. 8 11-1

When:

Tables in th ~

Where:

r

UNH Students-$ or season ticket
Students-$ 2
A-au rf s~-s3------,·--

9B balcony

Only a $20 deposit requirttd now-- -7-~-"
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In the cold: Is SniVe ly Arena too small?
·athletic passes that allow them · doors.
- that this team and this rink $800,000, it was hard-to justify
to go to all the games for one
"I haven't even tried to go to combine for ex,citing hockey. the fact that the addition would
price. Local fans are u-s·uaHy a game since 1979 when they However, there. are so many pay for itself,"said Mooradian.
there when the ticket window won the ECAC," said Richard more fans who don't get in, that
To get the money, the
opens at 6:00. The enrollment Samara, Class of 1964 and a there is no reason why a bigger Trustees would have to bring
at UNH is about l0,000,while Psychology te~cher in rink wouldn't be just as the issue before the state
Durham has at least a couple Manchester. ••1 think there are exciting.
legislature. Howev_er, there are .
_
thousand residents. Snively · a lot ofalumni who would 'love
••1t's a tough place to win," higher priorities on this and
Arena · holds 4,000·, ·which to go to the games, but feel it's said Colgate Sports Infot- other University System
would seem to be adequate. · too much bother."
mation Director Bob Cornell. campuses, and money is scarce.
Any hungry fan who's been
Against the stained wood Cornell said that Snively is the
Another source of money ·
turned away will tell you that backdrop in Snively hangs the _ top rink in the ECAC _for would be a capital fund drive.
it's not. . . .
· one champoinship banner: excitement.
Howeve:r, one was just
AttheStLawrenceg amelast UNIVERSITY OF NEW
conducted, the result of which
· Not _e nough fans fe.e-1
year, an estimated 500 fans HAMPSHIRE, 1979, ECAC, strongly enough about was a new engineering building
were turned away. Inside, the , HOCKEY, CHAMPIONS. expansion of Snively Arena to ·and a ·new infirmary. within the
PA announcer politely asked Since 1969 UN H has made the make an issue out of it: Athletic university system.
fans to squeeze closer together ECAC tournament every year Director Andrew Mooradian
"The revenue from the 2200
in order for more people to be but one. They've been to the felt strongly enough about it to new seats . would have to be
le( in. ·Fire inspectors swept
ECAC final four five times. make it an issue back in 1969. calculated OYC~ a 20 year
people out of the aisles. Every They've been to the _N CAA
•• An expansion of 2,200 new period, to .figure out whether
time the door was ope11ed, a tournament four out of the last .~eats 'was proposed," said
the project could be afforded."
wave of people would flow . s~ven _years.' Since· 1974,- nine
Mooradian. '"At that time all - said Mooradian, "Right now,
towards it. Every, UN H home All-Americans have come out reserved seats were completely this has not been done. It is
garne is a sellout. And there are . of UNH. They are winners.
sold ouLwith a waiting list of obviously not one of the
still more fans out there who , 'UNH Coach Charlie Holt 500."
University's priorities. I'm
·
have been discouraged by years · calls Snively the best ice surface
The- cost of this expansion hopeful that something -~ay be
of being turned_ awa): at the · in the ECAC. The fans know would have been _$330,000,
done, · with the continued
which WOtJld have paid for support of the Trustees."
Now that UNH has joined
· itself in ten· years according to
the new ''khper league"(ECAC
Mooradian.
"There would have been East plus Lowell) there inay be
1700 seats for students and 500 · more incentive io expa-nd
reserved seats, " said Snively. The other top teams,
Mooradian. "But the Trustees· ( BC, BU, Northeastern, and
felt that this was not a priorit~'." · Providence) all have rinks as _
big or bigger than Snively. The
The same addition ·was
new league will be more
analyzec,i in 1972 at $625,000
and in -I975 the cost was competitive and more exciting,
which undoubtedly means
estimated at $845,000. At these
more fans. Also there ha--s been
prices, i_t would take more than
talk of TV eoverage for the new
twenty years to pay for the
league by cable networks.
'
addition. The matter hasn't
In the meantime, UNH - - been seriously discussed since
hockey will keep winning. And _
1-975, so in 1983 it i.s probably
many potential fans will be left
an economic impossibility.
'"Once the -cost · go! over out in the cold . .

By Ray Routhier
They stand in line for hours
in the cold February qight. If
they're there by 6:30, they
might get in. Once they're
inside Snively Arena, hockey
fans will tell you tlJat all the
lines, all the cold weather, all
the waiting is worth it.
"I waited in line ~ for two
" hours at the Providence game,
but then was told no .one else_
would be let in," said Jim
Young, _a Clarkson University
freshman from Manchester
NH. "I have friends from
UNH, but they can't buy
general admisssion ticket~
before the game. I came to the
BG; BU,- and St Lawrence
games, and finally got in for the
Clarkson game, now I go
there."
_
Is Snively ,Arena foo, small?U NH students .and Durham
NH residents would probably
say yes. Students can purchase

Women 's hooP
places 3rd · in Utah
The women's basketball team finished third at the-Lady Ute classic in Salt Lake City Utah, this past
. weeke~d.(Wayne Makecknie photo)
.
,
_·
·

combined to score 31 of the
By Elle·n Praught
The UN H women's basket- team's 67 points. Mention _·
ball team finished third out of should also be made of Cofour teams in ·t he Lady Ute captain Gail Jackson who
Classic - 1ast weekend:· The scored a · commendable 14
Wildcats playec,i the New points.
In the Wildcats second game
Orleans Buc-Kettes Saturday
and the Ea_stern Washington . versus Eastern Washington
she also swam a leg in the placing second
- I00 Eagles on su· nda J'-'. Both ·games UN H played extremely well,
in both the
winningfreestylerela yand won and 200 breast stroke, and by - were well played and UNH winning 97-73. During the first
a third place in the 200 free.
Cathy Jones in p}acing second finished with one win and one half UNH established a lead of
48-34 and was able to relax
Other outstanding perform- in both the 500 and 1000 loss.
throughout the remainder of
ances were turned in by Beth_- freestyles.
The Wildca(s
lost
Satur-.
_
Robinson in winning the 200
UN H, now J-1, tnivels ne·x't day's game by a score of 91-67, the game: Unlike the day before
back stroke, by Ann
which is not indicative of the every player got tiine and the ·\
·
Hendrickson
in winning_
the to Keene State Colfege for a team's tough pla v . New team was very powerful.
High scorers were Corinne
'l000 free, by Pam Birsinger in · meet 'on Dec. 7.
, Orleans had a team- which
__.'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,"':"t· returned five starters and ten Gulas (29), Chris Gulas (22),
1
letter winners from last year'.s and Gail Jackson (20).
Throughout the tournament
I
squad. The Wildcats had
I
problems containing Sandra · the Wildcat backcourt played
Hodge, an honorable mention we!.! and were a constant threat
All-Ameriean who ended up _ to t~e opposition _ -~ 0th
·
·
with thirty-five points and defensively a nd ~ffensiv~ly.
.
to
eleven rebounds. The Wildcats The ha rd work a nd huS t le
have been having trouble with ·. d_emon st rated by th e Gulas
their defensive play under ' the sisters were rewarded when
. The new "-Super" Hockey league ( ECAC East plus Lowell.)
basket throughout· the season they were named to the Allto begin play in 1984-85, has signed a scheduli•ng agreement
and thev were simpb-' unable to Tourna~ent team. . .
with the Western Collegiate Hockey Association.
J
The W 1ldcats have two tough
, contain · Hodge during
this
.
UN H will play each of the six WCHA teams twice, making
game
games ahead of them this week.
three trips a year, playing t wo games a trip . . .>
UN H's hig_h scorer of the Q11 Wednesday they face St.
Each year UNH will travel to one of these pairs of schools:
on Saturda, thev
1
·
game was Chris Gt.ilas with 19. , Johns· and
•
•
/
.)
Minnesota or Minnesota.:_ Duluth, Denver or Colorado,
J
Old D
She
'and
her
sister
Corinne
Pay
ommwn.
North Dakota or Wisconsin.
The "Super" league teams will play 18 games in league
~' competition, and 12 against the WCHA.
~ '4
.f.

UNH Swimm ers ,lo's e to BC
By 'B. Doherty
In an extremely close meet
the UN H women's swim team
· suffered their first defeat of the
Y·ear on Dec. · J to Boston
College 71-69. UN H won seven
events to . BC's nine, but
managed nine second places to
BC's six: the winning margin
came from UNH'sfaifuretogct

more than four third places
while BC got eighnhird 'places .
It was a victory of depth-over
talent .
In the "if-only" department
had BC\ Sue Bales been
properly given no points for a
"failed" dive, UNH's Anne
Lowr-ie might have ·won the
three meter dive and .UN H the
meet. As it was Lowrie failed to
win for only the first time this
season. Eniilv Coe ran out of
Pool ,~sher ra·stclosingeffort in
anchoring_the medley relav that
·,ust fell short: Cofe, however,
·won the 50 and 100 freestyle,
and anchored the winning
freestyle relay.
.
Ma rthy Clohisy remained
undefeated in the butterfly,
winning both the I00 and 200: ·-

.1
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Sport.s
•
me n bl as t Pr ov id en ce 6- 3
ice
t
ca
W ild
.~

By Chris Heisenberg
The Wildcat s are on a roll
and they have goalie Brue~
.
-Gillies- to thank for it.
Gillies' perform ance in the
first period of Sunday' s game
against Provide nce College
allowed UN H to defeat the
cha_rging Friars 6-3, improvi ng
- ·
their record to 4-5.
· Gillies made 16 saves in the

first p e. riod . most from in close '

while allowi ng only ~
,powerp lay deflectio n goal by
Arteo Yeomel akias at 2:54 . .
UN H looked dtsorgan ized in
the first pe-riod, giving away the
puck to PC for good
opportu nities. But, w,h enever
they had a good opportu n·ity
Gillies would be there to
·prevent a goal.
Just ask Steve Rooney and
John De Voe, who Gillies
stymied on three rebound s or
Jim Robbin s who Giliies
st_oppe,d on a breakaw ay. And
h1s saves of Jim· Deasy on a
. three-on -one, and Steve Taylor
on a two-on- one left the crowd
mutterin g to themselv es.
In between · the assaults on
· the UN H net PC ~oalie Mario
pro u IX was ·ha Vin g h i·s
problem s on long shots by
defensem en. David Lee's shot
four seconds into a powerpl ay
caught the far corner. and
Brian Byrnes' shot from the
---- same point sailed over Proulx"s
should er, again 6 n ·a .
powerpl ay.
Proulx -had to l~ave the game
after the first period b.e cause of
an injured wrist, and was
replaced by Chris ·Terreri.
· UNH turned around in the
second period, . with crisper
passing, holding PC to only six
shots. Two of these beat Gillies.
Rooney slipped behind the
defense, and let go with a wrist
shot while being.tri pped, which
broke off Gillies' pad. A Peter
Taglian etti powerp lay goal
gave PC a 3:..2 lead, before Scott
Ellison beat Terreri with an

••
·
· · ECAC
in Providence Sunday night.UNH is now 3-0 m
The UNH icef!Ien beat Providence CoUege,6-3
compeh hon, and they tr~ve~
. ---to Lowell tomght.(Wayne MakecknieJile photo)

unassist ed goal.
A Peter Douris deflectio n of
a Dwayne Robinso n shot gave
UN H the winning g.oal 2:05.
into the third period.
Ellison's second gQal, on a
backha nder after a great
individu al rush, extende d the
lead to 5-3 two minutes later.
Again UN H called upon
Gillies to preserve the win. On
successi ve penaltie s to Dan
Potter and Paul Barton, Gillies
came up big, -stoppin g Gates
i Orlando and John De Voe on a
mad scrambl e in front.
UN H sealed the victory with
five minutes left when Potter
· cut behind the net_, circled back,

then swung a pass to R~lph
Robinso n who slipped the puck _
past Terreri.
After the game Provide nce
Coach Steve Stirling complement ed Gillies.
'"Five on five we played the
best we've played all season.
Their goalie ju•st came up with
the great saves."
On his part Gillies gave
praise to his teamma tes. ·
"The boys just .realized we
were losing.- and played very
well the rest of the way ."
UNH will face Lowe·11 on
Tuesday , before returnin g to
Snively Friday night against
Dartmo uth.

BC po we rh ou se
c·r ush es - UN H
By Steve Langevin

Early in the second half B.C.
· The Wildcat s travelled to the
put together two major spur.ts.
Roberts Center Saturda y night which put the game out of
and were greeted rudely by the
reach.
nationa lly-ran ked Boston
After Koopma n hit a jumper
College Eagles, as UN H was. for UN H to open the ·second
thumped 97-64.
half, the Eagles struck for nine~
Against an explosiv e team , points in a row, keyed by five
li_ke the Eagles, you have to
points froll) Murphy . Todd
keep them from scoring in
Black ended that streak with a.
spurts and bl.owing you out of short bank shot for ()NH, only
the arena. UNH manage d to
to see B.C. strike for the next
accomp lish that in the first half_ eleven points to go ahead 64-36
as B.C. 's largest streak was on_ly with 13:48 to go.
six points. In the second half
H would never get closer
UN
howeve r, the Eagles put than 21 the rest of the way as
together streaks of 9 and 11, as
B.C. c1yised to the ' victory.
they opened up an untouch able
Playing well for the Wildcat s
lead.
McClain , who finished
besides
Neither team was able to with 21 points. were freshma n
score in the first three minutes Todd Black and senior Dan
of the game as both teams had Nolan. That pair combine d to
·several turnove rs and just did shoot 7 of 9 Trom the 1foor. -and .
not shoot well.
I I · of 13 froin ihe foul line, for
Center Jay Murphy finally 25 points.
·
got B.C. on the board with
- UN H head coach Gerry Friel
-short jumper and Michael 'w'.as not pleased with the play of
Adams added a -12 -footer as his team or the officiati ng.
B.C. opened up a 6-0 lead.
"We have a}ot to accompl ish
UN _H\ . center Dir.k Koop- before Tuesday 's game· with
man got the Cats in the Rhode Island," commen ted
scoring column on a lay-up, but Friel. ••we have to learn to have
B.C. then answere d with a 15- more patience on offense like
foot bank shot by Martin Clark we . did the second half of the
anp a free throw by Adams to U MASS game. 'As for the
up its lead to seven.
officiati ng it was lousv both
UN H manage d to. stay close ways."
~
·
thanks, surprisin gly, to some
t the
withou
was
UNH
excellen t foulshoo ting, and not services of sophom ore ~tarting
so surprisin gly: the outside guard Rodney Johnsc)n , who
· shooting of guard Al McClain . hurt nis hand in practice
UNH hit 12 of the last 14foul . Friday. h is not vet known if it
shots and McClain threw in is broken or how~long he will be
five jumpers , but UN H still out.
- trailed 46-:n at the half.-

a

y.(Jim Millard file
The UNH basketball team lost to Boston College, 97-64 in Boston Saturda
.. , ~ . . , .
Photo)

